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PREIACE 

The main bulk of the te-xt of this volume has been drawn from 
my doctoral dissertation for Harvard University. In the years since 
it was presented a nurPber of additioI1al materials has corr.e to my 
attentio~1 and results of later work arc incm-porated, primarily in 
Chapters II and III which contain a thoroughly revised version of 
some five chapters of the original text. Since 1958 when the manu
script was accepted for publication some minor editing of the text 
has taken place without c11anging the substance nor incorporating 
data obtained after that year. 

The transliterations of Russian texts and names follow the trans
literation scheme of the Library of Congress in Washington, DoC, 
All titles of books and articles in Slavic languages are translated 
in the bibliography. 

References to manuscripts use the commonly accepted abbrevia,, 
tions with a few additional ones for manuscripts hitherto unused 
or seldom quoted. A full list of all sigla is given in the index. 

Musical examples in rhe text, besides iHustrating tentative at
tempts at transcription, aim primarily to present the melodic out
lines as recorded in v2.tious nianuscripts. 'V\Tith this purpo:;c in mind 
the absence of accentual marks (e.g. for oxeia or petaste) should not 
be interpreted as a departure from or disagreement with the ac
cepted principles of transcription of the Middle Byzantine neumatic 
notation. 

It is a pleasure and a privilege to acknowledge my deep gratitude 
to Professor Egon Wellesz of Oxford University who introduced 
me to the field of Byzantine Music and whose enthusiasm and acu
men were a constant inspiration to me. 

The incentive for this ,vork came from Professor Roman Jakobson 
of Harvard University v,rho suggested the topic and loaned the 
microfilm of the manuscript from Chilandar before its publication 
in facsimile. 
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hagen. 
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Junior Fellow. The continuous encouragement of both resident and 
visiting scholars and the unexcelled library facilities of this institu
tion are highly appreciated. 

For their generous gra11ts and contributions which made the 
publication of this volume possible I owe heartfelt thanks to the 
American Council of Learned Societies, to the Publications Com
mittee of the Dumbarton Oaks Research Library, to the Slavic 
Denartmcnt of Harvard Universi.ty and to the editorial board of - 1 

the lvlonumenta Musicae By;:,antinae. 
I am most indebted to Professor and Mrs. Albert Bates Lord of 

Harvard University, without ~Nhose sponsorship and continuous per
sonal inteTcst my studies al Harvard Universlty never would have 
been possible. It is as a small token of gratitude that this volume, 
besides its dedication to my ~nother, is dedic.1tcd to both of them, 

~.lay 1960 MILOS M. VELIMIROVIC 

INTRODUCTION 

The study of the Russian Chant of the Middle Ages is a little 
known.c branch of comemporary musicoiogy. The Russians were 
among· the first to study it, and within the last few years their 
ranks were joined by a number of Western scholars. A critical 
analysis of books and articles dealing with this Chant discloses 
that the majority discusses it as recorded and practiced, not in the 
Middle Ages, but in the last two or three centuries. Only a few 
scholars ventured to express their conjectures about the medieval 
Chant, and ther: by inference, without an actual attempt at estab
lishing the meaning or offering transcriptions of the medieval neu
matic notation, 

The reasons for this neglect are multiple. In the first place, a 
language not commonly known in the West is a barrier to a Western 
scholar. The limited accessibility of Russian musical manuscripts 
dating from the Middle }~ges represents another obstacle. The 
greatest hurdle, however, is the neumatic notation, visually akin to 
that of the Byzantine musical manuscripts, but with deviations 
which make it difficult to understand. 

The investigation of the Byzantine Chant is relatively new as 
compared with the study of the Gregorian ChanL The Latin lan
guage, used in the Gregorian Chant, played the important role of 
a unifying element among various peoples under the spiritual 
authority of the Roman Catholic Church. Within the realms in 
which the Eastern Orthodox Churches held sway national lan
guages were used in the services. The basic concepts of the eccle
siastical structure of the Eastern Orthodox Churches differ from 
those of the Roman Catholic Church. While the latter recognizes 
the authority of the Pope as Supreme Pontiff, each of the Orthodox 
Churches is a national entity with its own hierarchy. 

Russian sources are quite explicit in acknowledging the accep
tance of Christianity from the Byzantine Empire. Within the next 

Velimirovic. - 1 
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few cenlaries, aiong with the translatio1.1 and adapt,1ction of Greek 
Church oooks, Russian literaLUfe cai:ne into being. There is every 
reason to believe that Greek musical manuscripts and tradition 
,.vere also accepted by the Russians. Despite the difficulti;c:s im•oived 
in the translation of church poetry, because of the union of text 
and music in the Greek original, the translators were very success
ful, as recent research has disclosed (I). In many instances the 
translation has preserved the same number of syllables in line after 
line. Furthermore, the rhythm of the meter has been preserved, as 
the disnosition of accents testifies. 

The "origin of the neumatic notation in Slavic manuscripts has 
been a subject of discussion in Russia. It was even implied at one 
time that the neumes ,Nere of Russian origi:i and subsequently 
"exported" to .Byzantium and accepted by the Greeks from the 
Russians ( 2) .. It is obvious that such a hypothesis could have 
originated only among poorly inforrned scholars, and at a time 
when knowledge of the Byzantine neumatic notation was extremely 
limited. Th.ere is no doubt ioday foat the musicai notation in Slavic 
manuscripts is definitely of Byzantine origin. 

Besides the notation in Slavic manuscripts, a glance at any page 
reveals the use of eight modes, ,vhich the Greeks called echoi aad the 
Slavs translated literally as glasi. Here are two distinctly Byzantine 
demcr:ts in the Slavic ~hant, yet schol,1.rs have deteiTnined neither 
the stage of the Byzantine ncumatic notation borrovved by the 
Russians, nor whether the echoi and g{asi are equivalent in the two 
Chants. A critical comparative study of these Chants could not 
have been conducted by Russians in the nineteenth or beginning 
of the twentieth century, since Byzantine music was still an enigma . 
After the key .for transcription of the neumatic notation in Byzan
tine manuscripts was discovered, and when positive results could 
have been expected, research in the Slavic Chant in Russia had 
fallen into neglect. Simultaneously an interest in Russ:,an medieval 

( 1) Carsten Hoeg, "Quelques remarques sur !es rapports entre la musique 
ecclesiastique de la Russic et la musique byzantine", TTE1rpcxyµEvcx TOV 0' 61E8vovs 
Bv[;aVT1voi\oy1Kov IvvEopiov 8wo-ai\oviKTJS, 11 (Athens, 1956), pp. 120 -24. 
Especially p. r 23: "II est prcsque incroyable qu'on a reussi a rendre clans une 
Iangue sans histoire liucraire, des tours et des expressions de la plus grande 
subtilit('". 

(2) See below p. 27, n. 30. 
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Chant vas ganung gronnrt amc;"g Wes, e 1 schc rs. T}1~ fortt Ji:C •. e 
rediscovery of two Slavic musical manuscripts in the library of the 
Monastery Chilandar on IVlount Athos, and thf'ir recent publk;,.
tion in the Main Series of the J\fonumenia Musicae Byzaniinae served 
as a new stimulus to research. 

This volume is a result of an investigation of one of the two 
Slavic manuscripts from Chilandar, the Hirmologion. lccording to 
palaeographical and philological analysis, this manuscript was 
written in the twelfth or thirteenth century, during a period vohcn 
i::nportapt change:, were taking place in Lhe development of Byzan
tine neumatic notation. The neumes, which originallyindicated 
only the direction of the melodic movement, ·were acquiring a 
1,rccision which determined exact interYal relationship.c,c The value 
of the Chilandar Hirmologion will increase considerably if it can 
be transcribed. The aims of this study are, therefore, to determine 
v.J1ether it is possible to transcribe into present day musical nota
tion neumes which resemble an early stage of Byzantine ncumatic 
notation, and ,vhether there is any similarity between the modes 
in the Byzantine and Slavic Chants. 

In order to consolidate the results of former research, a critical 
survey was made of all available literature on the Russian ChanL 
During the investigations a number of similarities between the 
Slavic hirmologia ancl Greek manuscripts of Palestinian origin 
became apparent. This discovery led to a re-examination of con
tacts which the Russians maintained with other Christian com
munities, as weE as with Constantinople, rollowing their convenion 
to Christianity. 



CHAPTER I 

SLAVS AND CHRISTIANITY 

Compared with other ethnic groups, the Slavs appeared relatively 
late on the historical scene of Europe (I). Scholars do not agree on 
their origin, nor where their original settlements were. Their first 
contacts with the remnants of the then disintegrating Roman Em
pire date from the beginning of the sixth century. At about that 
time the Slavs started their major migrations from the vast regions 
north and northeast of the northern slopes of the Carpathian 
mountains and dispersed in three main directions. Those Slavic 
tribes whic migrated toward the ]3altic Sea and toward the VI est 

are nowadays called the lNestern Slavs. Among these are the Poles, 
Czechs, Moravians, Slovz,ks, and a small ethnic group of Lusatian 
Sorbs. 

Another group of tribes, Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes, settled 
south of the Western Slavs in the Pannonian Plain and on the 
v,estcrn half of the Balkan Peninsula. Other Slavic tribes living 
eas'. of the Serbs were conquered in the coms, of the seventh cen
tury by the Bulgars, a non-Slavic tribe, from the lower Volga River 
in Russia. Although the Bulgars imposed their rule on the Slavic 
population, they became merged with them and created another 
Slavic ethnic group, the Bulgarians. 

(I) There is a fairly extensive body of literature in Western European lan
guages on the history of the various Slavic peoples. Comparative studies covering 
the history of all the Slavs are scarce. Among the books available in English, 
the most valuable and important are the studies of Frantisek [Francis] Dvornik. 
See his The Slavs, Their Early History and Civilization ("Survey of Slavic Civiliza
tion", Vol. 11, Boston, 1956) with its exhaustive list of sources and bibliography, 
pp. 342-71, primarily in non-Slavic languages. As a survey of early Slavic 
civilization, Lubor Niederle's 1vfanuel de l' antiquite slave, 2 vols. (Paris, 1923-26), 
is still indispensable. 
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Still other Siavs rmgra.ted toward the East aud Northeast, to the 
plains between the Carpathian and the Ural Mountain ranges, 
These trioes later divided rnto (}reat ,<-msia,is, Li"Lllf Ru:,sians ,)z 

Ukrainians, and \Vhite Russians or Byelorussians, 
1\.t the :':'.nd e►f the sixth 1:entury the Easterri Rom1H1 Err1~):re vva3 

engaged in intermittent wars for the defense of its outposts on the 
Danube against the rwnetration of the Slavs. It is from this period, 
during the reign of the Emperor Mauricius, that Slavs are men
tioned for the first time in connection with music. The Byzantine 
writer ':;:'heophylact Shnocatta rcco:·ds ~l1at tkee Sla0.-s with musical 
instruments were captured by the imperial forces (2), Slavic his
torians of the last century tried to exploit this reference for variom; 
purposes. It was used by some as proof of the "peace-loving" nature 
of the Slavs, who did not know hm:,,r to handle weapons, but instead 
led a peaceful life rejoicing in music. It served for others as support 
for the thesis of "inherent" feeling for rausic among the Slavs. It 
vmald seem that this interesting but trivial incident has been given 
undue significance. 

'When the Slavic migrations took place Christianity was already 
fairly well established in both Southern and Western Europe. It is 
quite unlikely that the Slavs on entering these territories had no 
contacts with Christians. y· et there is no record of their conversion 
during this period, In the next few centuries missionaries subservient 
to Rome and Constantinople established contacts with the Slavs. 

The Western Slavs, more specifically the 1\ioravians, were the 
first to embrace Christianity. Their teachers, subsequently con
sidered Slavic Apostles and Saints, were two Greeks, Constantine 
and Methodius, who preached and performed the liturgy in the 
Slavic language (3), For the Slavs this use of national language 
played an important role in their acceptance of Christianity from 
the Greeks. The Latin. liturgy brought by the Salzburg missionaries, 
all of whom were Germans, was not understood by the \Vestern 
Slavs, who, in addition, had strong suspicions that the missionary 

(2) Theophylacti Simocattae Historiarum Libri Octa, ed. Bekker (Bonn, 1834), 
pp, 243~4+ 

(3) The most authoritative studies on Constantine and Methodius are those 
by F. Dvornik, Les Slaves, Byzance et Rome au IXeme siecle (Travaux publies par 
l'Institut d'etudcs slaves, IV, Paris, 1926), and Les Lfgendes de Conslantine el de 
Metlwde, vues de Byzance ("Byzantinoslaviea", Supplementa I, Prague, 1933). 
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work of d1ese monks served as a means for infiltration of German 
political influence. 

C} 'he ar·ival nr Ccrrtant~11,c an,~, Met10,cdius, abrnx' 863 P D., ir 
the land of the Moravians, aroused strong opposition on the part of 
the "\Vestern missiona-:'ies, 1vho accused the tv·o Gre,:ks of heretic1l 
teaching, since they brought service books translated into Slavic. 

'Su1nmoned to Rome, Constantine· and 7viethodius were successful 
in their defense, and obtained papal permission to continue their 
mission;-1.ry worlc Before departing from Rome in 869 Constantine 
died. Shortlv before his death he had become a monk ender the 
name of Cy;il, and the Slavic alphabet of later times is called the 
c_vrillic alphabet in memory of his missionary activities (4). 

As long as Methodius lived, he and his pupils were active among 
the Western Slavs. l,fter l\Jethodius' death in 885, the Germ;;m 
missionaries reconquered the land of the Western Slavs and ex
pelled his disciples, 'Who sought refuge among the Southern Slavs, 
The arrival of Methodius' disciples meant final establishment of 
Christianity among the Bulgarians and its growing influence among 
the other Southern Slavs (5). 

The Eastern Slavs had achieved a political union during the 
ninth century that led to the creation of an organized state. Their 
settlements were scattered along the traditional trade rouks which 
followed the courses of the great rivers. One of the main routes 
vvas that connecting the inh2.bitants of Northern Europe, the Scan"• 
dinavian countries, with the Byzantine Empire. It is quite likely 
that some of the earliest traces of Christianity in Russia were due 
to contacts established with traveling merchants. 

A record is preserved that a Russian Princess, Olga, was con
verted to Christianity in Constantinople in the middle of the tenth 
century (6). Yet it was only when the ruler himself became a 
Christian that the Russian people were "officially" converted. The 

(4) G. Il'inskil:, "Gde, kogda, kem i s kakoiu tscliu glagolitsa byla zamenena 
'kirilitsei'?" B_yz.antinoslac'ica, III (1931). pp, 70-88 (with a French summary) .. 

(5) A good summary of events is given by l\!tethodie Kusseff, "St. Clement of 
Ochrida", The Slavonic and East European Review, XXVII (London, 1948-49), 
pp. 193-215, particularly pp. r 113-96, 

(G) Puvest Vremennykh Let, translated [in modern Russian] by D, S. Likha
chev and B. A. Romanov, Vol. I (Moscow~Leningrad, 1950), pp. 44 and 241. 
Sec also the commentary by Likhachev in '/ ol. II, pp. 306-08. There is an 
English translation available, The Russian Primary Chronicle, Laurentian Text, 
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d;Lte of that "officiaj_;l ~ ,,__,UL\ ,, __ ~1 s10L~ is by tradition 988~ 11·:rlnce 
Vladimir was baptized 'h c '.~~reeks in order to mar,·y 1. he da ugh c,~ _

o i' the Byzantine Empcm1 (;). i:,f:er his conversio~1 /ladimi:c 
very zealous in spreading Christianity throughout 1-:is domains. 

The aftermath of the conversion of the Russians to Christianity 
poses several questions. One of them concerns the language used in 
the religious services. There is documentary evidence of Greek . 
clergy going to Russia at the time of the conversion. During the 
folhwing two centuries the majority of bishops and archbishops 
were Greeks appointed by the Patriarch of Constantinople. It is 
probable that they took ',vith them a number of Slavic church books 
from Bulgaria and l\facedonia, ,vhere Christianity had been intro
duced some time earlier. In view of the fact that the higher clergy 
were Greeks, who needed some time to master the language of the 
new environment, it G1ay be surmised that some kind of bi-liegual 
service was used, at least for a limited time. This supposition finds 
support in at least one manuscript in which there arc Greek words 
written in Cyrillic characters (8). There is no way of determining 

transl. and ed. S. H. Crnss and 0. P. Sherbowitz-Wetzor (Cambridge, Mass., 
f_The Mediaeval Academy of Amcrical HJ53), p. So. 

Constantine Porphyrngcnitm, De cerimoniis aulae Byzantinae, Lib. H, c,,p ,5 
(Honn, 1829), p. 594, refers to Olg,1\ --isit to Constantinople a 0 id mentions a 
pnest in her retinue, which ,vould seen1 to imply that she was already converted 
to Christianity. For a discussion of this question sec The Russian Primary Chron

icle, pp. 239-40. That Olga gave a rich gift to the Church of St. Sophia may 
be inferred from the description of the travels of the later Archbishop Anthony 
of Novgorod, who, during his visit to Constantinople about the year 1200, saw 
there "her" golden plate with the "image of Christ" on a jewel. See Kniga 
Palomnik, Skazanie miest sviatykh vo Tsariegradie, Antoniia Arkhiepiskopa Novgorodskago 
v 1200 godu, ed. Kh. M. Loparev ("Pravoslavnyi PalestinskiI Sbornik", Vol. 
XVII, fasc. III, St. Petersburg, 1899), p. 4. A French translation of this de
scription is available: Itineraires I?.usses en Orient, trans. Mme. B. de Khitrowo, 
Vol. I/1 (Geneve, 1889), p. 88. 

(7) For an account of discussions concerning the date-988 or 989-scc 
Dvornik, The Making of Cnztral and Eastern Europe (London, Polish Research 
Centre Ltd., 1949), pp. 172-73. 

(8) A manuscript known as Blagoueshchenskii kondakar', which now is in the 
Public Library in Leningrad under the number Q. TI. I, No. 32, folios 
114, II 6, II 8, 12 I, etc. Cf. ~\1-akarii, btoriia russkoi tserkDi, II ( 1st ed.), 
pp. 247-50 and 254. See also V. Metallov, Bogosluzhebnoe pienie (2d ed., Moscow, 
1912), p. 33, note 39. A reproduction of one page is available in: Carsten H0eg, 
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today the length of st,cL transitional stage 
liturgical languages <.vcrc used. 

During the re-igr, v'ladirnir's son Yarosl2t"v·'.i (nere \\·.-;is great 
activity in transbtmg books from Greek into Slavonic (9) In this 
process a_ literary language developed in Russia ar,d Lhe role of 
Southern Slavic books, originally brought after Vladimir's conver
sion, diminished considerably. 

Another consequence of the conversion of Russia to Christianity 
was the gradual development of ties between the Slavs and other 
Christian _~enters and shrines. According to tradition, Vladimir, in 
his newly acquired zeal, sent emissaries to Jerusalem, Egypt, Rome 
and Babylon ( ro). This information is derived from a sixteenth 
century document, StejJennaia kniga, which cannot be accepted as 

"The Oldest Slavonic Tradition of Byzantine Music", Proceedings of the British 
Academy, XXXIX ( i , plate No_ TV following p. 66. 

(9) Povest Vremcnnyl.Jz Let, I, rn2-03 (see also p. 302). "I bie laroslav liubia 
tserkovnyia ustavy, popy liu,,iashe po veliku, izlikha zhe chc,nmi,;csie, i knigam 
prilezha, i pochitaia e chaslo v nosht iv dne. I sobra pistsie nmogy i prekla<lashe 
ot grek na slovenskoe pis'mo .... Iaroslav 7.he sei, iakozhe rekokhom, liubim bie 
knigam, i mnogy nap1sav polozhi v sviatiei Sofyi tserkvi, iuzhe sozda sam". 
Cf. Povest, II, 376-77 

The English transiation of this text in The Russian Primaiy Chronicle, pp. 13 7-38, 
runs as follows: "Yarnslav loved religious establishments and ,.,-as dcvoted to 
priests, especially to monks. He applied himself to books, and read then, con
tinually day and night. He assembled many scribes and translated from Greek 
into Slavic .... Thus Yaroslav, as we have said, was a lover of books, and as 
he wrote many, he deposited them in the church of St. Sophia, which he himself 
had founded". 

(IO) Kniga Stepennaia tsarskago rodosloviia soderz!taschchaia istoriiu rossiiskuiu, 

edited by G. F. Miller (Moscow, 1775), chap. 67, p. 170. See also Polnoe Sobranie 
Russkikh Letopisei, Vol. XXI, Pt. 1 (St. Petersburg, 1908), p. 68. Part of the 
text reads: 

"Poslanie v razlichnyia strany 
I povsiudu poslashe gostei i poslov svoikh, idiezhe est blagochestivaia viera 

Khristianskaia, vo Icrnsalim zhe i vo Egipet, da i tamo uviestc bogougodnikh 
muzhei prebivanie i tserkovnoc blagolepie, da otvsiudu pol'zu prcobriashchet." 

A free translation of the text: 
"The Missions to different lands. 

And they sent distinguished people and their emissaries to all places wherein 
1s the mild and honorable Christian religion, to Jerusalem and to Egypt, in 
order that they should learn about the abode of men dear to God and about 
the sublime beauty of the Church and that they should derive benefit from 
everywhere." 
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completely reliable The reference deserves mention bee a ise ic m;o,y 
reflect a not unusual anachronism in an oral tradition. It is clear 
th2t the elevc:nth ~:~'ntur; w;,,: a tx·nin1:, poiD~ in r.ussiz,'s ci,1turaj; 
history, and it is worth noting that the earliest extant Russian manu
scripts, including the oldest rnusicil manuscripts, are dated from 
this time. 

In connection with music, another reference from Stepennaia kniga 
may be mentioned, According to this document, three singers with 
their families came from the Greeks to Kiev around r o 5 I . This 
fact is mentioned in the Nikonov Chronicle as well, but Ste,bennafo 
kniga adds that from that time onwards the ''well-ordered chant in 
eight modes, the sv,·eet tripartite singing and the best demcstveny 
chant" were introduced in Russia by these three Greek singers. 
This sentence provoked many discussions ( especially during the 
nineteenth century) concerning the nature of the .Russian Chant. 
The controversial statement about the "tripartite singing", must 
be treated as a later interpolation as Stasov has proven so con
vincingly (II). 

There is no question that three Greek singers ( or even more) 
may have come to l{ussia bringing '<'.rith them the Chant :hey knew. 
Unfortunately, there arc no available studies on the Chant as it w,ts 
practiced in Constantinople in the tenth and eleventh centuries ( I 2). 

(;,) \ 1. V. Stasov, "Zamietky o demcstvennom i troestroclmom pienii", 
Izviestiia Imperatorskago Arkheologicheskago Ob.shchestva, V (1865), pp. 225-54. This 
article is Teprinted in Sobranie sochineniz V V. SLasova, III (St, Petersburg, 189,1), 
cols. 107-28. 

;;,asov explains ( cois. 125-26) that the scribes, in the sixteenth century, whe,1 
compiling this document, may, in copying it, have elaborated the source which 
they were copying, seeking to interpret it. 1/Vhen it came to the point of describ
ing the acceptance of music from the Greeks, the scribes were writing about the 
music using terms known to them in the sixteenth century. In support of his thesis 
Stasov gives a long list of books on music that were all printed within a relatively 
short space of time in Germany and Poland and contained, among other things, 
some sections on Boethius and his division of music into musica mzmdana, musica 
humana, and musica instrwnentalis. This concept of three parts, according to 
Stasov, may have been the source of the term tripartite in the S!ej;ennaia kniga. 
Stasov's interpretation was ignored by Russian historians of music, who found 
a less mundane explanation of this term, seeing in it proof of the existence of 
harmony (as they understood it in the nineteenth century!) in the 1\riddlc Ages. 

(12) Some interesting information may be obtained in two of the studies 
dealing with the semi-secular and semi-religious ceremonies in the Byzantine 
court: Jacques Handschin, Das Zeremonienwerk Kaiser Konstantins und die sangbare 

l 1 

It i~ kno•1:n th2 se,,cral Creek ,,:ngu-s in Jss1;:c bee ,::1e ·,J, .. hop,, ( I 3) 

Once converted to Christianity the Russians exercised great zeal 
in lne performance of tl1eir reiigio:.1s duties. n the mic1dle cf th, 
eleventh century a small community of hermits had already been 
est,1blishcd, ·which gradually formed arcund itself the first monas
tery in Kiev. The leading spirit of that group was the monk Anto
nius, who had taken his vows in th::: Grnt La;1ra :.::f Samt Athanil
sius on ]\.fount Athas (r4). One of his closest associates and succes
sors, Theodosius, is reported to have sent a special envoy to make 
a copy of the basic monastic :rules then prevalent in Constantinople. 

Dichtung (Basel, 1942); Ernst Kantorowicz, Laudes Regiae (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, ;946), ,Nith ]VJ.. Bukofzer'c transcriptions of the musical 
examples. 

References to Church music still have to be systematically analyzed in th,, 
sources. A. J. Swan in his article on the Russian Znamenny Chant in The 
Musical QJtarterly, XXVI (1940), pp. 532-33, mentions in passing that the 
Byzantine historian Cedrenus complains about the introduction of an orna
mented chant. Cedrenus supposedly attributes this innovation to Patriarch 
Thcophylact (933-56) who was Patriarch during the reign of Constantine VU 
Porphyrogenitus. For a Byzantinist who knows that Thcophylact was an Ar
menian, such 2, reference might k,ad to some interesting assumptions about 
Armenian influence. The source material, hovvever, does net wan-ant such an 
interpretation. 'fhe only reference that one finds in Cedrenus to the Patriarch 
and to the singing (Historiarum compendium, 1I [Bonn. 18397, p. 333) is one in 
which he describes him as a person. He mentions that he was apt to interrupt 
the service to run to sec a new horse (according to Cedrenus, Theophylact 
owned two thousand borses) and then return and resume the singing where he 
had stopped. 

Jn the following sentences Cedrenus mentions that Theophylaet appointed a 
new domestikos to the Church, a certain Euthymius Kasne, who taught devilish 
dances and unbecoming songs gathered ( or learned) at crossroads and in brothels 

(13) Paterik Kievskago Pecherskago ;.vfonastyria, ed. D. I. ALramovieh ("Pamiat
niki slaviano-russkoi pismennosti", St. Petersburg, 1911), pp. 57 and 60; 
Povest .. . , I, pp. 124--25; ... Primary Chronicle, pp. 158-59 and n. 237 on p. 269, 
all references to Stephen "domestik", who succeeded Theodosius as abbot of 
the Pecher Monastery in Kiev, was later expelled from it and still later became 
Bishop of Vladimir. In The Russian Primary Chronicle he is mentioned as 
Stephen Cantor[!]. 

In 1137 Manuel the Eunuch, a famous singer, became Bishop of Smolensk. 
See Ipatiiev Chronicle, ("Polnoe Sobranic Russkikh Letopisei". II, St. Petersburg, 
1843), p. r 11: "V lieto 6645 postavlen byst skopets Manuilo episkopom Smo
lensku, pievets gorazdyi, izhe bie prishel iz Grek". 

(14) Pm.•est ... , 104-06 and 304--06 and ... Primary Chronicle, pp. 139-41-
See also Paterik Kievskago ... , p. 12. 
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the rules of Saint Theodore the Studite (15). These references 
;:,cint to two of the most important places with '/.ihich Russia21s had. 
~ontacts during that period" 

The oldest preserved account of a pilgrimage of a Russian to the 
ifoly Land is dated shortly aflcr the Crusadcrn established the 
Kingdom of Jerusalem. Abbot Daniel, who was in Jerusalem for 
Easter of I 107, was a very careful observer, which makes his book 
a most interesting document ( 16). For instance, during his trip 
from Constantinople to J erusalcm, Daniel mentions that on arriving 
at the tip of the Gallipoli Peninsula the routes divide. One could 
sail to the "right" to Mount Athos, or one could continue to the, 
"left" to Jerusalem (17), The casual way in which he mentions 
Mount Athas seems to imply that he refers to a place well known 
to this compatriots for whom this description was intended. 'N"hile 
in Jerusalem Daniel describec. m detail all the places which ne 
Yisited, The most interesting part of his account to historians of 
nrnsic is his description of the service on Holy Saturday. He ex
plicitly mentions, besides the Kyrie eleison, a canticle, Gospodevi poim 
(To the Lord We Sing), which is the literal Slavic translation of the 
Greek, To K_yrio asomen ( r 8). This casual reference to a canticle by 

(15) Povest ... , 107 and 307; II, 385-86; , , , Primary Chronicle, 142 and n. 189 
on pp. 262-63. This source contains a ,eference to TheodosiL1s, who received a 
copy of the rules of the Studios Monastery from a Studitc monk who was at 
that time in Rcssia. 

On the other hand, in Theodosius' biography by Nestor (Paterik Kiemkago, 
p. 28) it is said that Theodosius sent a monk to Constantinople to copy the Stu
dios rules. See also E. E. Golubinskir, Istoriia russkoi tserkui, Vol. I, PL 2 
(2d ed., Moscow, 1904), pp. 372-76, 607-27, 648-51. 

( 16) Zhit' e i khaz.hen' e Danila, russkiia z.ernli igumena, r w6-II07 gg., ed, M. A. 
Venevitinov ("'l'ravoslavnyi PalestinskiI Sbornik", fasc 3 and 9, St. Petersburg, 
18B5). An English translation of this work is available: The Pilgrimage of the Rus-, 
sian Abbot Daniel in the Holy Land, uo6-1 w7, A. D., Annotated by C. W. VVi!son 
("Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society", lV, London, 1895). On its importance and 
value sec N. K. Gudzy, History ef Early Russian Literature, translated from the 
second Russian edition ( 1941) by S. W. Jones (N cw York, 1949), pp. II 5-17. 

( 17) Zhit' e i khoz.hen' e . ., , p, 5; The Pilgrimage ... , p. 4. The term which 
Daniel uses for Mount Athos, The Holy !vfountain, is a literal Slavic translation 
of its Greek name (hagion oros). 

(, 8) Zhit' e i klwzhe11' e , , . , p. 134; The Pilgrimage , . , , p .. 78, translated with 
its Latin equivalent, "Cantabo Domino". A footnote to this incipit reads: "The 
Song of Moses and the Israelites, Ex. XV". 

simply quoting its incipit seems to imply that it v✓as well known in 
his own ccuntry, 

Although no, other contemporary accoun,s by Russian p:igrims 
are preserved, it may be assumed that there \VcTe many more pil
grims to the Holy Land ( I 9). An indirect confirmatic,n of this as
sumption may be found in a document containing questions of the 
~onk Kirik to his superior, Bishop Nifont of Novgorod ( II30-

I r56). The key question is th:,t in which Kirik asked the Bishop 
whether he had committed a sin by obstructing people who desired 
i:o make pil.gri,nages to Jcrnsalem ( 20). r<ifont answered tl;_;:,t not 
only was it not a sin, but it was a good deed. In addition, some sort 
of punishment ( epitimia) should be inflicted on those who took 
oaths to go to Jerusalem, since that sort of oath had become a curse 
for the Russian land. The implication is that there were a fairly 
large number of people who took the oath. 

While 0Nritten documents about travelers arc lacking, there cire 
interesting records about Russian trade with the Southeastern 
Mediterranean. In a recently discovered document relating to a 
lawsuit against some Jewish merchants from Cairo in 1097 and 
1098, one iterc, listed as a part of their cargo for India was Russian 
linen (21). About n70, Rabbi Benjamin of Tudela recorded that 

( 19) Information about pilgrimages is scattered in ecclesiastical histories of 
Russia and some of the references are of questionable ,·aiue. For one of the best 
surveys of this suhject see S. I. Ponomarev: Ierusalim i Palestina v russkoi lileratu
rie, naukie, .z.fzfroJ,isi i perevodakh (Afaterialy dlia bibliogmfii), ("Sbornik Otclieleniia 
msskago iaqka i slovesnosti Imp. Akad. Nauk"), Vol. XVH, No. 2, St. Peters
burg, 1877. 

The existence of a Russian Monastery in Jerusalem about I 234-35 is men
tioned in the biography of the first Serbian Archbishop and Saint, St. Sava. 
When in Jerusalem he visited the Church of SL l'v1ichael wit~in the Laura of 
St. Sabas, which belonged to lbe Russians. See Domcntijan, <)vat S,;etoga Save, 
ed. Dura Danicic (Belgrade, 18651, p, 272: "I paky idc k svetomou Mikhailou 
v roushskyi man astir". 

(,20) "Voprosi Kirika, Savvy i Illii, s otvetami Nifonta, episkopa Novgorod
skago i drugikh ierarkhicheskikh lits", from a thirteenth century manuscript, in 
Parniatniki drevne-russkago kananicheskago prava, I ("Russkaia Istoricheskaia Biblio
teka", VI, St. Petersburg, 1880), col. 27, question No, I2 and col. 6r, question 
)J°o. 22. The text is reprinted in a slightly different arrangement in S, Smirnov, 
Drevne-Russkii Duklwvnik (Moscow, 1914), in the Appendix, Materialy dlia istorii 
drevne-russkoi jJokaiannai distsiplittY, p, 13, 

(21) S, D. Goitein, "From the Mediterranean to India", SjJeculurn, XXIX 

( 1954), p. 192. 



he saw Russian merchants, not only in Constantinople, but also in 
h!ovnndr1·a (;yr;\ 

)_ _\ ~ <_;_.:l,_(.-l ..... ,,,~ ) ' 

a seems tbz,t tnffel literat,ire rnnst have exi:-:tcd during i.nc 

twclfrh and thirteen th centuries h Russia. This hy;)othesis relies 
on an indirect reference in the Paterik of the Pecher lv1:onastery in 
Kiev. A text written by the monk Polikarp about 1232 reads: 
" ... and I have never visited the Holy places, nor have I seen 
Jerusalem or :\fount Sinai, so that I could add something to rny 

s~m?, as the braggarts ha~e the custo1:1 o~ emb<"llishing their sto
:-1es,,, (23) He wzmt~ to wnte only nf his pnde .foi· K.icv. This rcfu~ 
ence, in wording and construction, reflects some sort of resentment 
which may have appeared at that time in Russia against excessive 
travelling. 

An itinerary of a high dignitary of the Orthodox Church on his 
,vay to Jerusakn1 may be analy,:cd in the biography of Saint Sava, 
·who won independence for the ScTbian Orthodox Church from the 
Constantinopolitan Patriarch and became its first archbishop and 
the first Serbian saint. On his second trip to Jerusalem, in 1234 and 
1235, he visited monasteries on Mount Sinai. His biography men
t::ons explicitly tha~ during his stay in Jerusalcrn }1e ordered books 
to be copied and that he took back books and icons to Serbia ( 24). 

(22) The Itinerary qf Benjamin of Tudela, trans. and ed. M. N. Adler (London, 
1907), p. 76. 

Concerning the trnvels of Benjamin of Tudela there are two different inter" 
prctations of the term that he uses for merchants seen in Alexandria. One inter
pretation is Russians. See above, Adler's translation,, The same translation occurs 
in an earlier English edition, Travels of Rabbi Benjamin, Son of Jonah, of Tudela, 
trans. Rev. R Gerrans (London, 1783), p. r58. 

A different translation designating the merchants as from Roussilon appeared 
first in The Itineraiy qf Rabby Benjamin of Tudela, trans. and ed. A. Asher, J 
(London, I 840), p. 15 7. From Asher's book it has been taken over to Ead11 
Travels in Palestine, cd, Th. Wright (London, 1848), p. 1c:3, and in Contemporari;,. 
of l11arco Polo, eel. ;'vfanuel Komroff (New York, 1928), p. 318. It is interesting 
to note that when Constantinople and merchants trading there is mentioned, 
the term Russians appears in all of the editions. Cf. Adler's trans., p. 12; Gerran's 
trans., p. 57; Asher's trans., p. 51; Wright's book, p. 74; and Komroff's book, 
p. 264. 

(":1) Paterik Kicvskago ... , p. uo: "I nisem nikoli zhe ob'khodil sviatvkh 
miest, ni Erusalim vidiekh, ni Sinaiskia gory, da bykh chto prilozhil k povc:sti, 
iako zhe obychai imul khitroslovesnitsy sirn krasitisia". 

(24) Domer~6jan, ,Zivot ... , pp. 298-326; Teodosije [wrongly indicated as 
Domentijan], ,<)vat Svetoga Save, ed. Dura Danicic (Belgrade, 1860), pp. 181-95. 

Since Jerusalem and ~\1fount Sinai each had a promincrrt place in 
'11e history of Christianity, it 1,vas only nat,,T",1 that pilgrims t:::cd 
to learn as ff,uch as possibk aDout the ritt,,u, psacticed there,, 

There is doubt that such large and impO'"icu1t centers as Ccn-
stantinople ~ml l\,fount Athos also played important !oles as inter
mediaries in this transmission. The point that needs to be empha
si~ed particularly is the possibility that manuscripts of church 
books from Jcrusdem may have found thefr ,11ay to Russia as early 
as the eleventh century. Support for this assumption may be founl 
i:1, the fact th?,t '..he Paterik fi,om Sinai was ~;anslated and cop;ec~ 111 
Russia in the ·eleventh century, and in the known existence of ear
ly Slavic manuscripts with an even pre-cyrillic alphabet, the 
glagolitic, in the library of the Monastery of Saint Catherine on 
Mount Sinai (25). 

Another relationship of importance is that 0 1' the Russian ciergy 
and monks to }\fount Athos. It l1as already been mentioned that 
Antonius took his vows there some time before the middle of the 
eleventh century. On the basis of this information, the fact emerges 
that Mount Athos had by that time acquired a high reputation, and 
it was considered proper for those who wanted to lead a hermit's 
life to go there. In addition, monasteries were gradually established 
on Mount Athos belonging to nations which accepted Christianity 
from the Greeks. Besides monasteries with Greek monks, monaste~ 
ries of Bulgarians, of Georgians, l:Cussians and Serbs were fo:inded. 

The actual dates of the foundrng of Slavic monasteries on ]\;fount 
,Athos are still a rnatter of controversy. It ;,:; kr~ovm, howevG, that 
some time in the eleventh century there were Russian monks on 
Mount Athos. The first Russian monks could have stayed in Greek 

(25) On the Sinai-Paterik, a manuscript in the ]Vioscow Synodal LibrarT, 
No. 55 I, see L L Sreznevskii, Sciedieniia i zamietki o maloizviestnykh i neizvicst,~ykh 
jwmiatnikakh, LYXXII, Paterik SinaiskiI ("Prilozhenie k 34. tomu Zapisok lrn
peratorskoi Akademii Nauk", No. 4, St. Petersburg, 1879), p, 49. 

There are at least two Glagolitic manuscripts of the eleventh century found 
at Sinai and a number of other manuscripts and fragments in Cyrillic characters. 
For Slavic manuscripts written in Glagolitic characters, sec Rajko Nahtigal, 
Euchologium Sinaiticum, I-II ("Akadernija znanosti in umetnosti v Ljubljani, 
Filozofsko-filoiosko-historicni razrccl, Dela", I-II, Ljubljana, 1941-,1,2), espe
cially the preface to Vol. I, pp, ix-xxvi, which contains a survey of all studies 
about Glagolitic manuscripts in general. Cf also V. Ro:e:ov, "Srpski rukopisi 
Jerusalima i Sinaja", Juf.noslovenskifilolog, V (1925-26), pp. u8-29. 
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monasteries, but in the tv,,,elfth century they acquired a monastery 

of their own, 
In another mona:;tery, which \vas at one time uec'., by tht, Rus-

sians, there is a document of highest importance and valueo H is 
the inventory of the Monastery Xilourgou, compiled in December 

1 142 , Of particular interest is the list of Russian church books ( 26), 

The pertinent passage in the inventory reads: 

[ Greek text J 
Biblia rousika 

apostoloi 5 
parakletikai 2 

oktaehoi 5 
eirmologia r:: ._, 

synaxana 4 
paroimia I 

menaia I2 

paterika 2 

psaltcria 5 
horologia 5 
nornocanon 

[Russian books 

5 apostles 
2 parakletike 
5 octoechoi 
5 hirmologia 
4 synaxars 
1 Old Testament lectionary 

12 mena1a 
2 paterics 
::i psaltes 
5 horologia 
I book of Church laws] 

It is a very curious coincidence, if it is only coincidence, that five 
books are listed of: apostles, octoechos, hirmologion, psalter and 
horologion; all hooks intended either for singers or for lcctors 
( anagnosls). Were these books intended only fo~ the use of a Ice tor 
and a singer? Or were there more lectors and smgers, so that they 
needed five copies of each? VY ere these books only copied there in 

( 26) Ak{y russkago 1w s,Jiatom A tlwnie monasfcvria Sv, ~elikomouchenika i_ tsi:litelia 
Panteleimona (Kiev, 1873), pp. 54-57. The Greek text 1s on pp. 54 and 56, and 
the corresponding Slavic translation is on pp. 55 and 57· 

See also A. Soloviev, "Histoire du monastere russe au 11ont-Athos", Bvzan

tion, VIII (1933), pp. 213-38, especially pp. 21B-r9; also separately pt'.bl'.shed 
in a revised version (Belgrade, 1933), pp. 6-7, with an appended facsmnle of 

the document. 
See also V. Mosin, "Russkie na Afone i russko-vizantiiskie otnosheniia v 

XI-XII vv.", Byzantinoslavica, IX (1947-48), pp. 55-85, and XI (1 9.1°), PP· 

32-60. Especially XI ( 1950), p. 36. l\losin thinks that there is evidence enough 
to assume that a Russian monastery was on ).fount Athas before 1030. See 

Byzantinoslavica, IX (1947-48), p. 63 ff. 

I 
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order to be sent to other n1onastedes? These and simiia1 questions 
must remain unansvvered, at least for the present. This list seems to 
be the onl7 !mown fr-:cmory cf Church books in R,;ssian ;-;: :i 

monastery of that period, Compared witJ, Eorary inventories nf 
Greek churches and monasteries ( 2 7), a striking dispariL y a pp ears 
in the proportionately larger number of hirmo]ogia, while there is 
a conspicuous absence of kontak;uia, stichcraria a;1c1_ triodi2., 
which figure prominent] in Greek libraries. 

Another library should be mentioned in this connection, though 
in this C<J,Se no list of the books has sixrvived. Shortly before I 2 r 8, 
or i.n the course of that year, Prince Konstantin ~/scvolodoyicli 
bcqtH:athed his library containing ''more than one thous;md Grcc:k 
manuscripts" to a school vvhich he established in the city of 
Vladymir (28). Russian and Greek monks were there to study 
these books, to translate them inlo Slavic, and to teach the youth. 
Even considering that the number of manuscripts mentioned is 
exaggerated, there must have been tremendous activity in Russia 
at that time in copying and translating manuscripts from the 
Greek. This was all cut short when the ~Jongols invaded Russia 
in = 237, wh::::1 the tic~ with otlccr Christ_;_c.L:1 comnnnities were 
reduced to a minimum, and Russia was separated from the rest 
of Europe for about two centuries 

(27) For a list and bibliography of inventories, see Speros Vryonis, Jr., "The 
Will of a Provincial l\!Iagnate, Eustathius Boilas ( 1059) ", Dumbarton Oaks Papers, 

Vol. XI (I9;J7), F· 264, n. 5. 
(->8) V. l'~L 'T;1tishche•.r) 11'!rJriia Rossdskrda s sanlyl:h drevnieishikh :cremen, '\.;roL 

Ill (Moscow, 1774), p. 416: "Mnogie drevnie knigi Grecheskie tsienoiu vyso
koiu kupil, i veliel perevodit na Russki'i iazyk ... On imiel odnikh G!·echeskikh 
knig boliee moo., kotoryia chastiiu pokupal, chastiiu Patriarkhi, vicdaia ego 
liubmnudrie, ,, dar prisylali". Cf. Archbishop MakariI, Istoriia nmkoi tserkvi, Vol. 
III (3d ed., 1888), pp. 123--24. See also GolubinskiJ, htoriia .. ,, pp. 816-18._ 
Golubinski1, who is the best and most reliable historian of Russian Church 
History, is very harsh with Tatishchev, who apparently had as his source a 

chronicle now lost Since !he time when he wrote, many of the manuscripts at 
his disposal have been lost, lL seems to be the practice of historians of Russia to 
accept Tatishchey's data as correct, unless proven otherwise. Golubinski'i in his 
discussion of this reference rather cynically asks why Tatishchev did not write 
"ten thousand" books. Yet even Golubinskii admits that the chronicles referring 
to the Prince imply that he owned a fairly large library 

Velimirovic. - 2 
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CHAPTER II 

THE STATUS OF RESEARCH IN THE EARLY 

SLAVIC CHA~'1T 

Present knowledge of the Earlv Slavic Chant is extremely limited, 
and except for on~ attempt ( 1) 1 no melody from any of the Slavic 
medieval manuscripts has ever been transcribed. Even in discussions 
of the Russian Chant in the best standard handbooks on the history 
of music, such as Reese's M~usic in the }.fiddle Ages (2), and the 
Hew Oxford Hist01y ~r Nlusic , the music analyzed is frGli, later 
centuries, not of the M.iddle Ages. 

One of the basic handicaps in approaching the medieval Slavic 
(~hant is the difficulty in reading the musical m.:i.nuscripts. They 
contain neumes similar to those of the period of transition bet v,·ccn 
Early and Middle Byzantine 1\;otation. While the latter can be 
transcribed, the former has nm yet been deciphered. The notation 
in Slavic musical manuscripts has so far remained unreadable. 

The first attempts to study the extant medieval musical manu
scripts of the Slavs started over a century and a half ago. Since that 
study has a history of its own, it may be appropriate to present 
here a survey of research accomplished in this field. 

After the period from the eleventh to the thirteenth century, the 
gradual transition from capital to minuscule letters increased the 
speed of writing and modified the strokes of the pen. The appear
ance of the text changed, as did the musical notation, It would seem 
that during this process the meaning and understanding of the 

(1) H.J. W. Tillyard, "The Problems of Byzantine Neumcs'', Journal of 
Hellenic Studies, XLI ( 19,n), p. 42. 

(2) Gustave Reese, Music in the ,Hiddle Ages (New York, 1940), pp. 9,5-10,1, a 
study of Russian Chant by Igor Buketoff. 

(3) The New Oxford History of Music, Vol. II, pp. ,52-7, a study of Russian 
Chant by Alfred J. Swan. 
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musical notation had_ ·modified or lost, the smg~'cs, m 
the course of time, evolved 2t new terminology fr1e ncumts. 

These points -::_:c1,~1 tJc substa:atiated by evidence ffo;-_.:-1 ·;__-l::>cun1ents 
still extant. The fact that the meaning of the ancient notation was 
lost is substantiated by lcxander lVIezenets, who in r661l ·wrote an 
Alphabet ·of the ,Znamenny Chant, which was a kind of codification of 

1 the existing neumatic notation ( 4,). In his Alphabet, he speaks of 
the "mysterious" signs in old manuscripts. One simple comparison 
of the appearance of a page from a musical manuscript of earlier 
centuries ,with one of the seventeenth century will show how great 
that diffe.rence is (5). 

Concerning the creation of a new terminology for the neumcs, 
there are manuscripts -,iith the listings of nn~n:es aad their 
names (6). Though some of the names of the neumes mc,y be 
recognized as derived from lhe Greek, there are some winch are 
purely Slavic terms designating the neumes accmding to their 
shapes (7). 

There were good reasons why Mezenets wrote his book at that 

(4) Azbuka <,namennago Pienniia (lzvieshchenie o soglasnieishikh pomietakh) startsa 
Aleksandra Afez:.entsa (r668-go goda), ed. with commentary by SL Smolenskii 
(Kazan, 1888). 

(5) Ibid., Plates I-XIV, 
(6) The earliest ex,ant manusc;·ipt with such a list is a Siikhirar from the 

middle of the fifteenth cenl U<'J, in the Library of the Troiise-Sergeievska I ,aura, 
No. 408, fols. r61r and 161v. It is reproduced in facsin1ile in N. Findeizen, 
Ocherki po istorii muzyki v Rossii, Vol. I (Moscow, 1928), pp. 99 and 100. There are 
a few more manuscripts with similar lists of neumes: another Stikhirar in the 
same library, No. 409, late fifteenth century; a Hirmologion from the beginning 
of the sixteenth century in the library of the Moscow Cathedral of the Assump
tion (now in the collection of the Library of the Synod), No. ,5,5; another Hirmo
logion from the sixteenth century in the library of the Moscow Academy for 
Divinities (Moskovska Dukhovna Akademiia), No. 249. The last two mentioned 
are reproduced in V. Metallov, Russkaia Simiografiia (Moscow, 1912), Plates 89 
and 95. See also pp. 1 '7 and 32 in the same book, 

The above-mentioned reproductions in Findeizen's and l\.fetallov's books are 
re-reproduced in Mme. Palikarova-Verdeil's book, La musique byzantine chez les 
Bulgares et les Russes (du IX2 au XIV 8 siecle) ("Monumenta l\fusicac Byzantinae", 
Series "Subsidia", III, Copcnhaguc, 19.53), Plates XII, XIIl a and Xlll b. 

(7) See the list of ncumes in St. Smolenskii, 0 drevne-msskikh pieucheskikh nota
tsiiakh ("Pamiatniki drevnei pismennosti", CXL V, St. Petersburg. 1901), p. 59. 
Terms such as paraklit, kuliz:.ma, khamila, and thita are obviously remnants from 
the Greek designations. On the other hand, terms such as dva v chelnu (two in a 
boat), zmiitsa (little snake), and pauk (spider) are Slavic descriptive names 
derived from the shapes of the neumes. 

2* 
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ticub1 .ime. he pr Jc .ice of Church :ingir<0 \ad degc:nenxier.' 

into a disorderly "competition", in which singers did not follow 
the order of service, but started "breaking in" with their ''num
bers", creating c} state of confusion and si rnultancous pcrformanc,· 

of several different songs. 
A.nother problem confronting the Russian Church ·was the 

fashiom, blc yet corrupt pronunciation in singing called lzomonija. 
In the Russian alphabet there are a few semi-vowels which nowa
davs are "mute" letters. In the musical manuscripts of the twelfth 
and thirteenth centuries these '\rmte" letters :Tgularly have a 
neume above them, indicating length and pitch. In the course of 
centuries, singers started pronouncing these "mute" letters as the 
;;ov1els o aPd e, shifting the stresst:s in polysyllabic words, which kd 
to completely unintelligible singing" 

In o;dcr to clarify the situation several Councils were assembled 
in l\!foscow to deal with the problcn1.s of the ChanL Even the hig!1cst 
dignitaries of the Russian Church were split in their opinions as to 
what was the "right" ,vay to perform the Chant. A special com~ 
1nittee with Mezenets as its chairman met in fvfoscow to examine 
the manuscripts and perform a "cleaning" job. After an examina
tion of manuscripts from several centuries, the Church suppressed 
the homonija and restored order, in keeping with the dignity of the 
religious ,icrvice. In this process the re;idings of some manuscripts 
were approved as the only acceptable ones, and orders were is
sued to "correct" all manuscripts to conform with the approved 
readings. t is noL improb,1ble d1a~ during this process of imposfc:l 
conformity a number of older manuscripts were destroyed, even if 
they had been saved from destruction by the Mongol invasion in 
the thirteenth cenluryo 

Mezenets' plea for the preservation of neumatic notation was 
doomed to failure because of the rapid acceptance of the essentially 
simpler V! estern staff notation. However, a dissident group, called 
Old-believers, continued to perform the services according to 
their traditions using old music books, and their descendants even 
today claim that they have preserved the "old" Chant in its purity" 
It is an irony of history that this group-which in fact preserved 
neumatic notation, thus keeping alive an idea of l\lezenets-was 
during his lifetime a bitter opponent of his reforms (8)" 

(8) Alfred J. Swan, in a footnote to his study "The Znamenny Chant of the 
Russian Church", The 1vfusical ()Jiarterly, XXVI (1940), p. 236, mentions that 
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---: k~ lor~: 0 epanwm of ic~ussia from vVc:,:u:rn i~t,rope -:Jcltirn.wd 
despite the tremendous impact of Western influences on the life of 
the Russian court in the eighteenth cent;y;:-y" VVhcn Gerhc,t put~ 
lishcd his l)e Cantu et Musica Sacra, his only source of information 
vvas Jan Iferbinius, who in I 67 5 had published the records of his 
visit to Kiev (g). 

Shortly after GerocTt' s :mention of the Russian Chant, the first Rus 
sian amateur scholar appears, Evtimij Bolkhovitinov (1767-1837), 
better kno,sn to posterity as Evgcnij, Metropolitan of Kiev from 
1822 to 18.3/. As young faculty member at the Theobgical Sc 
minary in Voronezh, besides his many other interests, he wrote a 
paper in I 797 on the origins of the Russian Chant (IO)" His second 
and last excursion ix:to the :fidd of tbe his~o:cy of mu:ic occurred ::n 
I 821 when he wrote another article on the history of the Chant (II). 

One of the greatest merits of Ivietropolitan Evgenij's work is the 
den10nstrntion of the awakening of ~aterest in the. history of music 
in Russia. On the other hand, he is responsible for having mentioned 

he heard a religious community of Old-believers in Riga, in ,936, performing 
the so-called "Demcstvenny Chant", which, he says, sounded chromatic and 
even ultrachromatic. 

The article of Erwin Koschmieder, "Teorja i praktyka rosyjskiego spiewu 
nemnaticzneg·u na tie ,rndycji staroobrzydowcow wilenskih", Ateneum H1ilenskie, 
X ('Nilno, 1935), pp. 295-306, is of great interest, although it deal:; with very 
late examples. 

(9) Johannes Herbinius, Religiosae Kyaz,ienses crJ~btae sir'e Kyouia suhterranea 
(Jc,1a. 1675\. T'his book seems to be an extreme rarity; there is no copy recorded 
as available in the United States. Metallov, who was one of the best informed 
historians of Church Music in Russia, stated that he knew of only one copy in 
Russia. Gerbcrt quoted Herbinius in De Cantu et Masica Sacra (St" Blasius, 1774), 
pp. 262-63. On Plate X of his book Gerbc.rt reproduced a sample of "Russian 
notation" from Herbinius' book It should be mentioned that there are no ex
tant Russian manuscripts nor any other sources which contain that particular 
variant (staff notation with square notes), so that in this respect Herbinius' 
reproduction is unique. 

( 1 o) Istoricheskoe razsuz!tdenie voobshche o drevnem khristianskom bogosluzhebnom 

pienii i osobemw o pienii rossiiskoi tserkvi, s nudmymi J;rimiechaniiami na onoe ( 1st ed., 
Voronezh, 1799; 2d ed., SL Petersburg, 1804; 3rd ed., Moscow, 1814). Although 
this paper had three editions, it became such a rarity that it was reprinted 
in the journal Russkaia .Muzykal'naia Gazeta, IV (1897), cols" 1020-36. See A. 
Prcobrazhenskit, Slovar' russka.€0 lserkovrwgo pieniia (IV[oscow, 1897), pp. 53-54, 

(II) "O russkoi tserkovnoi muzykie", Otechestvennyia zapiski, Part VIll, 
Book 19 (November, 1821), pp. 145-57, 
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'rir the first time ,: ·,Ai,?I·ence about trip,u a 
sixteenth century docurnen L, the Stepennaia kniga. He it 
as trio and thus crcatcct the false impression that hannony 
knew it in the nineteenth century) may have existed as far back as 
the eleventh century ( r 2) 

Contemporaneously with the work of 1\/Ietropolitan Evgenij, an 
essay on vocal music in Russia was published in 1808 by N. 
Gorchakov, which contained the first known reproductions of pages 
from manuscripts. The only other known article by Gorchakov, 
published in 1841, deals with later periods of the Russian 
Chant (13). 

The name of a well-known composer of that period, Bortnianskil, 
,.vas linked inaccurately with 'Nhat was thought to bcc the next 
important point in the chronological sequence in the ,nvakening of 
interest in the Old Chant in Russia. The "project" that calls for a 
study of the Old Chant, and which was for so long attributed to 
Hortnianskii, actually :w blished much later, and ·w:1i' r_ot kr:Y\Il 

publicly during his lifetime. It is now accepted as the v,c.riting of an 
Old-believer (14). 

In 1831 two articles dealing ,vith the Russian Chant 'NCH' pub
lished anonymously, ~fhc first of the two ( I 5) exhibits a far su p,;~rior 
treatment of the subject and may have been another product of 
l\Jetropolitan Evger:ij\ pc:n. The second article, attrib:.1:;d later to 

(12) Ibid., pp. 150-51. 
( I 3) N. Gorchakov, Opyt vokalnoi ili pievcheskoi mu.zyki v Rossii ot drevnikh 

vremen do nynieshniago usovershenstvovaniia sego iskusstva s liubopytnymi zamiechaniiami 
ob otlich1~ykh avtorakh i regentakh vokalnoi muzyki i 2 gravirovannymi figurami starinnykh 
pievcheskikh not (.Moscow, 1808); and "Ob ustavnom i partesnom tserkovnom 
pienii v Rossie", Moskvitianin (1841), No. 9. 

Neither of these publications was available lo this writer. Their titles are 
quoted according io Metallov, Ocherk istorii pravoslavnago tserkovnago pieniia v 
Rossii (4th ed., Moscow, 191 p. XU L 

( 14) This "project" was published in the Protocols of the Society for Ancient 
Literature for April 25, 187/L Its title was Proekt vozstanovle11iia dre;ne-tserk01mago 
jJieniia, and it was an appeal for printing music books with nemncs. It was only 
in 1921 that a Russian scholar, A. V. Finagin, destroyed this myth in his study 
"'Proekt Bortnianskogo' (k niprosu ob ego avtore)", Mu9ka i m119kal'nyi byt 
staroi Rossii (Leningrad, 1927), pp. 174.-88. 

( I 5) "Kratkoe istoricheskoe sviedienie o piesnopieniiakh nashei tserkvi", 
Khristianskoe Chtenie, Bk. XLII (1831), pp. 70-w6. Preobrazhenski1 does not list 
this article in his bibliography (see next note). 

the Archimanchi.t ~ Lrtirii Gorbachevskii ( I 6), ::,megy-
rist who interprets Lhc modes as corresponding 
( " I " • ' I' . f h" . l f . b etnos 1n 1T1Ls1c.), 1nscf'ac, o a 1s tonca tte,, L o tnc su -
ject. Only a Dc'.w years LttT, in 1834, the director of }he Choir of 
the Imperial Chapel, Theodor L'vov, published his :)()oklet 
on the Chant and folk-singing in Russia (17). None of the above 
mentioned articles and books was of lasting value, but they re
main interesting documents for the historian ofculture. 

The first publication of lasting value was the work of Vukol 
MikhailC}vich Undol'skiI (1815--64), -who in 1846 published his 
Remarks on the History of Church Singing in Russia ( I 8). His greatest 
merit is that he published reliable versions of texts and documents 
relating to music and musicians during the sc,cntcenth century. 
Although he did not publish anything on rnedieval music, the 
seriousness with which he approached the publicat10n of these 
documents es~abEshed higher standards than haG. been accepted 
before his tim '.' 

The next publication, by Ivan Petrovich Sakharov (rH()7-63) on 
his research in Church singing, represents a setback when com
pared with Undol'ski'i's work (19). While Undol'skii ~vas short and 
precise, Sakharov did not show the same critical ability to distin
guish between reliable and unreliable documents, Perhaps under 
the influence orl\.1etropolitan Evgenij's writings, Sakharov indulged 
in speculations about polyphonic performances as far back as the 
eleventh century. 

The interpretation of Metropolitan Evgenij, as repeated by 
Sakharov, created the opinion that the actual Chant heard in the 

( 16) "Istoricheskoe sviedienie o picnii greko-rossilskoi tserkvi", Khristianskoe 
Chtenie, Bk. XLIII (1831), pp. 132-86. For the bibliographical data see A. Preo
brazhcnskii, Po tserkovnomu pieniiu ukazatel knig, broshiur, zhurnalnykh statei i rukopisei 
(2d ed., Moscow, 1900) . .For information about the interpretation of modes, 
see M. M. Ivanm·, htoriia 11w,~rkal'nogo razvitiia Rossii, Vol. l (St. Petersburg, 
19rn), p. 43. See also V, Mctallov, Ocherk istorii .. . , p, XIIL 

( 17) 0 pienii 1' Rossii (St. Petersburg, 1834). This book was unavailable. 
(18) V. Undol'skii, "Zamiechaniia dlia istorii tserkovnago pieniia v Rossii", 

Chteniia v Imperatorskom Obshcheslue Istorii i Drevnostei Rossif,kikh pri 1vfoskovskom 
Universitetie (Moscow, 1846), No, 3; also separate. 

( I 9) I. Sakharov, "lzsliedovaniia o russkom tserkovnom piesnopienii", 
Zhurnal ivfinisterstva Narodnago Prosvieshcheniia, Vol. LXI (1849), sect. 2, pp. 
147-96, 265-84; and Vol. LXIII (1849), sect. 2, pp. 1-41, 89-109. 
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daily services in the churches was the same as that heard several 
centuries eariier, but those few who had a knowledge of the con
temporary Greek Chant could find no similarity between it and 
the Russian Chant of the nineteenth century. The study of Byzan
tine music had been scarcely touched before that time, and for 
this reason some of the works of Porphirii U spenskii ( I 804-85) 
deserve to be singled out. During his trips to Mount Sinai in the 
184o's and to ]\fount Athos in the r85o's, Uspenskii acquired 
notoriety for cutting manuscripts and taking fragments back to 
Russia, Although his writings were published much later, they date 
from this period. He should be remembered for his descriptions of 
music heard during his travels and for what amounts to the first 
real treatise on Byzantine hymnography ( 20). He even quoted 
excerpts from several Byzantine musical manuscripts. For future 
studies it may be of interest to mention his remark that the Coptic 
Chant sounded to him very much like the Russian Chant ( 2 I). 

Next in chronological sequence, a short study by Aleksei L'vov 
on the free and asymmetric rhythm of the Old Russian Chant 
should be listed. It was translated and published in German as 
well (22), 

In I 862 a book appeared in the West, which according to its 
title promised to be a study of the Russian ChanL This book, 
written by Prince Nicholas Youssoupoff, is the worst kind of hodge
podge compiled by a complete ignoramus on musical matters, 
even though he lists his titles as "membre de l' Academie Phil-

(20) Porfirii'. Uspenskii, Pervoe puteshestvie v Atlwnskie monastyri i skity, supple
mentary volume to Vol. II (Moscow, 1881), pp. 14-114. Although Uspcnskil: 
had no insight into the structure of Church poetry, he gave lists ofhymnographers 
and published the text of a fragment on the "mystical explanation of neumes" 
by Michael Blemydas. 

(21) P. Uspenski1, Vtoroe puteshestvie po Sviatoi Gorie Athonskoi (Moscow, 1880), 
p. 309. Of later Russian scholars, I. Voznesenski1 objected particularly strongly 
to this statement of Uspenskil', stating that there was neither historical nor 
palaeographical evidence available to support the assumption for the Egyptian 
( as Voznesenskii calls it) origin of the Russian Chant. Cf. L V oznesenskii, 
0 tserkovnom pienii pravoslavnoi greko-rossiiskoi tserkvi, Bolshoi i maf:yi znamennyi 
rospiev (2d ed., Riga, 1890), p. 203. 

(22) A. L'vov, 0 svobodnom iii nesimmetrichnom ritmie (St. Petersburg, 1858); 
and its German translation, Uber denfreien Rhytmus des altrussischen Kirchengesanges 
(St. Petersburg, 1859). Neither of these books was available to this writer. 

harmonique de SL Cecile de Rome ct maitre-compositeur hono
raire de l'Academie Philharmonique de Bologne" (23). 

In the next year a real scholar appeared, Dmitrii V. Razumov•a 
skii (1818-89), whose work during the next two decades established 
a landmark in the history of Russian musical scholarship. It is 
interesting to note that Razumovskii's work was contemporary with 
that of Jean Baptiste Pitra, who, incidentally, working in Russian 
libraries in St. Petersburg and Moscow, discovered that the Greek 
Church poetry consisted of stanzas with verses of different length 
and syll3:,bic rhythm ( 24). 

After a preliminary study on manuscripts with neumatic nota
tion, Razumovskii's book on the Church Chant in Russia is the 
first systematic account of notations found in Russian musical 
manuscripts. Comparing them with a few available reproductions 
from a hirmologion in the Esphigmenu l\!Ionastery on Mount 
Athos (25), Razumovskii concluded that the model for the neumatic 
notation in Russian manuscripts of the Middle Ages should be 

(23) Prince Nicholas Youssoupoff, Histoire de la musique en Russie, Premiere 
partie~Musique sam!e, suivie d'un choix de morceaux de chants d' ~glise, anciens et modernes 

(Paris, 1862 [on cover wrongly 1872]). This book was immediately reviewed in 
Russia by V. V. Stasov, "Eshche kurioz", St. Peterburgskiia Viedomosti, No. 65 
for 1863. Stasov's review was translated into German and published as "Eine 
Geschichte der Kirchenmusik in Russland", Neue Zeitschrift fiir Musik, Vol. 58 
( 1863), pp. 193-94; the complete incompetence of Y oussoupoff to write about 
music is obvious not only from the text, but in his appendix of music where he 
presents a "facsimile" which he labels as a "tenth century octoechos", while a 
single glance shows the notation to be from the seventeenth century. 

(24) Jean Baptiste Pitra, Hymnographie de l'r!glise grecque (Rome, 1867), 
pp. 10-12. 

(25) D. V. Razumovskil'., Tserkovnoe pienie v Rossii (Moscow, 1867-69), pp. 
155-56, The reproductions of a few pages from the hirmologion in the Esphig
menu Monastery were made by P. I. Sevastianov in 1858, and since then have 
served as the only known examples of Byzantine musical notation to all Russian 
historians of music. Later several collections of fragments became available to 
them, and only in r 906 a group of Russian scholars, including Smolenski'( and 
Preobrazhenskii, visited Vienna, Belgrade, Sofia, Constantinople, and Mount 
Athos, where they became acquainted with a larger group of Byzantine musical 
manuscripts. For an account of this expedition and of manuscripts which they 
had an opportunity to examine, describe, and photograph, see Smolenski!', 
"Iz'dorozhnykh vpechatleniI", Russkaia Muzykal'naia Gazeta, XIII (1906), Nos. 
42-46, particularly No. 46, cols. 1057-1061. 
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sought in Byzantine musical manuscripts, which at that time had 
~1ot been inves::igz-sted. He 1Nas thE: first to compare hand,vrit;ag 
and the shapes o[ neumes, and on the basis of this rese,,rci, he 
made the statement that although the duclus nf the handwriting 
had changed, the LUne rema.ined essentially the sarn.e ( 26). 

One year before Razumovskil: published his capital work, still 
another study of the origins of the Russian Chant was published. 
I ts author, Riazhski1, is otherwise unknown, and his study is nc 
more than a fairly thorough review of all the work done up to 
c:1a t time ( 2 7) .. 

Contemporary with Razumovskii's wntmgs, the work of a Rus
sianized German, Y urii K. Arnold ( I 8 I 1-98), should be men
tioned. He attempted to reconstruct the theoretical foundations of 
the Old Russian Chant, basing his research on acustical principles 
and ancient Greek writings .. The result vvas a series of artificial. 
schemes which he vainly tried to Et into the z,ctual Chant ( 28), 

The foundations laid by Razumovskii stimulated a real renaissance 
of studies in Church Music at the end of the nineteenth and the 
beginning of the twentieth century. The three great scholars of this 
period in Russia were Smolenskii, Metallov, and P.rcobrazhenskii.. 

Stepan Vasilevich Smolenskii (1848-1909) was perhaps the most 
gifted of all Russian musical historians. His description and pub
lication of a sP1al! number of hirmoi from the Hirmologion in the 
Library of the lVfonastery of the Resurrection, called the ''N e,1· 
Jerusalem", demonstrated his ability to grasp the essence of a 
prnblem aad systematize the a',•ailable facts ( 29), Starting with 
his next work, the edition of the Alphabet of the ,Z,namenny Chant of 

(26) Tserkovnoe pienie .. . , p. I71. 
(27) A. Riazhskii, "O proiskhozhdcnii russkago iserkovnago pieniia", Pravo-

1/avnoe Obozrienie, XXI (1886), pp. 36-59, 194-214, 292-302. 
(28) YuriI Arnold, Teoriia drede-russkago tserkovnago i narodnago j1icniia na 

osnovanii avtenticheskikh traktatov i akusticheskago analiza, VyjJUsk jJervyi-Teoriia 
pravoslavnago tserkovnago ,/Jieniia voobshche, po ucheniiu ellinskikh i vizanti-lskikh pisatelei 
(Moscow, 1880). Another of Arnold's studies on harmonization of the Russian 
Chant, Garmonizatsiia dreune-russkago tserkovnago pieniia (Moscow, 1886), and his 
article written during his stay in Germany, "Die Tonkunst in Russland bis zur 
Einfiihrung des abendlandischen Syslems", Allgemeine Zeitschrift fur Theater zmd 
klusik (1867), were not available to this writer. 

(29) Kratkoe opisanie drevniago (XII-XIII vieka) znamennago irmologa, prinadle
zhashchago Voskresenskomu, "Novii Ierusalim" imenuemomu monastyriu (Kazan, 1887). 
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Aleksander Mezenets, Smolenskii embarked on a long and thorough 
study of this crucial period in the history o' Russian music- during 
the seventec,,tli century wher; neumatic Jiolal;:)n was i, zt :,ta~e of 
flux and was giving way to lVestern std-f notation. Appended to 
this book Smo]enskii published extremely valuable comparative 
charts of ·neumatic notation from the twelfth to the seventeenth 

'. century, which are the first scholarly attempt to present the devel
opment of n.eumatic notation. It seems, hmvever, that Srnolcnskii 
was not thoroughly acquainted with Byzantine neumes. }'le did 
know, pf~·haps better th~H· anyone else in his time, the Ru:,sian 
neumatic notation of the seventeenth century. He ventured to 
transcribe the neumatic notation, going back as far as the sixteenth 
century, arid did not feel safe in going further back into the Middle 
Ages. In rgor he claimed Russian origin for the neumes in Byzan
tine musical manuscripts of which he lrnevv only the reproductions 
from the Esphigmenu Hirmclogion (30). Smclenskii was aware of 
the existence of formulae in the Chant, and gave a most penetrating 
analysis of one of the stikhera for Easter (3 I). In this work he points 
out that the singers were using the melodic formulae freely, adding 
to therr.. transitional passages from one formula to another (32). 
In view of his achievements, his limited knowledge of comparative 
Greek material notwithstanding, Smolenskii certainly deserves high 
honor for his valuable contributions to musical scholarship. 

Vasilii l\Jikhailovich lvietallov ( I 862- r 926) was the most erudite 
of the Russian historians of music. His knowledge of sources and 
contemporary Western European musical literature was unmatched 
in Russia. He does not seem to have made any transcriptions of 
medieval notation, yet he did compile the best listings of extant 

(30) 0 dremze-russkikh pievcheskikh notatsiiakh (" Parniatniki drevnei pismcnnosti 
i iskusstva", VoL CXLV, SL Petersburg, 1901) 1 pp .. 20-22. Smolenskil's claim 
for Russian origin of the musical notation in Byzantine musical manuscripts 
was challenged and refuted by Konstantin I. Papadopulos-Keramevs, "Prois
khozhdenie notnago muzykal'nago pis'ma u sievernykh i iuzhnykh Slavian po 
pamiatnikam drevnosti, preimushchestvenno vizantil'.skim ", Viestnik Arkheologii i 
Istorii, XVII (T906), pp. 134-71. 

(31) "O sobranii russkikh drcvne-pievcheskikh rukopisei v Moskovskom 
Sinodal'nom uchilishchie tscrkovnago pieniia", Russkaia Muzykal'naia Gazeta, 
VI (1899), No. 3-5, 11-14. Also separate. The analysis mentioned can he found 
on p. 20 of the separate edition. 

(32) Ibid., p. 19 of the separate edition. 



Rmsian r T'.1sicai m:· nuscrpts. hJthnvgh 111s sty:c or vriLJg is hard 
to read, strolling erratically from one subject to another only to 
return to the first :ml~ject after a round of m;:my different rci?,tect 
and unrelated matters, his book, The Liturgical Chant of the Russian 
Church (33), is .,c11 enormous mine of mformation. He also uublishec] 
the only available collection of facsimiles from numerou~ lZus;ian 
musical rr1anuscript': dating from ihe l\Jiddle Ages to the seven
teenth century (34). From his study of neumatic notation Metallov
dairncd the "Graeco"Syrian" origin of Russian musical notation, 
and rejected the idea of Byzantine origin. His Essa)' on the History of 
the Chant of the Orthodox Church in Russia (35) is still the best survey 
in existence. 

AntoniI Viktorovich Prcobrazhenskii (1870-1929) was the Iast of 
this group of historians of the Church Chant, After having pub-
lished a bibliography of the Russian Chant and a dictionary of 
terms related to the Chant (36), both written in a very lucid and 
concise style, Preobrazhenskii tnweled ,.,vith Smolenskii in 1906 to 
}v1ount Athos, ,vhere he gathered material for a comparative study 
of Russian and Byzantine manuscripts. His first report was never 
published in its entirety, but only in a summary, which with its 
revolutionary approach brnught to light amazing results .. His was 
the discovery that in some instances equivalent Greek and Slavic 
texts have a similar, if not ide1tical, mvs:,cal r10tation (37). Preo
brazhenskii's work received practically no attention from scholars, 
due to the upheavals of the First World V•! ar and the revolution in 
Russia. His postwar publications include a book on religious music 
in Russia (38), and his last and best, a studv of the Russian medieval 

(3::1) Bogosluzhebnoe pienie russkoi tserkvi v period domongol'skii (2d ed., Moscow, 
r912). 

(34) Russkaia simiografiia (Moscow, 1912). 
(35) Ocherk is!orii pravoslavnago tsr:rkovnago piemia v Rossii ( 1st ed., Saratov, 

1893; 2d ed., Moscow, 1896; 3d ed., :Moscow, 1900; 4th ed., Moscow, 1915). 
(36) Sloz:ar' russkago lserkov11ago jJimiia (rdoscow, l 807); and Po tserkovnomu 

pieniiu ukazatel' knig, broshiur, zhurnal'nykh statei i rukopisei ( 1st ed., Ekaterinoslav, 
1897; 2d ed., Moscow, 1900). 

(37) "O skhodstvie rnsskago mu;,;ykal'nago pisma s grechcskim v pievchakh 
rukopisiakh XI-XII v.", Russkaia Muzykal'naia Gazeta, XVI (1909), Nos. 8-ro. 
Also separate. 

(38) Kul'tovaia muryka v Rossii (Leningrad, 1924). Unfortunately, Preobrazhen
skii's essay Ocherk istorii Lserko1?wgo pieniia v Rossii (St. Petersburg, 1910) was not 
available to this writer. 

Chant cornpar::d with th,, Byzantine Ch:1nt PreobrazhtnskiT 
has shown with his charts that there is no room for any dm:bt that 
the Russi,,ns, after their conversion to Cbristia 011ty, accepted churcL 
music from the Greeks. 

After the death of Preobrazhenskii, no ser1.ous work nor any 
attempt at transcription of medieval musical manuscripts has been 
made in Russia, at least as far as car• be J udgsd from the avaiiable 
evidence in musicological publications, The work of Brazhnikov, at 
this moment the cnly known hist,lrian of music c,mccTned• with 
the Middle Ages, is insignificant and offers no clues to a solution of 
the rnysteries of Russian musical notation (4.0). 

' ' , 

Besides Brazhnikov's work and the rather trivial article of Be-
Eaev, the standard Russian handbooks on the history of music in 
Russia usually devote a short chapter of a descriptive character to 
the medieval period (41). The basic attitude tends to be chauvinis-, 
tic, censuring Razumovskii and Preobrazhenskii for their claims 
that the Russian Chant was dependent on Byzantine models. 
Smolenskii's rather uncritical statement that Russia had an e3xlier 

(39) "Greko-russkic pevchie paralleli XII-XIII v!\ De Musica ("Vremen
ilik Otdela Istori1 i Teorii Muzyki Gosudarstvcnnago lnstituta Istmii Iskusstv", 
Vol. II, Leningrad, 192G), pp, 60-76 

(40) The earliest recorded study by M. V. Brazhnikov, "Novye zadachi 
isslec!ovaniia parniatnikov drevne-russkoi muzyki ', in Ocherki po istorii i teorii 

· muzyki-Pervyi sbornik nauchnikh trudov i materialov Gosudarstvennago nauchrw-issledo
uatelnogo instituta tcatra i muzyki (Leningrad, r939) was not available to this 
writer. Brazhnikov's book Puti razvitiia i zadachi rassftiji-ovki znamennogo rospeva 
XII-XVII vekov. Primenenie nekotorykh statistirheskikh metodov k issledovaniiu rnuzvkal'
nykh iavlenii (Leningrad, 1949), although an inte1·esting experiment with ;tatis
tieal methods, offers no suggestions whatsoever concerning the problem of 
transcription of ncumcs in medieYal. manuscripts. An article by Brazhnikov, 
"Russkie pevcheskie rukopisi i russkaia paleografiia", Trudy otdela drevne-russkoi 
literatury (Institut russkoi literatury Akad. Nauk SSSR), Vol. VII (1949), 
pp. 429-54, valuable as it is still offers no new ideas on the subject. 

(,p) V. M. Beliaev's article of a cyclopedic character appeared in Istoriia 
kul'twy drevnei Rusi, eds. N. N. Voronin and M. K. Karger, Vol. II (Moscow, 
1951), pp. 492-509. The standard handbooks dealing with the early period are 
Istoriia russkoi m1r:yki, ed. M, S. Pekelis, Vol. I (Moscow, 1940), and htoriia 
russkoi muzyki, ed. Iu. V. Keldysh, Vol. I (Moscow, 1947). The most recent 
publication, the handbook published under the auspices of the l\foscow Con
servatory Istoriia russkoi muzyki, Vol. I (Moscow, 1957), in the chapter written 
by T. V. Popova, leans heavily on Beliaev's aulhority, and on p. 28 explicitly 
censures Razlimovski1 and PrcobrazhenskiL 



chant and a notation of its own is hailed and serves as the sole 
~. 3thority, und1 allc:nged by critical studies ( 42) 

At the turn of the century, at about th1c time when Rt1ss1an 
.,cholars were exploring their lV[edieval Chant, significant progrcs:; 
was being made in Western European countries in the field of 
Byzantine music, gradually leading to studies of the Russian 
Chant. One of the scholars who had a great reputation, Father 
Thibaut, was the first Westerner to become acquainted with some of 
the achievements of Russian research (43). twas only in 1908 that 
Oskar von Ricsemann, at first in his dissertation and then in I 909 
in his article in the Riemann-Festschrift, made known to vVestern 
European musical scholars the results of Russian achievements of 
more than half a century (44). 

(42) How far all this may go is best illustrated in the last edition of the Soviet 
Encyclopedia, ~which contains informative articles on Razumovskii, Srnolenski1 
and Metallov but does not even list PreobrazhenskiL It is slated about Smolenski, 
that the ''scholarly value [of Smolenskii's works J is diminished because of his 
reactionary views", see Bolshaia Sovetskaia Entsiklopediia, 2d ed., Vol. 39 ( 1956), 
pp. 421-22. 

The article on Byzantine music, ibid°" Voi. 8 ( r 95 ! ) , pp, 47-48, states that 
the official musical art was a "weapon of reactionary policies of the despotic 
Empire aiming at the subjugation of the musical arts of other peoples", and 
"Even while accepting some of the theoretical foundations of Byzantine music 
(the eight modes), ,]1e melodic content of church music of Old Russia was 
original and based on the intonations of Russian fr,lk music. Already in tbc 
eleventh century there is a tendency to juxtapose original songs to Byzantine 
models. This was a pa.rt of the general struggle of Kievan Russia against Byzan
tine attempts to impose their political and spiritual dominance". 

(43) Thibaut claimed that the Russians accepted what he called "Constan
tinopolitan" neumatic notation and not the "Hagiopolitan". Cf.: "La notation 
de St. Jean Damascene ou Hagiopolite", Izviestiia russkago arkheolo/ticheskago 
instituta v KonstantinojJolie, III (Sofia, 1898), pp. 141--43; and Origine bzantine de 
la notation neumatiq11e de l' iglise latine (Paris, 1907), p. 36. A very thorough 
discussion of Thibaut's views concerning Slavic manuscripts and sharp criticism 
of Thibaut was made by Konstantin I. Papadopulos-Keramevs, "Printsip 
tserkovno-vizantiiskago notnago pis'ma po dannym slavianskikh i grecheskikh 
muzykalno-bogosluzhebnykh pamiatnikov", Vizantiiskii Vremennik, XV (1908), 
pp. 49-70. Thibaut's paper "La musique byzantine chez les Slaves", Tribune de 

St. Gervais, X ( l 904), pp. I 57-6:2, is so foll of platitudes that it scarcely deserves 
mentioning in a survey. 

(44) Die Nutation des altrussischen Kirchcngesanges [Diss., Leipzig, 19oiJ (Mos
cow, 1908), and one year later reissued in Publikationen der Internatwnalen ]11.usik

gesellschaft, Beihefte (Second Series), VIII (Leipzig, 1909); also, "Zur Frage der 

It was Riesemann again who in I 924 summarized the knowledge 
about the Russian Chant h1 his contribution to Adler's Handbuch 
der Musik.aeschichte (45\J. But ?s early ac ; ,1s1 r. one of the Treat 

<._) ,_/ / <,__) 

musicologists and scholars, H. j'. W. Ti[yard, i,1 an added note to 
one of hi::; articles, pointed out the similarity between the notation 
which appe:ars in Russian musical manuscripts and that which 
'.came to be called Coislin-notation. He even offered a tentative 
'transcription of one hirmos, which Smolenskii published in facsimile 
in 1887 (,J6), Tillyard did not publish any forther work dealing 
with the Sla\'ic Chant cxc,:pt for another cursory remark about 
the importince of the Coislin notation for the possible solution of the 
neumatic notation in Russian musical manuscripts (4 7). 

Since 1928 a German scholar, Erwin Koschmieder, has been 
working in this field. His first study was a summary of the work of 
his predecessors (48). FrG,a the point ofvie,i CJ£° comparafr,e studies, 
Koschmicdcr's most important contribution is an article published 
in 1932. la it he followed Preobrazhenskii's example and compared 
the notation of one hirmos in an early Slavic manuscript with the 
same hirmos in a late Slavic and a medieval Byzantine manu
script (49). Although he did not find a clue for transcription, this 
was a serious attempt along promising lines of comparison. After 

Entzifferung der altbyzantinischen Neumen", Riemann-Festschrift (Leipzig, 1909), 
pp. 189-99. The, latter is a description of Preobrazhenski.1's article mentioned in 
n. 37 above. 

(45) "Der russische Kirchcngcsang", in Handb11ch der ,Husikgeschichte, ed. Guido 
Adler (2d ecL, Berlin, 1930), pp. 140--48. 

(46) "The Problems of Byzantine Neumes", Journal of Hellenic Studies, XU 
( I 9:2 I), p. 42. The hirmos which Till yard tentatively transcribed is from the 
manuscript which was formerly in the library of the Monastery of the Resur
rection, called "New Jerusalem", folio 3r. Tillyard refers to the facsimile which 
Thibaut published in his Origine Byzantine ... , Plate VIII, as his source. Thibaut 
published this facsimile without referring to his source, which is Smolenskii's 
Kratkoe ojiisanie . . . (see p. 26, n. 29), where this hirmos can be found repro
duced cm Plate I. Thibaut did refer earlier lo Smolenskii's study in his article 
in /zviestiia russkago ... , III, p. 143. 

(47) Byzantinische Zeitschrift, XXXVII (1937), p. 358. 
(48) "Die wichtigsten Hilfsmittel zum Studium des russischen Kirchen

gesanges", Jalzrbilcher fur Kultur und Geschichte der Slm.·m, Neue Folge, Vol. IV, 
Fasc. I (Brcslau, 1928), pp. 49-64. 

(49) Pr.c,vcqnki do zagadnienia chomonji w hinnosach rosyjskich (\Vilno, H)32), 
p. 27. The hirmos analyzed is XptSTOS yEvvihm. On p. 8, Koschmiec!er gives 
interesting examples of the uses of a melodic formula and its variants and en
largements. 



this study, Koschmieder discussed purely theoretically the value of 
Russian ;rnJsica1 rnannscripts for the understanding of earlier phasrc, 

0, Byzantine nG,,,.,ion, but 1,ciLh<;u. any attc decipheri,,g i'.Fc 

ncumatic notzilion (50). One of his most vah1"blc contribut:ons is 
his recent publication ofthe so-called J\fovgorodfmgments, two of the 
oldest rem~1ants of Slavic hirmologia from the twelfth century (5 r). 
He put side by side the Slavic text with the neumes of the twelfth 
century, the corresponding lines from the Byzantine manuscript 
Coislin 220 (in Paris, Bibliothcquc Nationale), and his own tran
::cc·iptions or· a RussiaD ma,,uscript from the seventeenth ccn 

tury. He did not attempt to transcribe the Novgorod fragmcnt.s 
because he still had misgivings concerning the validity of the 
modern transcriptions of Byzantine neumes (52). A basic deficiency 
of Koschmieder's publication is that the neumes are apparently 
copied by hanci, instead of printing photostats o~· the manuscripts, 
and a scri]y: remains a scribe, whether in the twelfth or in the 
twentieth century. The few discrepancies that can be detected in 
comparing his text with the photostats of the Chilandar Hirmo
logion, which Koschmiedcr used in part, suggest a warning to be 
c=.:itious when h?,ndling this "facsimile" edition, The most recent 
article by Koschmicder dealing with this field, shows a much more 
critical attitude in approach and evaluation of source materi-

als (52 a). 
Shortly after Koschmieder's first article was published, a book on 

the Slavic Chant appeared, vvri l.ten by Peter Panoff (53), Thi'., 
book presents nothing new for the study of tb: Slavic Chant in the 

Middle Ages. 

(so) "Zur Bedeutung dcr russischen liturgischen Gesangstradition fur die 
Entzifferung der byzantinischen Neumen", Kyrios, V (HJ40), pp. 1-2,1; "Die 
ekphonetischc :''lotation in kirchcnslawischen Sprachdcnkmalern", Siidost/or• 

schungen, V (1940), pp. 22-32. 
(51) Die altestm J\fovgoroder Hirmologien-Fragmente ("Abhandlungen dcr Baycri

schen Akademie der Wissenschaften", PhiL-Hist. Klasse, Neue Folge, Heft 35 
(1952) and 37 (1955)), called KI (Heft 35) and K II (Heft 37) throughout 
this study. The concluding part appeared ibid., 1958, Heft 45· 

(52) Ibid., Heft 37 (1955), p. 27. 
(52a) E. Koschrnicder, "Zur Herkunft der slavischen Krjuki-Notationen", 

Festschrift fur Dmytro Cyf.evskyj zum Go. Geburtstag, "V criiffentlichungen der ,\b .. 
tcilungfor slavischc Sprachen und Literaturen des Osteuropa-Instituts (Sla,.·isches 
Seminar) an der Freicn Universitat Berlin", Bel. 6, (Berlin, 1954), pp. 146-5:.!. 

(53) Die altslavische Volks- und Kirchenmusik ("Handbuch der Musikwissen
schaft", ed. Ernst Bucken, Potsdam, 1930). 
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From 1936 on, an American scholar, Alfred I Swan, publisheci a 

number of papers and z,rtides of out:,t;;,ncUng quality His 
works, ]10,vevcr, deal prima.cily with latu periods anc: are con
cerned with die problems of practical performance. 

Two irp.portant discussions of the problems related to the Russian 
medieval -Chant by two eminent musicologists of great repute 
appeared in rgy2 and 1953. Jacques Handschin published his 
short study on the Russian Chant with a brief sketch of its history 
and an anaJysis of its formal structure, which is unfortunately 
based 011, =ndodies frrnT1 late eighteenth century printed edi
tions (55)·. Carsten H0eg, a classicist and expert in the field of 
Byzantine ekphonetic notation, became attracted to the problems 
offered by Russian notation of the eleventh and twelfth centuries. 
His study, "The Oldest Slavonic Tradition of Byzantine Music", 
shows a deep insight into the intricacies of the notations, and sheds 
new light on ,he problems of transcription of the Russian roeumatic 
notation (56). H0eg's most recent article (56a) however, represents 
one of the most important contributions to the study of the neu
matic notation in Slavic medieval manuscripts. By using a methodo
logically similar approach H0eg arrived at principles of inter
pretation basically identical to those on which this writer had been 
working independently at the same time. 

(54) "l\fosic d' the Eastern Chtuches", The Jfusical Quarterl,y, X'3GT ( 1936), 
pp. 430-34; his most important study is "The Znam,:nny Chant of the Ilussian 
Church", 'lite i"clusical Quarterly, XXVI (1940), pp. 2:32-43, 365-80, 529-45. In 
addition should be mentionrd: "Old Byzantine and Russian Liturgical Chant" 
(abstract), Bulletin of the American Musicological Society, VIII (1945), pp. 22-23; 
his articles on Russian Church Music in Grove's Dictiona1y of Music and Musi
cians, ed. Eric Blom (5th ed., London, 1954), Vol. VII, pp. 333-36, and VoL 
IX, p. 424, Sec also p. 18, n. 3° 

(55) "Le chant ecclesiastique russe", Acta l\llusicologica, XXI"V (1952), 
pp. 3-32. 

(56) "The Oldest Slavonic Tradition of Byzantine Music", Proceedings ef t!te 
British Academy, XXXIX (1953), pp. 37-66, with four plates. Ifoeg compared 
the ncumatic notation of one hirmos by superimposing the ncumes from three 
Byzantine musical manuscripts and the notation of the same hirmos from 
Koschmieder's publication of the Novgorod Fragments. This is in essence Preo
brazhenskil's method. H0eg's chart served as an immediate model and stimulus 
for comparative charts of ncumatic notation from a larger number of Slavic 
and Byzantine musical manuscripts, which were used in this research, 

(56a) C. H0eg, "Ein Buch altrussischer Kirchengesange", Zeitschrift fur 
slavische Philologie, XXV (1956), pp. 261-84. 

Velimirovic. - 3 
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A book on the Slavic Chant by Madame Palikarova-Verdeil 
•·ope"r 0 d i·,1 ; 95-::; n1 the '"Mnn,1menta Musi.cae dyza:1Lcnae" se
~-ies (5;). Pre~io~s to the publication of this book, its author had 
nublished articles in a number of journals (58). ~\fadame Palika
~ova-Verdeil's book is a compilative work which restates numerous 
knmvn facts in a VI[ cstern language, and brings the field of research 
in the Russian Chant closer to no;.1-Slavic scholars. As the tltle 
indicates, it is primarily concerned with stressing the intermediary: 
role of the Bulgarians between the Greeks and th,: Russians. 
Despite this slight bias, some minor oversights (59), and some 
translations of Slavic texts which need critical reexamination (60), 
Madame Palikarova-Verdeil's book is valuable because it raises a 
tmmber of provocative questions which could not be answered 
satisfactorily in a volume of that size. 

(57) iaa l'vfllsique by:antine clzez les Bulgares et !es Russes (du /Xe au XIve .,iecle), 
(" Monumenta Musicae Byzantinae", Series "Subsidia", III, Copenhague, 1953) • 

(58) "La musique byzantine chez Jes Slaves, Bulgares et Russes, aux IXe et 
x.e si,'cles", Pyzantinoslavica, X (1949), pp. 268-74: "La rnusicologie byzantine 
et lcs documents slavons", Byzantinoslavica, XI ( 1950), pp. 82-89; "La musique 
byzantine chez les Siaves (Bulgares et Russes) aux IXe et X.0 siecles", Acies du 

VJe Congres International cl' Etudes By.wntines, H (Paris, 195 I),. pp. 321-30; "Les 
notations musicales employees clans les eglises Slaves au rxe siccle", Atti del 

Congresso Jnternazionale di l11usica Sacra (Roma, 25-30 .lvlaggio, 1950) (Tournai, 

1952), pp. Il4- 18. 
(59) When listing manu~cripts, NJme. Palikarova-VerdciI lists Codex Pctro

politanus CCCLXI (p. 112) without mentioning that thFse two folios have been 
identified as missing from ti1c manuscript B. 32 in ,he Great Laura. of Ivi:ount 
Athos, although Wellesz had already pointed out this fact in A Histoiy c!f Byzan

tine Afusic and Hymnography (Oxford, 1949), p. :229, as had H0t;g in The Ifymns of 
the Hinnologium -("M~mL1menta Musicae Byzantinae•·, Series "Transcripta", VI, 

Copenhagen, 1952), p. xiv. 
Throughout her book ;l,;fme. Palikarova-Verdeil refers to Macedonia as a 

Bulgarian domain, which ignores the historv of that proYince. The claim that 
Justiniana Prima is identical with Ohrid (p. 196, n. 2) is outdated. See A Grabar, 
"Les monuments de Tsaritchin Grad etjustiniana Prima", Cahiers "1rcheologiques, 

III (1948), pp. 49-63. In addition see the ~Jibliography on that subject in V. R. 
Petkovic, "Les fouilles de Tsaritchin Grad", Ibid., p. 40. The claim that Kulm
zeles was a Rulgarian (pp. HJ3-204) is farferched. It would be more accurate 
to call him a Southern Slav, without claiming either Bulgarian or .!\lacedonian 

nationality. 
(60) On p. 69 of her book Mme. Falikarova-Verdeil se,·eral tirnes inserts in 

the French text the word choeur, for which there is no justification in any of the 

cited Slavic texts. 
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Among the more recent publications, Arbatskii's book on the 
h{,tor;,· CJ':' R-,,,s:an ·:,usic (61) c;rn be cL,;miss,'d, since its tsresenia
tion consists of personal meditations on the subject, rather than a 
scholarly disetission. 

In most recent times the problems of transcription of Russian 
ncumatic notation became a sc.tious concern of Oliver Strunk. 
\V ith a Yugoslav assistant, Stojan Lazarevic, he 1s studying the 
relationship between the neumatic notation of Russian musical 

. dB · · · l r, · 1· · (r ) 1nanuscnpts an,._ y,2.nt1r<lc manPscnptc: w1L:, 'u01S,n>notc,t10n 02 . 

In addition to this survey, a few general remarks about the 
diaractcr of the work done up le the present may be appropriate. 
Until the appearance of Preobrazhenskii's studies all other scholars, 
both Russian and vVestern, had a similar approach to the study of 
the rneciieval rLussian ChanL They were trying to find a clue for 
the old Russian notation 1:Jy going backwards through the cen
turies and projecting into the Middle Ages the terminology, the 
melodies, and even the practices of later centuries, thus ignoring 
the :,hanges of readings and of concepts that have taken place. 
Preobrazhenskii was the first to conceive the idea of direct com
parison of contemporary Greek and Slavic musical manuscripts. 
Unfortc.nately, he apparently was not acquainted with the work 
and achievements of Western European scholars in deciphering 
the Byzantine neumatic notation, and their transcriptions of it 
into modern notation. Koschrnieder follmvcd Prcobr,lzhenskiI's 
method v.rith only one example of such ,Nork. I-foeg contributed a 
few more examples of this sort, as did Madame PaHirn.rova-Verdcil. 

This writer believes that Preobrnzhenskii's approach was the 
right one, and that the time is ripe novv to tackle the problem of 
transcription of the neumatic notation in Russian medieval musical 
manuscripts on a larger scale. 

(61) Yurii Arbatskii, Etiudy jJo istorii russkoi muzyki, (New York, 1956). 
According to Arbatskil the transcriplior,s of neumatic notation are "problema
tical" and therefore he pref::;rs not to include a discussion of that suhject. 
See p. 160 of his book. 

(62) Professor Strunk and :Hr. Lazarevi{: have kindly informed this writer 
about their current work. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE STRUCTURE O:F HIRMOLOGIA 

'fhe research for this study ,vas centered around the Slavic Hir
mologion nmY in the library of the Serbian Monastery Chilandar, 
on Mount Athos (1). For comparative purposes fragments of two 
other Slavic hirmologia were used, one recently published by 
Koschmicder and known as one of the Novgorod fragments ( 2), and 
a few hirmoi frc:-n a hirmologim" which was formerly in the librztry 
of the Monastery of the Resurrection, called "~';cw Jerusalem", 
near Moscow, and which had been published "in facsimile" by 
Smolenskii (3). For comparative Greek material, in addition to 
the two hirmologia which were published in facsimile in the 
Monumenta Musicae Bvzantinae series, ten more manuscripts or 
fragments were used, all of which were available o"u microfilms. 

The basic problem was ·whether there is any concordance between 
the texts and the neumatic notation in Greek and Slavic manu
scripts. The question of texts was relatively easily solved by com
piling a full index of incipits and establishing- which SlaYic 
texts have Greek equivalents. The results was that of one hundred 
ninety-nine hirmoi in the Chilandar Manuscript, all but three 
hirmoi have equivalents in Greek manuscripts. This fact alone once 
again substantiated the never disputed point, that the church 
books of the Slays were faithful replicas of their Greek modek 

The relationship between the neumatic notations above lhe 
equivalent Greek and Slavic texts was a more dillicult problem. If 

(r) Fragmenta Chiliandarica Palaeoslavica ("Monumenta Musicae Byzantinae", 
Vol. V, Fasc. B, Hirmologium, Copenhagen, 1957). For pertinent data about 
the manuscript see Ibid., Vol. V, Fasc. A, p. g. 

(2) Seep. 32, n. 51. 
(3) See p. 2fi. n. 29. The "facsimiles" of the selected hirmoi were hand 

drawn through tracing paper, and Srnolcnski1 testifies to their faithfulness and 
accuracy after having checked every letter and every single neume. See Kratkoe 
opisanie ... , p. r 8. 
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one could determine that there is substantial agreement in the 
notation of the two different versions, the1· one could hope that a 
key for tr.,.nsc·iption into fftotlej:n notaticu coc1.:d be found. n order 
to study this relationship, and at the same time to test results ob
tained ea~lier by Preobrazhenski1 (4), a numoer of comparative 
charts of neumatic notation were compiled. Since the preliminary 

'. results overwhelmingly supported Preobrazhenskii's findings, the 
compilation of charts ,,vas cxtended so th:i.t it covered tae ,.vhole 
content of the Chilandar J-lirmologion. The comparative study of 
neumatic oo:ation above the ::quivalen, Greek and Slavic texts 
devised by Preobrazhenskii offered a <lirecl approach to the 
understanding of a number of problems, even though it did not solve 
all details and still does not provide for a complete transcription 
of any hymn or fragment of the Slavic Chante 

Results obtained in this research arc demonstrated ,vith the 
hirmoi of l\:lodc I only, of which there arc seventy-five i11 the Chi
Iandar lvfanuscripL More than one half of these, forty-five to be 
exact, are offered in Appendix I with full comparative material. 
The study of the relationships and of the possibility of transcrip
tion of the neumatic notation for the hirmoi of Modes H and III 
in the Chilandar Manuscript is still in progress. 

A comparison of the Slavic and Greek hirmologia discloses that 
the division into eight modes (5) is the only consistent elenent in 
all these manuscripts. In the numbering- of the modes there is a 
distinct difference between the Slavic and Greek usages. rfhc Slavic 
musical tcrmir.ology docs not use the te:.:~r;, "plagal". The cquiva~ 
lents are: 

Greek Slavic 

Mode I Mode I 

" II II 

" III HI 

" IV ,, IV 
" I Plagal " V 
" II " " VI 
,, III " " VII 

" IV " " VIII 
----~- ,-

(4) See p. ,28, n. 37 and p. 29, n. 39. 
(5) Throughout this study the term mode is used consistently as an equivalent 

for the Greek i'ixos and Slavic r AAC. 



A hirmotogion contains hirmoi, or the first stanzas of poems called 
odes, nine of which constitme a kanon. The :topic for each ode is 
fixed by tradition, as is the number of odes, although in some 
kanons, hirmoi for one or more odes may be missing, and certain 
kanons may have more than one hirmos for an ode. Each hirmos is 
followed by a number of additional stanzas or troparia which are omit
ted from the hirmologion proper. It contains only the model stanzas 
with their melodies, and their metrical and rhythmical schemes. 

Every hirmologion may be divided into eight sections, each of· 
which contains hirmoi sung according to a particular mode. ·within 
the modes, the hirmoi may be arranged in either of two distinct 
systems. This division is most important, since it establishes two 
different categories of manuscripts. One arrangement is the Order 
of Kanons, which is encountered in the majority of Byzantine 
medieval hirmologia. Each kanon is presented in its entirety with 
all its odes, and each ode is represented by at least one hirmos. 
Koschmieder suggested as a designation for this particular order of 
hirmoi the abbreviation KaO, vvhich clearly expresses this arrange
ment (6). 

A relatively small group of Byzantine manuscripts and all known 
Slavic hirmologia follow a different structural organization. All hir
moi of one mode are arranged according to the odes, not according 
to the kanons which they constitute. This means that the whole 
bulk of hirmoi within one mode is divided into nine groups, and 
each of these groups contains all the hirmoi for one particular ode. 
Koschmieder suggested for this group of manuscripts the abbrevia
tion OdO, which stands for the Order of Odes (7). 

To clarify this distinction the following scheme presents in sim
plified form these two different arrangements of hirmoi: 

Kanon I 

Ode 1 

Kanon 2 

Ode I 

Kanon 3 
Ode 1 

Kanon I 

Ode 2 

Kanon 2 

Ode 2 

Kanon 3 
Ode 2 

Kanon 1 

Ode 3 

Kanon 2 

Ode 3 

Kanan 3 
Ode 3 

(6) Koschmieder, II, p. 69. 
(7) Ibid. 

Kanon 1 

Ode 4 

Kanon 2 

Ode 4 

Kanon 3 
Ode 4 

Kanon I 

Ode 5 

Kanon 2 

Ode 5 

Kanon 3 
Ode 5 

Kanon 1 

Ode 6 

Kanan 2 

Ode 6 

Kanon 3 
Ode 6 

I etc. 
I 

etc. 

etc. 
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If read horizontally the Order of Kanons, or KaO, is obtained; the 
Order of Odes, or OdO, is obtained by reading the chart vertically 

It should be added that certain kanons may contain more than 
one hirmos for a particuiar ode and that therefore every rectangle 
above may be interpreted to read e.g.: 

Kanon 2 

One or several hirmoi for Ode 4. 
Koschmieder, who suggested these apt abbreviations, apparently 

was not acquainted with Greek sources of the OdO type. Noticing 
this arrangement of hirmoi in Slavic manuscripts only, he was 
inclined to ascribe this order to the Slavs as their "invention" (8). 
The validity of this assertion is denied by the existence of at least 
one fragment of a Greek manuscript with the OdO arrangement, 
which antedates known Slavic manuscripts by at least one cen
tury (g). 

The relationship of the Slavic and the Greek manuscripts be
comes a very complicated problem as one studies this division of 
manuscripts according to the arrangement of the hirmoL The 
establishment of two categories has had rather important conse
quences. For instance, the majority of KaO manuscripts is be
lieved to have originated in the area around Constantinople and 
its closely related domains~Mt. Athas and its outposts in the 
Central Mediterranean including Grottaferrata. Almost all of the 
OdO manuscripts, on the other hand, seem to have originated in 
Palestine or Sinai. Thus a division according to the order of hirmoi 
is seen to be related to a territorial division. Furthermore, it has 
been possible to establish that the manuscripts differ, not only 
according to the arrangement of hirmoi, but that this division con
forms basically to two different melodic traditions as well, although 
the lines of division are not absolutely sharp ( ro). 

Were the question of the relationship between the Slavic and 
Greek manuscripts to be solved on the basis of the arrangement 

(8) Ibid., p. 70. 
(9) The two leaves bound in Ms. No. 1284, Supplement grec, in the Biblio

theque Nationale in Paris. Cf. A. Gastoue, Catalogue des manuscrits de musique 
byzantine de la Bibliotheque Nationale de Paris et des bibliotheques publiques de France 
(Paris, 1907), pp. 93-94, and Plate IV. 

(10) See below pp. 69. 



of the hirmoi alone, the answer would have been relatively sin1ple, 
stating that the Slavs probably had Palestinian models which they 
followed, and thal the Slavs accepted their OdO _'.fr,moiugion .. Yet 
this is only one part of the whole picture. After a list of equivalent 
incipiLs and a table of concordances c,vere compiled, showing the 
appearance or absence of a particular hirmos in a relatively large 
number of manuscripts, it became obvious that Slavic sources 
contained a number of hirmoi which were not located in any of. 
the extant manuscripts of the OdO type, i.e., of Palestinian origin, 
and for which the only i;ources ,yere some or· the oldest manuscripts 
of the KaO group, of Constantinopolitan provenance. Even with 
this problem unsolved, one could assume that the Slavs accepted 
the Palestinian order of hirmoi and borrowed a number of indi
vidual hirmoi for reasons which are too elusive to understand today. 
VVhen one turns to the neumat1c notation above the equivalent 
texts, the puzzle becomes be,Nildering, since the m9jority of 
melodic formulae located in Slavic hirmologia agree both in the 
melodic outline and the position in the text, with identical for
mulae in Greek manuscripts of the KaO type. 

Before proceeding with the comparative studies,-there follows a 
presentation of the basic features of Greek manuscripts of the 
hirmologion. 

L M<muscripts of the KaO type 

To this group belong both Greek hirmologia published in facsi
mile in the l\fonumenta l\fosicae Byzantinac series. This order of 
hirmoi had been accepted by scholars in their discussions as the 
"normal" type of arrangement in the J\:Iiddk Ages .. Yet even within 
this group there is considerable variation in the total number of 
hirmoi which appear within one mode, It v,as to be expected that 
a deeper investigation of this kind of discrepancy in the number of 
hirmoi, would ultimately lead to the analysis of the manuscript 
traditions, and the establishment of "families" of manuscripts. 
This aspect of research has received surprisingly little attention. 
The only account which covers briefly the relationships of manu
scripts is the one by H0eg ( 1 I). 

( 11) Carsten H0cg, The H)'lnns of the Himwlogium ("l\Ionumenta Musicae 
Byzantinae", Series "Transcripta", VI, Copenhagen, 1952), pp. xvii-L. 
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The number of kanons and of hurnoi i.r:. KaO manuscnp(s 
reveals the existence of three different stag,:s in their history. The 
c::diest stage is at the sawe iime the richest. T'.,e oldest mar:uscripts 
and fragments contain a large number of individual hirmoi vvhich 
disappear fro'n later manuscripts. Of thos~, hirrnoi which h,1ve 
been dropped in the second stage, some reappear later, more often 

' in the OdO manuscripts than in the K,,O manuscripts. The olckst 
KaO hirmologia are the Hirmologion .i.n the Great Laura on Mt. 
Athos, B. 32 (siglum L); Manuscript No. 83 in the collection St. 
Sabas in Jerusalem (siglum S); and the fragment now in Lenin
grad, ofteii referred to as Codex Petropolitanus DLVII (suggested 
siglum Lg) ( I 2), which contains a number of kanons ofl\i[ode HI, 
and shows a remarkable similarity to the order of kanons in S. 
Concerning chronological order, there can be no doubt that L is 
older than the other two. There is also a possibility that the frag
ment Lg should be dated before S. All three of these manuscripts 
date from before the end of the eleventh century. 

The middle stage in the development of the hirmologion dates 
from the twelfth century. Three manuscripts which are as identical 
as medieval manuscripts can be are: the Iviron Hirmologion 
(siglum H); Manuscript Coislin 220 (siglum 0), in the Bibliothcque 
;;ationalc in Paris; and the older of the two hirmologia in Grotta
ferrata, E. y. HI (siglum Ga). To this group should be added the 
second Grottaferrata Hirmologion, Ky. II (siglum G), althoug-h 
it is of a slightly later date ( 13). The basic feature of this group of 
manuscripts, besides a smaller number of hirmoi than in the pre
ceding stage, is their incredibly similar order of kanons. The diffcr•-

( 12) For basic data concerning manuscripts Land S, see H0eg, The Hymns 

... , pp, xiv-xv. For information about and the full facsimilc of Lg, see J.B. 
Thibaut, lVfonuments de la Notation Ekphonetique et HagiojJolite de l'Eglise Grecque 

(Saint Petersbourg, 1913), pp. 65-72 and Plates VI-XXIII. 
( r 3) The manuscripts H and G are published in fa.csimile in the main series 

of "Monumenta Musicae Eyzantinae". Manuscript O is described by Gastoue, 
Catalogue ... , p. 89, and also by R. De\Teesse, Catalogue des Jlfanuscrits Crees, Il, 
Le Fonds Cnislin ("Bibliotheque ?-Jationale, Departemenl des 1\fanuscrits", Paris, 
1945), p. 202. Manuscript Ga, although listed several times, has never yet been 
described in a satisfactory way. It contains a nurn.ber of blank pages which stand 
for lost leaves. The first 20 folios are bound in a wrong order. If the order were 
changed to read: Fol. 16-19, Fol. 10-13, and Fol. 2-7, then the order ofkanons 
in H and O appears unchanged. For basic data see HcJeg, The Hymns ... , pp. 
xn-xv. 



t:ilces appearing in have successfully explained ( u 1. 
The latest stage ir: ':he de. c;opment of KaO manuscripts shot,d 

De dated from the rnidd,c: cl the thirteenth centu Un the basis 
uf the available material it seems possible to conciudc that one Df 
the basic features o' ,his group is a further decrease in tlK nurnber 
of kanons. Had the content of each kanon remained the same 
throughout these different stages, one could suggest that a certain 
number of kanons, either by a particular author, or intended for a 

particular feast, were dropped for reasons unknown today. The 
truth is that the changes were much more complex than a simple 
elimination of this or that kanon. Starting from the second stage, 
and particularly in the man1._1scripts of the thirteenth and four-
1centh centuries, one may c,counter kanons containing hirr,rni 
·which belonged to entirely different kanons in the earlier manu
scripts: Furthermore, some of the kanons in earlier manuscripts 
may have contained :,cyeral hirmoi for one ode, a.ad no~ evcy 
manuscript would list all of these "doubles" ( I 5), These addi
tional hirmoi for a particular ode, may have played quite a 
significant role in the appearance of the composite kanons ( I 6). 

A practical demonstration of relationships of manuscripts may 
be obtained from an an,dysis of the following chart, which presents 
the order of kanons of Mode I in KaO manuscripts, In this, z:s in 
any other study, it is necessary to have a central orientation point. 
Therefore, in this sludy the succession of kanons and oC the hirmoi 
within one ode as they appear in H is accepted as "correct". 

An important reminder concerns the numbering of kanons, 
particularly in the fourteenth century manuscripts. Whatever the 
number of a kanon in the chart, in the majority of instances it 
will be a composite kanon containing at least one hirmos which 

( 14) H0eg, The Hymns ... , p. xviii. 
( 15) In order to distinguish between several hirmoi for one ode, throughout 

this study a system of lettering has been adopted. For instance, if in Kanan 1 :"i, 
Ode 8 is represented hv four different hirmoi, in a table of contents of that 
kanon, the hirmoi will be listed as Sa, Sb, 8c, and 3d (and correspondingly in 
any survey of manuscripts of the KaO type). If, however, manuscripts of the 
OdO type are listed, these same hinnoi would in this case be listed as I 5a, 15b, 
1 5c, and 15d. 

( I 6) The term composite kanon is used as a designation for a kanon containing 
hirmoi, which in older manuscripts may have belonged to several different 
kanons and are now assembled to constitute one single kanon. 
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belonged to a different m earlier mam:,,;c' · l 11,s ex-
emplified to an cxtncme degree in a thirteenth eccl ,11anuscript, 
the Washington uff:ologion (siglum W) (r7), 11,hici: Jrobably 
represents the peak of confusion in the compilation of c:n1posite 
kanons. For this reasou i: ; s omitted from the char I 

Of all the manuscripts used in the compilation of the figure ( I 8) 
the most interesting one is Rp, vvhieh stands halfway between the 
KaO and OdO manuscripts, containing both types of arrangement 
of hirmoL For instance, hirmoi of Modes II, III, III Plagal and 
IV PlagaL.are all arranged in the OdO fashion with an "appendix" 
at the end of each mode containing a few kanons in their entirety. 
In other modes, ~fode I among them, the order follmvs the KaO 
type in the beginn111_(:;, switching later to the OdG arrangernent. 
The section which follows the KaO arrangement, as rcpn-.scnted 
in the figure, reveals a very close similarity to the order ir Ku 
and Vb. ManuscTipt Vb is dcfrctive at the end ofi\fode I ( I 9) and it 
is quite likely thzct the missing folios, if recovered, v,.''l'J]d have com
pleted the order of kannns identical to that in Ii(u. Even the svl'itch 
to the OdO structure does not change the picture in Rp since the 
hirmoi are from the same kanons, and in the same order as in Ku. 

These three J:',.:.,nuscripts, Ku, Vb and Rp are as closely related 
to each other as were the twelfth century group of manuscripts, 
H, 0 and Ga. This nc,v group has the advantage for historical 
studies that it is ultimately related to the order ofkanons appearing 
in an older manuscript, La (iw). A glance at the chart discloses 
that the younger manuscripts have inverted the original order of 
La, yet have retained all ( except two) kanons appearing in that 
manuscript. Even manuscript Y retains all kanons, even though it 

(17) Ms. No. M. 2156. XII. M. I in the Library of Congress, Washington, 
D. C. Seymour de Ricci and W . .J. Wilson, Census of Medieval and Renaissance 

Manuscripts in the United States and Canada, Vol. I (New York, 1935), p. 244. 
( 18) All manuscripts used in this figure are described briefly by Hoeg, 

The Hymns ... , pp. xiii-xvi, except for Ku-2 and Rp. Ku-2 is a new siglum for 
the manuscript which Hoeg designated Si. Rp is a siglum for Codex I'alat. 
Graec. 243, in Rome. A microfilm of this manuscript was kindly placed at this 
writer's disposal by DL Kenneth Levy of Brandeis University. 

(19) Cf. Hoeg, The llyrnns ... , p. xvi. 
(20) The order of kanons in La is reconstructed from H0eg's Conspectus 

Canonum ( The Hymns ... , pp. 320-22) since no microfilm of this manuscript 
was available to this writer. 
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changes the order in a peculiar way. Ku-2 represents an even further 
step in the reduction of the number of kanons and hirmoi. 

In :rcad.1ng the figure it should be kept in mirn5. that: 
a) Lacunae in manuscripts are indicated by blank spaces. (In 

the case of the 33d and 34th kanons in S, the microfilm which was 
available was defective; a frame covering these kanons was missing). 

b) Kanons missing in H are indicated with ~,stcrisks. An excep
tion to this rule was applied to kanons vvhich were located in more 
than one manuscript. In the latter case the kanons are labeled by 
letters of the alphabet. 

c) The appearance of the same kanon number in more than one 
place indicates a composite kanon, in whict1 the hirmos for the first 
ode was the determining one for this charL 

d) The last kanon in the mode is underlined. In the case of La, 
which was unavailable, a question mark is added. For -Vb, see 
above, note I g. 

This figure may be used as an example of an order which re
appears in other modes as well, although, of course, not without 
certain variations and deviations. Conclusions reached after an 
analysis of this figure (which are, incidentally, Sl,pported i:c1 similar 
charts for other modes) mz:y be summed up as follows: 

a) It vvould seem that in the eleventh century at the latest, two 
versions of the hirmologion of the KaO type may have existed. 
The shorter version is known today only from La, while the longer 
group is represented by L, S and the fragment Lg. 

b) At the encl or the elcvca th and in rhe course: of the t,,,clfth 
centuries a condensation of the longer version took place, and only 
roughly two thirds of the existing number of kanons were retained 
in the new versions, represented by H, 0 and Ga, 

c) The reduction in the number of hirmoi and of kanons may 
have had as a side effect the creation of composite kanons. One of 
the best representatives of this type of manuscript is the Washington 
Hirmologion. 

d) The shorter version, represented by La, survived through the 
thirteenth century, accepting in some instances the influences of 
the composite kanons, and in the fourteenth century served as a 
model for many more manuscripts. 

e) Concerning the place of origin or territorial distribution of 
the KaO type of manuscript, only one third of the manuscripts 
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Order of Kanons 

La Ga 0 

4 2 2 
6 3 3 
I 4 4. 
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9 7 7 
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of Mode I lil KaO manuscripts 

H G Ku Vb Ku~2 y Rp 

2 8 4 4 8 15 4 
3 15 6 6 9 16 6 
4 IG 5 'i 6 22 5 
5 16 7 15 2 J. 7 
6 4 IO IO 5 10 IO 

7 5 8 8 16 8 8 (9) 
8 6 9 9 22 8 B 

9 7 14 14 4 9 [ turn 
IO 0 15 15 14 to OdO u l4 
l I 9 16 ? 7 
12 I I '2l 6 
13 14 22 5 
14 15 :!: 
15 '"' I 16 18 

17 21 
18 25 
19 26 
20 3-appendix 
21 12 

22 13 
23 19 
24 6 
25 2::J 

26 2+ 



listed in ('1 c figure c'.,c sti 11 on l\foun t A thus (,?I). T 11 ere i::. a r:Tea t 
probability that another third of the manuscripts may have ~rigi
nated on AfounL At hos ( ·22), thus supporting a 11ypothesis that the 
KaO arrangement of hirmoi may have been practiced by Con-
stanti:riopolitan ,md l\thonite monastic comm,mitfrs. There :s no 
tangible proof available to substantiate this hypothesis; it relies on 
indirect evidence. As will be seen, the OdO manuscripts arc all 
in Palestine and on Sinai, except for a fragment in Paris. As far as . 
this writer knmvs, there is nowhere a reference to manuscripts of 
the OdO type on Mount Athos. This fact, in addition to the present 
·whereabouts of manuscripts of the OdO type, makes it plausible 
to assume that the OdO type was used in Palestine, while the KaO 
type was the order accepted by the monas~ic communities oflVfount 
Athos and of the Constantinopolitan Patriarchate. 

II. Manuscripts of the OdO type 

Thf' arrangement of hirmoi according to the order of odes is 
usually considered a more recent development, having originated 
some time in the thirteenth century. On the: other hand, it is 
knmvn that there is extant one fragment of only two folios from the 
eleventh century, PSg, which has this particular arrangement. 
The extant OdO manuscripts are foe fol.lowing. 

PSg, from the eleventh century. 
Ku-3, dated 1257 A. D. 
Sa and Sb, considered to be from the fourteenth century, v;ith 

( 2 r) These are L, La, H and Vb. 
(22) Manuscript O is now in Paris, yet it should be kept in mind that a 

great part of the Coislin collection was acquired on Mount Athos. Cf. B. Mont
fa.ucon, Bibliotheca Coisliniana, olim Segueriana, (Paris, 17 p. ii of the preface, 
unnumbered in the book. See also Devreesse, Catalogue ... , pp. vii--xvi. 

If lhe reconstructed order of folios in Ga is accepted, another manuscript 
with the same order appears. It is very likely that all three manuscripts, Ga, 0 
and H were written in a scriptorium on or near Mount Athos. If this hypothesis 
could be proven it would contradict Hoeg's statement concerning the origin of 
Ga in The Hymns ... , p. xvii. 

Manuscript Ku also seems to have originated near Tvit. Athos. because of 
the order of its kanons which is practically identical to that in ·vb and La 
(with a few easily accountable inversions). This same criterion would include Y, 
Rp particularly, and Ku-2 in this group. 
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the possibility that Sa may have been ViTitt: r at the ,end of the 
thirteenth century (23). 

0,0 e str;king point about these m:cnm;c,·ipts, except for PSg, for 
which no data on its original location are available, is that all 
three are now in Jerusalem or Sinai It is safe to assume that they 
are copieg of still older manuscripts which are nmv lost, or perhaps 
as yet undiscovered. 

To this group of manuscripts could be added the curious and 
ambiguous Rp, mentioned previously. In four out of eight modes 
the order is OdO and even in modes in which KaO starts at first, 
there is a, switch to the ode arra 01gemcnt. It should 1x: acl(ied, 
however, that in the choice of hirmoi, manuscript Rp shows con
siderable differences from other OdO manuscripts. 

vVhile discussing KaO manuscripts, it was mentioned that one 
could divide them chronologically into three groups, each of which 
had a different number of kanons. The trend toward reduction in 
the course of the twelfth and thirteenth ceni.uries, may be en
countered in the OdO type as well. .As one progresses into the 
fourteenth century ( and perhaps even slightly before tnat time), 
this trend becomes reversed and rnamlSlTip~s of the OdO type 
sho'VJ an increase in the nnmber ofhinnoi, In a number of instances 
the hirmoi which are added are those which were discarded from 
the oldes:t group of 1nanuscripts of the KaO type, i.e. L and Sc 

Since the Slavic hirmologia are arranged according to the order 
of odes, it is interesting to compare the oz-der of hirmoi in Slavic 
and Greek manuscripts. The following samples of the order of 
hirmoi in two Slavic and two Greek hirmolog-1a arc typical of the 
general relationship which exists between these two groups. As in 
the case of the chart of the KaO type of manuscripts, certain 
clarifications are needed when reading the chart: 

a) An asterisk indicates a hirmos whose kanon remained un
identified at the time of compilation of these charts. 

b) In cases ·when a kanon has more than one hirmos for a 
particular ode, they are distinguished by additional letters, so that 
8b means the second hirmos for the ode in question in kanon 8. 

c) Numbers in parentheses indicate that the manuscript con-

(23) For data about PSg, see above, p. 39, n. 9. Concerning Sa and Sb 
,,ee Ifoeg, The 1-~)'mns .... pp. xv~x\i. Ku-•3 is a hirmologion, Ms. Ko. 1258 in 
the library of the Monastery of St. Catherine on Mount Sinai. 



tains the text only, without neumatic notation, which is a relatively 

frequent occurrcnn, in Sb. 
cf\ The bracketed number in 

,, 
,Ode 6 1nct1caLe,') the repel: cion ·, ~._,a, 

' 
of the hirmos. 

Order of hirmoi in Odes 5, 6 and 7 of Mode I in OdO manuscripts. 

Ode 5 Ode 6 Ode 7 

t<o Ch Sa Sb No Ch Sa Sb No Ch Sa Sh 

I 

15 15 15 Sa 15b 15b 156 8a 15a 15a 15a Sa. 

8a 8a 16 86 8a Sa 2 Sb 9 Sa 2 86 

9 9 2 9 9 9 4 9 4 9 4 9 

4 4 4 * 4 4 22 (*) 6 4. 5 (*) 

16 16 :) 6 22 22 /" 6 8a 156 6 6 ,) 

6 6 6 7 6 b 7 7 l :}b 6 7 7 

22 7 C> 16 C" (- 8a 4 l I I I Sa 5 22 ,o 

5 17 Sa 15 15a 15a Sb 22 5 22 Sb 4 

I7 5 8b 16 9 15b 22 17 9 15a 

9 4 IO 16 17 5 IO 156 

IO 21 14 21a 21 2I l I 22 

14 ,. ,5a 14 14 16 

l 7 14 16 r5a 156 17 

18 17 21a I l 16 * 

21 JO [ 22j JO l 7 IO 

2'! c:6 22 I I 

26 ( I 3) 13 26 

l '.i l I 23 
l I (2) 

•l• 

(*) 
* 

(23) 

One of the immediate conclusions to be drawn after an analysis 
of such charts is that these manuscripts shm, clearly a great 
fluidity in the succession of hirmoi. Due to this lack of rigidity, 
frequent inversions in the order may appear, which create a 
deceptive variety, while, in fact, all hirmoi are preserved in the 

vicinity of one another. 
It may be noticed that the two Slavic hirmologia show a remark

able degree of identity, as, for instance, in Ode 6, or in Ode 5, 
except for the last hirmoi, which appear in inverted order. The 
order of hirmoi in Ode 7 is of a slightly more intricate nature, yet 

I 
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even there one can determine that all hirmoi are accounted foL 
though the order is shuffled a biL The two Greek mannscriut; 
show mu::·, r:1ore variety bc, /ecn themsei:cs .an the Sb 01ic n:.,;~u-
scripts. ?inaUy, between the Sia vie and ()reek manuscriots th"re is 
no such close relationship which would i~1dicJ.te that a~: identical 
model may, have served for all of them. The indications are that 

'. the translators had some special order in mind, and acted with 
discrimination, sometimes taking a hirmos from one tradition, 
sometimes from another, 

The coIIJplcx picture ,.vhicb this rese,Jrcb has established raises 
many more questions, only a few of which mD.f be ans,,vercci with 
some degree of certainty. One of the questions which is raised most 
often concerns where these manuscripts were copied. In spite of the 
avidity with which Russian linguists are willing to ascribe the 
origin of a maauscript to this or that region, because of diaiectical 
features, it 1.vould seem that JR ussian monasteries outside ,Jf }.Q,ussia 
may have had scriptoria in which manuscripts were copied., One 
may often encounter "mistakes" in dialect in a medieval manu
script. Many of the differences in dialects may be explained by 
the common residence of monks from different parts of Russia 
in one place, whether on Mount Athos, or in Jerusalem. More 
evidence will be needed to determine where Slavic musical manu
scripts actually were copied. 

The qucsticm of why the Slavs adopted the OdO arrangement is 
an extremely difficult one. Tb ere is even no way of knowing today 
why this particular arr::ngcmcnt came into being. One r;,n only 
surmise what may have happened. In the course of time certain 
hirmoi within the kanons may have become more popular, while 
others were neglected. It is not impossible that this selective process 
resulted in two different streams. One of them may have led to the 
development of composite kanons in KaO manuscripts. 'The other 
may have led to a grouping of selected hirmoi accordinQ' to the 
odes. This hypothesis gains support from the practical point of view. 
If a singer were using a manuscript containing hirmoi in the order 
of kanons in the period when composite kanons were developing, 
he would have to search from one ode to another, in order to find 
the appropriate kanons. The manuscripts arranged according to 
odes had the advantage that the singer needed only to go forward 
through the manuscript without returning to previous pages. An 

Velimirovic. - 4 
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additional advantage was that all hirmoi of one particular ode were 
grouped together, an<l the singer coulc. find them close al hand, 

Finally, c017cerning the o.uestion as to 1,1 1/zat the criteria were which 
determined the choice of hirmoi to be included in the Slavic 
hirmologia, interesting results may be obtained by a closer analysis 
of the content of Slavic manuscripts, or in this case of the hirmoi 
in the Chilandar Hirmologion. The next chart shows the hirmoi of 
:'lifodc· I in Ch with indications cf kanons in which these hirmoi are 
located, The one hirmos for Ode 8 indicated by an asterisk is the 
only one in !Viodc I for which no Greek model ,vas located. 

Order of Hirmoi of Mode I in the Chilandar Hirmologion: 

Odes 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

!5 15 Ir ,) l' <) 15 17 
8 8 8 s 8 s 

15 '"' () 

=· 3 9 9 C, ., 

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
16 !6 ,6 22 15 23 15 
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 

,i2 15 22 16 II * r8 

~) :22 17 15 :22 'l2 18 
21 12 5 17 15 22 

16 5 16 '13 
21 5 J 

18 
20 

The content of Mode I discloses that a system was followed in 
the selection ofhirmoi. One may note the regularity in which hirmoi 
of odes 4 to 8 appear, Regularly this order is: Kanons I, I 5, 8, (), 4. 
Hirmoi from Kanon 6 appear regularly as the seventh in order. 
A similar orderly pattern recurs in l'vlode II and in Mode IIL 
This is certainly not a coincidence, but the application of some 
strictly observed rules. It is worth noticing that hirmoi were taken 
only from a certain number of kanons, and that some kanons ,vere 
completely ignored. Although it is impossible to draw conclusions 
before more comparative work is done, it becomes obvious that 
some criteria were used in the choice of hirmoi and in their ar
rangement in Slavic manuscripts. 
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Within the same question concerning criteria, one should note 
that Slavic hirmologi;i contain texts which aTe pn~sened in manu~ 
.scr:p~s of vzrious traditions. The most conspicuous examples wculd 
be the hirmos for Ode 7 from Kanon 21 of Mode l, which was 
traced in L, 0, Ga, F{, and G,, or the l,irmos for Ode 8 cf Kanon 
23 of Mode I, traced in S, 0, Ga, H, and G, in both instances 
only in manuscripts of the KaO type. 

As examples or a different tradition, one mav observe the last 
hirmos of Ode 2 in Mode II, in Ch, which is traced in VV, Ku, Sa, 
Sb, and y, ?•'"Id (he second hfr:nos of Ode 9 in Mode II, iound in 
L, S, K1h3, Ku, Sa, Sb, and Y. In the first of these two instances, 
it is curious that this hirmos appears in manuscripts which are 
considered to be chronologically later than the Slavic manuscripts, 
and furthermore that the Greek manuscripts which contain it, in 
the majority of instances, preserve a melodic tradition which is 
different from the one preserved in Ga, 0, H, and G. In the second 
case, apart from L and S, which arc the oldest manuscripts, the 
other manuscripts again belong to the same group. Another con• 
spicuous feature is that the OdO manuscripts are all represented 
in the last two instances as well as VV, Ku and 'J(, which are of the 
KaO type .. 

The examples quoted here showing a kind of merger of two differ
ent groups of manuscripts in the structure and content of Slavic 
hirmologia, are of great importance, This point is stressed since a 
similar merging of traditions appears in the musical analysis of 
hirmoi as welL 

On the basis of the foregoing examples of the analysis of hirmo
logia the following conclusions may be drawn: 

I) There were two different types of hirmologia in the Middle 
Ages. One group of manuscripts had all kanons complete within a 
mode, while another group of manuscripts had a subdivision ac
cording to the odes within a mode, and all hirmoi for a particular 
ode were grouped together, 

2) There is a probability that the manuscripts of the kanon 
order type (KaO) originated under the influence of the practices 
and traditions of Mount Athos, while the manuscripts of the ode 
order type (OdO) may have originated in Palestine. 

3) According to their structure, Slavic hirmologia belong to the 



CdO type, yet they ror:ci~ '.crtcein hirmoi which 
only in KaO manuscri 

Once the textual relationships were established and the tables 
of neumatic notaticn cc)mpilcd, one could proceed \Vith the'. a:J;tlysis 
of the musical aspects of the Slavic hirmologia. A study of the 
neumatic notalion alone did not seem to offer promising results as 
a subsequent discussion of details will demonstrate. The striking· 
similarities in a number of examples between the poetic forms of 
Greek and Slavic texts, although of great importance, have not 
contributed to the problem of transcription into modern notation. 

A more detailed analysis of the neumatic notation anci of the 
relationships betwe,::n the neumes in the Slavic and Greek manu
scripts led to the discovery that a number of melodic formulae 
appear in almost iden Li cal form at some crucial points in the hir
moi-in the cadences, For the sake of utmost clarity in the iinal 
p:·esentation of re~u!ts s~)tai·w,1 :,1 this research, it is ncccss:,'~ to 

include in the following discussion a presentation of the concept of 
melodic formulae, and an analysis of musical forms, which emerge as 
o:ae of the most significant side results of this investigation. Jr, the 
final stage, with the of all elements together, the nctm1atic 
notation, the formal structure, and the occurrence of me1odic 
formulae, an attempt is made ~Tack the mystery of th~ ncum:::tic 
notation in Slavic hirmoiogia., 
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CHAPTER IV 

TEXTUAL DIFFERENCES 

BETWEEN GREEK iU'IJD SLAVIC HIRl\fOLOGIA 

One of the important features in the analysis of Slavic hirmologia 
is the textual differences between them and their Creel'- models ( r). 
Since all existiY)_g Slavic rn,muscripts seem to be elated before the 
middle of the thirteenth century, particular atrention should be 
given to texts in Greek manuscripts prior to that date. In this 
analysis minor differences among the Slavic manuscripts are dis
regarded, such· as the use of verbs of different grammatical as
pects (2). Invcrnions in the combination of an adjective and a 
noun or in the sequence of epithets are also disregarded, except for 
cases where this inversion may be of particular inkrest. The main 
concern will be cenluec] around more conspicuous changes in the 
meaning. It should be noted that when such changes oc~ur in the 
Slavic texts, they seem to be adaptations and approximations in 
order to keep the meter as close to the Greek original as possible, 
although the number of exceptions encountered is larger than 
might be expected for this reason alone. 

In the Chilandar Manuscript some of the most flagrant differences 
in wording from the Greek texts arc: 

MODE I 
Ode 4, Hirmos from Kanon 16. At the end the Slavic text con

tains the translation of the word q:,17\avepunTE = 'l,i0R'Rl,0/UORl,'-IE 

( 1) The texts of manuscripts Sa and Y and Rp are omiHed in this discussion 
since they became available to this writer too late to be included here. 

(2) As, for instance, nOAdRdfl)W,i! in No, and fl ❖ ;\<IIOW,d in Ch in the hirmos 
for ode 5 of kanon 8 in Mode I. 
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which appears only in L of all the Greek manuscripts. S and all 
others have TTJV 6vvcxµ1v. 

Ode 5, Hirmos from Kanon 6. S has incipit only. 
Hirmos from Kanon r7. The Slavic text in the second and third 

verses follows closely the text in S. Line two in this text has four 
different readings in Greek manuscripts, while for line three only 
L has a different text. Note that L differs from Sin both instances. 

Ode 6, Second Hirmos from Kanon I 5 ( I 5 b). Ga has incipit only. 
Hirmos from Kanon 9. Ga has two lines only. A lacuna follows 

and the rest of the text is added at the bottom of the page without 
music. 

Hirmos from Kanon 16. The last word in line two, cp17\6:v0pwnE, 
is not translated properly in Slavic texts. Instead of4MR'RKO,U-OE:i,l!f 
it appears as IIUIA❖ t'rliRf in Ch and as MMIICCf~df in No. Note 
that both translations keep the same number of syllables as the 
Greek word. 

First Hirmos from Kanon 15 (15a). The Slavic text is a literal 
translation of the text in S and Ku only. 

Slavic: paRO'l'h.l dAORb.l; S and Ku: 6ov7\mxs Tov cx8ov; L, Ga, 
0, H, W, G, Sb have: 0cxvcnov. 

Ode 7, Second Hirmos from Kanon I 5 ( 15 b). In line two the 
Slavic text is identical with S. Slavic has AIO'(iKh.CKb.l Whtrl'RR<iil)(Ol( 

S has o:v5pe1c.0s VTTE\jJCXAAov; H has vµvovvTo<; O-E \jJO:AAov, while W, 
G, Ku and Sb have xopwovTES E\j)o:7\7\ov. 

Ode 8, Hirmos from Kanon 4" The ending €ls TIO:VTCXS TOVS 
cxlwvcxs is missing in Slavic translations. The verb form in Slavic 
(imperative) corresponds to the Greek text in L and Sb only. 

Hirmos from Kanon 23. The Slavic translation is incomplete 
and very poor. 

Hirmos from Kanon 6. The end is missing in the Slavic trans
lation. 

Ode 9, First Hirmos from Kanon 18 (18a), There are three 
places in the text where differences appear. 

The Slavic texts follow L, S, 0, Ga, and H. 
The differences are : 
(a) Slavic 1::,111r0Ad'l'H; Greek Tfjs xap1Tos; Ku and G have: 

TT]V TTO:YXPVCJOV. 
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(b) Slavic ,\Ol(IJifRh.HOl(K!; Greek EIJl.flVXOV; W and Sb have: 
ay1ov. 

(c) Slavic c,i<:1Bhi1h.lH; Greek o:xpanov; Sb has mxypicrov; V../ has 
ElJ\jJVXOV. 

Hirmos from Kanon 22. Lg has µap10: instead of ncxp0EvE, 
which appears in all other manuscripts, The Slavic texts follow 
the majority. 

MoDE I( 
Ode 1, Hirmos from Kanon 2. At the ending the Slavic transla

tion is identical to the reading in Ku: Slavic r,1<1Bb.HO Ii◊ npoc,ldRH C&.; 

Ku Ev5o~ws yo:p 5E5o~o:crTai; all other manuscripts have only 
OT! instead of Ev5o~ws ycxp. 

Ode 3, Hirmos from Kanon 12. The word A"YUlilM'h in Slavic 
texts is a literal translation of 4'VXWV which appears in L, 0, H, 
and Sb. Manuscripts S, Ku, and G have Kcx7\c.ov instead. 

Ode 4, Hirmos from Kanan 2. c,MKM-JOH in Slavic texts is a 
literal translation of Ev5o~ov in L, S, Sb, Ku, and G. 0 and H 
have Evo-n7\cxyxvov instead. 

Hirmos from Kanon ro. The Slavic npmueccri::~1111 is identical 
with ncxpovcricxs in S and Sb, while 0, H, and Ku have ovvo:a-TE!cx<;. 

Ode 6, Hirmos from Kanon 12. Only Sb has [3v6ov (depth) for 
the Slavic r11oymm1,-1, while all other manuscripts have 6Tjp6c;. 

Hirmos from Kanon 10. L and S have as the ending of the last 
line: ws <p17\o:v0pwnos 0rnc;. The manuscripts 0, H, G, Ku, and Sb 
have no:vToovvo:µE CJWTT)p" The Slavic translation in Ch follows 
neither of these. I ts form tilKO MH,i0C11iJA 7'. is closer in meaning 
to Land S. 

Ode 7, Hirmos from Kanon 4. The last line in the Slavic trans
lation np'RIH'T'b.lH ◊Tb.U,fM'h rocnOAb. H uor"h 1>11<.1rocMRHl'h um 
is the literal word order of L, S, Ku and Sb, vnEpvµvETE" o Twv 

TTO:TEpwv Kvp1os Kcxi Brns, EVAOYflTOS El. 0, H, and G have an 
inverted order in that line which reads VTTEpvµvETE" EVAOYflTOS El 
KVplE O 0rns O TWV TTO:TEpwv T)µWv. 

Hirmos from Kanon IO. The Slavic text of this hirmos shows in 
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two instances a literal rranslation of the Greek text i11 L which 
differs from readings in other manuscripts: 

a. L has Tvpavov where S, H, and G have ,<.,;piov. ·rhe S)c~vic 
translation is tl1Cl(41l'rf.11111. 

b .. T has Acyo1nES where S, 0, Yd, and G h;.,vc [3cc,JVTES. The 
Slavic text reads r,lai'OA!OljiL 

Ode 8, H irmos from Kan on 4. "fhe Slavic translation oI the 
ending of the last line corresponds literally to the text in Sb only: 

MoDE III 
Ode 1, Hirmos from Kanon 6. The Slavic text tllK◊ i,p11C'l'& 

seems to be closer to L, 0, H, and G which have 0T1. cnavpov, 
while S, Ku-3, Ku, and Sb have Kat yap crTavpov (3). 

Hirmos from Kanon I 7. The last line in the Slavic translation 
agrees vvith S 0:1.ly. 

Hirmos from Kanon r4. 0 and H have )(plcrTE where all other 
manuscripts have ews. The Slavic translation !1N?KE follows the 
majority. At the end of the same hirmos, 0, H, and G have again 
a different text ws po:crt/\El Kai 0Ew. L and S have ws /\VTpWTl Kat 
Hew, The S1avic translation, which reads 1<11,0 1113s.,mwrM&. WWJ, 

Hi!WEro follows the text which appears in Ku-3, Ku, and Sb ws 

AVTPWTTJ 17µwv Brns, 

Ode 2, Hirmos from Kanon 18. L differs from other manuscripts, 
having Aaois instead of EV yr1, The Slavic text agrees with the 
majority, 

Ode 4, Hirmos from Kanon 6, There arc two Slavic translations 
of the Greek text KaTo:voricras TO: 0o:vµo:cria crov; Ch has !lilCA\O'T'pL. 

41-0,J,ff,! 'J'E0,;\, while NO has jJJCM\l'r9H)(rh ,J,'R,!C: 'l'RO,;'\.; Ch con
tains the correct translation, 

Hirmos from Kanon 2. Again Slavic manuscripts show MIM0CU'HRE 

(3) This panicular example of a minor difference in text shows very clearly 
the division of manuscripts into two different traditions, ~ote that manuscripts 
which are considered to have originated on Mount Athos, or under its influence 
(L, 0, H, and G), arc together in one group, while the manusnipts belonging 
to the Palestinian tradition (S, Ku-3, Ku, and Sb) also appear grouped together. 
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(in Ch) and ,1rn11Qtii.p,v (m l'¾o) as an eqmvalent for <ptl\CAV0pw1TE 
in the Greek text ,.vhich remains untrnnslated (4). 

Hicc~,os frc:n K,,non I 6 T',e Grcc:k encl; ng o!' the hfrmo~ <o:i 
t:661;o:cr6: CJE has two Slavic translations. Ch offers a literal transla
tion E ilj)OC/:i,:rrnx'b T,~, wbile Ko has n ,AHIEl~TTli. Ch, r,~rn<:i,\!o. 

This analysis of some of the most conspicuous textual differences 
is but one of several approaches necessary in an attempt to deter
mine the origin of Slavic manuscripts It ,vou1d be useless to make 
scatistical charts of all the discrepancies in texts, and compute the 
number Sf times in which one manuscript contains the text which 
happens to be translated correctly. Both Ch and ~'fo are fragments 
only, and the statistics would be incomplete, since the proportions 
of the so-called agreements and textual divergences vary even 
within one manuscript from one :rviode to another. 

In discussing the textual differences noticed in Greek and Slavic 
manuscripts, the starting point is the assumptioa that the Slavic 
translation renders correctly the form of the Greek original which 
served as its modcL The important point to bear in mind is that 
the approach is in fact reversed-starting from a translation and 
comparing it with the original language which has several variants 
of the text. 

A certain number of discrepancies in the text probably is due to 
the scribe ar:d the process of copying, Yet ,Ne do not know 'What 
criterion to use in order to determine which textual differences 
should be disregarded and ascribed to the tedious job of manu
script copying. One plausible suggestion viould be that texLtal 
differences which should be attributed to scribes occur in the form 
of inversion of words. Vndoubtcdly some of these differences are 
errors of the scribe, but there are instances where the inversion of 
,vords in the text is no longer a mistake, but a distinct feature of a 
group of manuscripts which differs fi:om another group of manu
scripts as an entity. In such cases inversion is conscious and not 
an error. Certain omissions may be attributed to the scribes, such 
as when a sentence remains unfinished or the last word ( or last 
few words) in a hirmos is abbreyiated or even completely omitted, 
since the scribe assumed that those who were to use the manu-

(4) See above a similar instance in the Hirrnos for Ode 6 of Kanon 16 in 
Mode I (p. 54). 



script 1.vere ,"amiliar with the Chant and 1cx1. Or wvs ic al:iscnt• 
Viindedncss? 

It would seem to be much more appropriate io discuss the textua: 
differences in terms of proportions than with quotations of percent• 
ages of "mistakes". :"vfanuscript Sb, fo-, example, contaim texts 
which in a number of instances definitely represent the ·1vording 
which served as model for the translation into Slavic.. On the other 
hand, in this same manuscript there are a fevv hirmoi (which appear 
in Slavic translations as well) in which a certain number of dc\'ia .. 
tions from the bulk of Greek manuscripts may be found. These 
variants in wording and with a different sequel of lines do not 
always correspond to the Slavic texts. The number of different 
readings approximately equals the number of passages in which 
the Slavic translations coincide with the special textual variant of 
the manuscript Sb. :For this reason it appears most convenient to 
speak of relative degrees of closeness to the text which served as 
model for fne Slavs. In such terms, manuscript Sb is as dose at 
some times as it is removed at others from the model text. 

The attempts to determine which one of the known Greek manu
scripts of the hirmologion most closely resembles the manuscript 
which the Slavs used as the basis for their translation face a stum
bling block. The cviderce available concerning the structure of 
wanuscripts and arrangements of hirmoi seems to point to a 
manuscript which may have originated in the Palestinian-Sinaitic 
tradition with admixtures of what is considered to be the tradition 
of Mount Athos or Constantinople. An almost identical impression 
is obtained from the analysis of textual differences in Slavic and 
Greek manuscripts. This point becomes particularly evident in 
considering L and S, the oldest and most complete manuscripts. 

In terms of proportions, the text in L contains about the same 
number of different readings as it has forms which appear literally 
translated in Slavic manuscripts. The manuscript S has twice as 
many forms accepted by the Slavs as the number of differences in 
text which it contains. Yet in a few instances L is the only one of all 
Greek manuscripts to have the text which is literally translated in 
the Slavic manuscripts (5). 

(5) This is a rather significant detail which must be taken into 
consideration, since according to H0eg (The Hymns ... , p. xlvi) Manuscript L 
when compared with H "must be given low marks" for the texL Note also that 
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Of younger manuscripts, the group Ga, 0, and H coEta:m 
texts ·which appe::-,r <> majority of tir:1es ccrr,>::tl;r :ra,;-slated into 
S1avic, When differences occur, th;s group wa,;ers betit'ec"n L and 
S" The manuscript G, v:hfrh according to its structure belongs to 
this group, difftTS in its text more often, yet thEse diff,crcnccs are 
in most cases changes which may be of a later date, l\fanuscript Ku 
€ontains also a number of slight cha.ngcs and additional words 
here and there which das~ify it in the same chronological group 
as G. 

Of greater importance are tht> instances when the Slavic trans
lation reflects a word or verbal construction which cannot be 
found either in L or S. It is curious to note that in some of these 
instances the text of the Slavic model manuscript appears to have 
been preserved in Ku-3 and Sb, both later manuscripts, and signi
ficantly enough, both with OdO--the same order as the Slavic 
manuscripts. 

From these facts a tentative conclusion may be drawn concerning 
the form and wording in the manuscript used by the Slavs for their 
translation. This Greek manuscript, which is now lost, may have 
originated in Palestine or may have been compiled under the in
fluence of Palestinian tradition. in the process of compilation 
several text variants may have been used. The scribe did not 
restrict himself to copying the text from only one manuscript, nor 
did he follow only one Greek tradition. 

There is, of course, another possibility: the Slavic translator may 
have had copies of manuscripts belonging to two different Greek 
traditions, and chose now from one and now from another marm
script. This hypothesis may be plausible insofar as it does not seek 
to establish one manuscript as the model for Slavic translations. 
This hypothesis accepts the differences in wordings and only traces 
the source of the text in available Greek manuscripts. 

Turning to the Slavic manuscripts, one notes that even in the 
limited number of these sources certain discrepancies exist, which 
would seem to endorse the assumption that there may have been 
several persons engaged in the business of translation. If one adds 
to this the points mentioned in connection with the errors of the 

there are two hirmoi in Slavic manuscripts which have been located in L and 
Lg only! Manuscript L, therefore, is of importance when studying Slavic 
translations. 
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scribes, the possible explanations for different readings are as•· 
sembled. !t is curious to note in the Slavic translations of the text 
tlrnt in some imtances certain hirmoi c,re ffansla{cd .vith a great 
concern for form and with an amazing aptness, in their 
Slavic version the metrical schemes of their Greek models .. It is 
amazing and to the credit of the translators that the number of 
such occurrences i.s a great as it is, considering the fact that in most 
cases the form still includes litera/. translation of the text (6). 
There are also numerous examples of a different kind, vvhere no 
concern for form appears and where the desire to follow the transla
tion, word for word, abolishes completely the poetic form of the , 
Greek model. In such cases, although the Slavic text is an exact 
translation, the poetic properties of thec original ate :entirely lost. 

The sum of the results obtained in this investigation seems dearly 
to point out that there are at least two sides to the problem of 
texts as they appear in Slavic manuscripts. One side ofthe problem 
is the rel2.tio.::1ship of Slavic texts to their Greek models as far as 
their wording and meac1ing is concernecL The other side is 
the consideration of poetic forms in Slavic translations. 

The question concerning which manuscript ( or manuscripts) 
may have been the model used by the Slavs remains unsolved, yet 
a certain progress is achieved by locating the model in a tradition 
which resembles in its structure the Palestinian type of manu
script, although in the choice of texts, and sometimes in the worci
ing, versions close to the tradition of l\1ount Athas were given 
preference and incorporated into the Sfavic text. Attention is 
called to the fact that in cases in which the Slavic translation 
differs from the traditional texts in L and S, the manuscripts Ku-3 
and Sb offer occasionally the version of the text which had been 
used. This fact strengthens the hypothesis of Palestinian origin, but 
does not dispose completely of the influence of Mount Athos. 

(6) See above, p. 2, n. 1. 

CHAPTER 

J\fELODIC FOR!,•~UI.,A:E 

The study' of melodic formulae is still in its initial stages (I). 
AJthough there have been some pioneering vvorks, the knowledge 
and understanding of this subject have remained super11ciaL The 
structure of formulae and particularly their transformations re .. 
quire further study" In research concerned with the relationships 
of two chants, or in this specific case, of Byzantine and Slavic 
Chants, knowledge of formulae may be of crucial importance and 
serve as a ore<,kthrou6h for 111acy enigmas. 

It is necessary for the sake of clarity to determine what a melodic 
formula is and what its characteristics are, since the present writer 
is unaware of any recorded definition of it (2). The word formula 

(I) Among the most important studies on this subject one should mention 
Dom Andre IViocquereau's very minute study, "La chant 'authentique' du 
Credo I selon !'edition Vaticanc", Paleograj1hie Musicale, X (1909), pp. 90-176. 
See aiso Ao Z. Idelsohn, "Die Maqamen der arabischcn J\fusik", Sammelbiinde 
der Internationalen lvlusikgesellschaft, XV (r913-14), pp. 1-63; Wellesz, "Die 
Struktur des serbischen Oktocchos", Z,eitschrift fur A1usikwissenschaft, II ( I 919-
20), pp. 140·48; We1lcsz, A Histo1y .. . , pp. 269-87. 

(2) There is a distinct difference in the meaning of the term "formula" as 
used by this writer and by W. H. Frere in his introduction to Antiphonale Saris
buriense, I (London, 1901), pp. 5-76. Where Frere uses "formula" this writer 
uses "musical form" (seep. 19 of Frere's text for the most obvious instance). 
for this writer's use of the term "formula" Frere uses the term "phrase". It 
should be stressed, however, that Frere was aware of the formulaic structure 
(in this writer's sense of the word) of the Gregorian Chant. 

An interesting account of formulae in the Gregorian Chant may be found in 
Dom Paolo Ferretti, Esthetique gregorienne, trans. from Italian by A. Agai'sse 
(Paris, 1938), pp. 62·-85. The apparent similarity of the principle of"centoniza
tion" in the Gregorian Chant (sec Ferretti, pp. 109-24) with the structure of 
Byzantine hymns requires further investigation" The principle of formulaic 
structure was not restricted to Byzantine melodies, as Wellesz has shown 
in his Eastern Elements .. " , pp. 11 3-49. 



implies a set form which is fixed and immutable. With the specifica
tion melodic formula, the meaning which is likely to be understood 
is cc meloc;y which is unchangeable; but " melodic :frHrn ula, as Car as 
one can define it, is rather a framework, within which there are 
elements of fixation, yet still subject to transformation. A formula 
may be recognized by its frequent recurrence in the vital parts of 
a hymn. hymn may consist of a chain of melodic formulae linked 
bv a few transitional passages. 

Another problem related to a definition is the delineation of the 
relationship between a melodic phrase and a melodic formula. A 
phrase in nmsic is defined as a short musical thought closing with 
a cadence. Thus, a melodic formula alone rnay be a melodic phrase, 
while a phrase is not necessarily always a melodic formula. More 
often it is part of a phrase, which in turn may contain one or more 
melodic formulae. 

Jl.t has been ascertained that there are formulae which appear in 
cadences at the ending either of a verse or of the complete text, 
and are therefore called cadential formulae. Some formulae, on the 
other hand, are believed to appear only at the beginning of a verse 
or of a n1elodic staternent and :ire named initial frmmtlae. 

A few examples may help to clarify the description of formulae. 
One of the cadences frequently encountered in Mode I is: 

~_,h J 04£# ,)b;J; 
'--' 

This melodic formula is by no means an ossified melody which 
always appears in exactly the same form. It is a mere melodic 
outline, within which slight variants and changes may occur, which 
may diversify its appearance, yet still not destroy the basic quality 
of the cadence. A simple alteration consists of a repetition of some 
of its tones, most often the initial or ending ones: 

J 

Yet in a more detailed analysis it becomes evident that this series 
of notes is not always preserved and rendered in exactly the same 
way. It may appear without the dotted quaver: 

or with the elimination of the leap of the third downv,-ard, which 
includes the insertion of a note within the formula: 

The last note may be repeated se-,-cral times with different rhyth
mical values: 

.J J ,.bffe= 

J .b .P J 
~ ~ ~-~; j) ibJE 

Another possibility of the enlargement of the formula is to inseJ"t 
one or two notes on a d; 1-ferent pitch between ~he first n,Y'.es in a 
formula: 

i J, ,>kf92tJ\ ,b~ 

' J) p ,AQ3PJE# J j 

t ,~ EfO· [TL} J JE 

The same idea of enlargement may be applied at some other place, 
as in the following examples: 



or a part of the formula may be repeated: 

tt:J). D W £3 [JrJ#fl 
:...____;_/ ~ 

These cxamDles alone demonstrate clearly the elemc1ct of flc;;:i .. 
bility within ~ne single formula. None of them has changed the 
essential melodic outline, and each can be labelled as an addition 
to the framework It is evident that the number of these additions 
is not restricted, and that there are numerous possibilities for com
binations. There is no special rule which determines ,vhen this 
formula must appear either at the end or at the beginning of a 
hymn, and it may be encountered at either end in numerous 
examples. 

Besides the appearance of this particular formula at the very 
beginning of a hfrmos, there are examples in which i·~ is preceded 
by a melodic statement of variable length: 

the latter beinQ' a combination of the two preceding ones. These 
u 

brief statements have some quality of an initium. Even more inter-
esting are examples containing the two basic cadential tones of 
the first Mode: 

or in a variant with repetitions: 

These few are separate n:cdodic formulae which have lxcn loci•ed 
only at the beginnings of hirmoi, and in such instances it is possible 
to distinguish them as ir:itial formulae proper. 

All of these formulae may appear in some slightly enlarged fonn, 
and with some small deviations in rhythm or expression, yet their 
initial character seems to be established. By stating that they 
appear as initial formulae, their appearance is not limited to the 
very beginning of a hymn only, since they may be found at the 
beginning of verses within a stam:a as vvcll. 

clear. distinction betv:een the initial and cadential formuh:c 
seems to be essential for the statement of a mode. The quoted instan
ces have demonstrated the characteristics of aE initial Connula. it 
is 2 sort of ~t spearhead, brief, and with the appearance of a nucleus 
containing a condensed statement of the mode. 

A very particular formuL: seems to be --U~±f±, which 

has not been located either as an initial or cadential formula, but 
has been encountered very often just after the former, or just pre
ceding the latter. It seems to be most often used as a link between 
passages or formulae which have a more distinct character. The 
frequent appearance of this small melodic unit seems to justify the 
assumption that it is a melodic formula all by itself, but without 
the independence which would allow it to stand alone. 

A few examples should suffice to demonstrate the principle of 
fonnulair· structure in the Byzartine Chant .. The }1irmo.': for ode / 
in kanon I I of Mode I has the following melody for the first verse 
in manuscript H (3). 

The cadential formula discussed earlier appears here very con
spicuously in the opening, followed by the link, and the verse ends 
with the same melodic formula with which it started. The appear
ance of a cadential formula at the beginning of a hirmos seemingly 
contradicts the earlier discussion of its qualities. The important 
fact is that even when a cadential formula is found in the begin-

(3) See Appendix I, p. L XXII b- L XXIII a; also H0eg, The Hymns . .. , p. 76. 
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ning, it still remains a cadence. Its position a,t the opemng of a 
melody in such an instance scr.,es as a statement of the mode, and 
is no obstacle to its reappearance at ti1e enci of the melodic flow as 
the example shows. 

The hinnos for ode ;:i in kanon H of l\1ode Y nas tnc fol]n,ving 
beginning in manuscript H (4): 

This example is similar to the preceding one with an added initial 
formula. 

The hirmos for ode 5 in kanon r of Mode I has in manuscript H 
the following melody (5) : 

The initial formula is followed by the link to the cadential formula 
which is c1larged. Exactly the same melody is repeated for the 
second line of the text, with an added melisma at the end of the 
initial formula. The ending of the cadcntial formula in the second 
line is slightly adapted to form a kind of H})beat to the melody of 
the third line ( 6). This hirmos is a good example of the va::,-iations 
of an initial formula, none of which change the impression or destroy 
the feeling of the mode in which the hirmos is to be sung: 

;; Li11e 1 Li~e 2 •. :"::. > _ .... 

~) Jsbt#j#J JJBLD II 
c,F 

If a formula is not an ossification of a melody, it follows that it 
mav under"o many variations and stiil remain the same in essence. 

' b 

One must remember that in an essentially oral tradition and oral 
transmission from generation to generation, in an environment in 
which the literacy was never too great, the musical notation served 
two purposes. First, it determined the melody as remembered and 

(4) See Appendix I, pp. XXXI b- XXXII a; also H0eg, The Hymns ... , p. 64. 
(5) See Appendix I, pp. XXVIII a -- XXIX a; also H0eg, The Hymns . .. , 

pp. 16-17. 
(6) See Appendix I, p. XXIXa- b; also H0eg, The Hymns ... , pp. 17-18. 

transmitted to a singer and/or scribe; secondly, it served as a 
mnernmechnic deyice to ':he ha1f~litGate singers ".vbo foLowed the 
basic outline of the melody, without paying too much attention 
to the actual interval distances and pitch" There is very strong 
evidence; that even one singer would seldom perform the same 
melodic formula in exactly the same manner and with the same 
rhythmic structure" This particular lt'ature seems inherent in the 
oriental tradition, and is far from having been thoroughly investi
gated (7). 

As a <;,onsequence of this particular aspect, even the musical 
notation of a melodic formula may undergo changes, and it is not 
strange or unusual to find a melodic formula in several variations 
within a single manuscript, or even within a single hymrL All that 
seems possible to deduce from such a fact is that originally-when
ever that prehistoric unwritten form of the chant was practiced
there may have been a few simple formulae only. This assumption, 
if carried to an extreme, would reduce the repertoire of formulae 
to a minimmn with which the \vhoie chant might have started. 
Such an assumption has to remain hypothetical since there is no 
way of proving it, but if one were to proceed on the basis of this 
assumption, it might be helpful in the establishment of origins of 
some rnelodic formulae. 

(7) It is very revealing to ,·cad abnut pre;ent day practices 1::1 the J\~ear 
]V[iddle East in the report of P. Paul-Armand Laily, "Difficulte de la notation 
Byzantine et projet de la remplacer par une notation occidentale adaptee", 
";ui de! Congresso Intern112:ionale di }vlusica 3acra (Roma, 25-30 Aia(!,gio, j950) (Tour
nai, 1952), pp. 108-IO. He described the present day situation in the following 
manner: "On chante par ceeur et de memoire, sans savofr lire l'ecriture musicale, 
sans connaitre la valeur ni des signes des notes, ni des signes de modulations et 
de rhythmc". Being a teacher of Byzantine Chant himself, he describes the 
difficulties facing him and adds, "Me-me clans les chceurs de chant des villcs, 
comme le Caire, Beyrnuth, .Jerusalem, le protopsalte et quelque chantrcs 
seulement connaissent le dechiffrage du chant moderne, taus les autres membres du 
chrrur apprennent leurs morceaux par cmur". (Underlined by the present writer). 

5* 
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CHAPTER VI 

MUSICP1.L FORMS IN T'HE BYZAi\TTINE CHN,;T 

The investigation of musical forms in the Byzantine Chant has 
rarely been considered ( r). In studying the available musical docu
ments and the published transcriptions of a number of hymns, one 
encountei·s several conspicuous examples of musical forms. It 
should be stressed that there is a difference between the concepts 
of a melodic formula and a musical form. The formula may be of 
help in detecting the musical form and may constitute occasionally 
a part of it, yet the formula is not the determining factor in this 
particular aspect of musical analysis. The most pertinent factor in 
this case is and must be the melodic structure· of a hymn as a 
whole. Since this study deals exclusively with the hirmologia, the 
following discussion will take into consideration only examples 
found in those hirmoi which have been iacorporated in the body 
of the Slavic hirmologia in the early centuries of Christianity in 

Russia. 
In the study of musical forms in the Byzantine Chant there are 

several obstacles, the main one being the fact that the Chant is 
preserved in many different manuscripts. Within the extant hirmo
logia one can dearly distinguish two different melodic traditions, 
which seem to be related ,o the two different types of structure of 
manuscripts. It is impossible, however, to state that manuscripts 
with KaO contain one melodic tradition, while manuscripts with 
OdO contain a different melodic tradition, since the manuscripts 
do not conform completely to this division. 

Wellesz expressed the opinion at one point that since the melodies 
in Sa did not agree with melodies in other manuscripts known to 
him, it still remained to be proven whether there was a special 

( 1) Wellesz, A Histo1y ... , pp. 269-87. 

melody prevalent in Palestine, which would differ from the melo• 
dies as written down si:.ppnscdly at :tv1oc.ct Athos and its :-elated 
scriptoria . On the basis or the corn para ti ve charts nf ,1curnatic 
notation, and a comparison of a larger group of manuscripts, the 
present yVriter believes that enough evidence has been obtained to 

, substantiate a statement that there was a different type of singing, 
and that there were melodic outlines used in Palestinian churches 
and monasteries different Crom the melodies rnng closer to llv~ount 
Athos, which is the Byzantine and Constantinopolitan group of 
churches .and monasteTies. The fact that ~he division of marn.,:;cripts 
according to the order of hirmoi on one hand, and according to 
the melodic tradition on the other hand, does not agree may find 
a plausible explanation in the following suggestion, 

When the text of a manuscript was written down, most probably 
by a monk who specialized in the copying of texts, it may be as
sumed that the neumatic nolation was 110l necessarily written down 
immediately, and at the very same place where the text of the 
manuscript was copied. If this theory is followed, it may explain 
,vhy the manuscript Ku, which in its order of kanons and selection 
of hirmoi conforms to a very considerable degree with ma,mscripts 
of the KaO group with the smallest number of hirmoi, in its neu
matic notation shows at times differences which bring it closer to 
the OdO group of manuscripts. 

A possible explanation frir this peculiarity of Ku is that the text 
may have been written some\vhere in Byzantium, while its musical 
notation may have been written by a monk, not unlikely a traveler, 
who combined some of the melodics as sung at Mount Athos with 
some of the melodies as recorded in the Palestinian-Sinaitic manu
scripts. From the point of view of musical notation, such an as
sumption may be strengthened by the manuscript W, ,Nhich also 
shows this trait of containing melodies of both groups. 

In considering the musical forms, a difficulty arises when one 
hirmos appears in a manuscript with a clearly delineated musical 
form, while no other manuscript contains such a version. This 
fact and the existence of two melodic traditions make understand
able why it is that a relatively small number of hirmoi with a 
clear musical form has been preserved, It is beyond the scope of 

(2) Wellesz, "Words and Music in Byzantine Liturgy", The Musical Quart
edy, XXXIII ( I 94 7), pp. 297-3 Io, particularly p. 306. 
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the present research to consider the poetic features of the texts. 
Howc,·er, i•· is e:: 1·.remdy im,:,::irtaPt to s1.ress that thee melodic 
structure may depend very n:mch on the poetic form. It is certainly 
not a pure coincidence that ten of the fifteen hirmoi ,vith a clear 
musical form are attributed to Irndreas of Crete, one of the great 
poets and authors of hirmoi. 

Among the Greek hirmoi of Mode I the musical form which is · 
encountered nr1ost often is AAB, v,rith its variant A'A 2B. 'This means 
that the melodic structure of a hirmos having this form consists of 
only two melodies. The first melody, A, may appear unchanged 
or with slight variations either in its first or second half. The second 
melody, B, is completely different, although it may in some cases 
conta;rr elements s;IYiilar 1-0 the first melody This similarity, if and 
when it occurs, is more of a general nature, such as the range of 
melody and its pace, Most often it has no similarity to the preced
ing part. 

The second hirmos of ode 3 in kanon I 6 of IVIodc I is one such 
example (3). Its Greek text consists of three lines, each having 
twelve syllables. The first two lines have the same melody pre
served in three manuscripts, H, G, and S2 • The only slight differ
ence in the first line appears in S2 for the wo:·d EIS. 

~ where H and G ha,ve ~t£ 
~,1anuscripts O and Ga, vvhich are unreadable, contain the basic 
elements of the same melody, and it may be inferred that the 
notation in these two manuscripts implies the same tune, A more 
,·ffi i . . • • h cc1 cu"t s1tuat10n anses m t e case of manuscript S1 , In its original 

notation, there are too few neumes to suggest any melody. It is on 
the basis of the added signs in a later period, notation designated 
as S2, that one finds the melody identical to that in H and G. The 
melody of this hirmos in H is: 

(3) See Appendix I, pp. XI: also Hoeg, The Hymns ... , p. 93. 

'The dispositio' of stresses in the first two line; i:, identical. The divi
sion of lines is standard in all three lines, 7 T 5 syllables. In the first 

· two lines. the first half of the verse has another subdivision, 4-1•"· 
' , I J 

In the third line, on the fourth syHable there is a melodic movement 
,vith a stress as a counterpart to the long syllable in the first two lines. 
The meloqy of the second halves of all verses (in all instar~ces five 
syllables) has two different forms. In the first two lines it rises gently 
up and falls down, reaching the highest position on the third syl 
lable. In the third line there are two stresses in that group, on the 
second and fourth syllables and the melodic movement is, of course, 
different. The form AAB is extremely clear. 

vVhat is the situation with the Slavic translation and its mclodv? 
The text is translated word for word. A count of syllables sho~s 
that the symmetry has been changed. The Slavic text has r2+13-1-

r 2 syllables. Yet it becomes obvious on analyzing the appearance 
of the notation in the charts without transcribing it, that the form 
AAB has been transferred to the Slavic manuscripts. 

The first two lines in Ch and No differ from the Greek in their 
melodic outline because of the shift of stresses. The main discrep
ancy, however, is restricted to a few syllables within the first half 
of the first line. Because of the text, the second line appears in the 
form 7+6 syllables. But in both lines the last three syllables have 
identical notation. The second and third lines in Slavic manuscripts 
follow very closely their Greek models. The fourth syllable in the 
third line-the one with melodic ornament and stress in Greek: 
manuscripts-becomes one with length in Slavic manuscripts. The 
similarity verges on exact identity. It is interesting to note how 
this closeness has become lost in the course of centuries. Kosch
mieder in his transcription of the Breslau Manuscript of the seven
teenth century gives the following melody (reduced in values here 
1:2) (4): 

f£m.1g;pJ@)JJJJ~ 

(4) Koschmieder, I, p. 19. 
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The only element of similarity between the first two lines is their 
identical beginning. The rest is completely differenL 

In the printed edition of the Hirmologion of I 794, the text has 
12 1-12 syllables and melodic resemblances are enfr~ely lost (5): 

Another interesting example of the same form is the second 
hirmos for Ode 6 of kanon I 5 of Mode l ( 6). A transcr1ptioL of 
melodies of that hirmos in six Greek manuscripts from the lower 
part of the charts in Appendix follows (7). No attempt was made 
to transcribe the melody from L, S, 0 and Ga. 

This tramcriplion shows a more intricate picture. There are cle
ments of hvo different variants which are clearly represented in H 
on one side and Ku, Sa, and Sb on the other. The three remaining 

(5) Irmologion, ed. by the monks of the Laura of St. Basil the Great, 3d 
edition (Pochaev [Jn Volynia, west of 1794), the twelfth hirrnos among 
the hirmoi for Ode 3 in Mode I. The full title which is enormously long runs: 
Irmologion soderzhashch v sebie razlichm1ia picniia tscrkovnaia Oktoikha, 
l\1inii, i Triodionov, k sovershennomu tiekh razumieniiu, i soglasiiu iezhc v 
pienii sliclmieishemu, opasno po egzempliarem Grechcskim ispravlennaia. Za 
dcrzhavy Ego Milosli velikago korolia Stanieslava Augusta, povclieniem i 
blagoslovenicm ego preosviashtenstva kyr Stefana Levienskago, Bozhieiu i 
sviatago Throna Apostolskago Blagoda!iiu, episkopa koadiutora s naslicdstvom, 
i administratora s vsiakoiu chinopravleniia vlastiiu, Luckago i Ostrogskago 
O,·dina s\·iatago Stanieslava Kav2-lera. Tshtaniem zhe i izhdivenicm Monakhov 
China Sviatago Basilia Vclikago, v sviatoi Chudotvornoi Laurie Pochaevskoi, 
priliezhniee po novopechatanym knigam Tserkovnim ispravlen i typom tretoc 
izdan. I,ieta ot sotvoreniia mira po grechcskim khronografom 3'r!S: ot rozh
destva zhe Khristova i:1\VllA. A copy of this Hirmologion was examined by the 
present writer in the British Museum. 

(6) See Appendix I, pp. XL VII b- XL VIII a; also H0eg, The Hymns . .. , p. go. 
( 7) In the following examples transcriptions of melodics from Sa a,·c added, 

although the notation of Sa does not appear in Appendix I. 
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,r,;rnuscripts show 2, blend in:l,_;1ences accepting c\.u vana:.1 
for the beginning of the firsi ;-,.nd the H variant for the 
ning of the second line In it1; endi.ng Ku again betrays a ,,,e; cm 
□dodic tradition. Sb has also an independent line) vvh]c orhcr 
1-:wnuscripts have ele,1,,eats of a sirnilar outline which Enk them to 
a melodic tradition of a different origin. Yet in all these manu
scripts an identical disposition of stresses in the Greek text has 
been preserved. 

The Slavic text, which is a literal translation, has a somewhat 
different structure, While the Greek text has 14+ 14+ 15 syllables, 
the Slavic text has I 3 + I 3 + I 7. Note that the total number of 
syllables is in both instances the same. The inner subdivision of 
the lines in the Greek :u:d Slavic texts is shown in the follov,irn! 

<.) 

scheme: 

Greek 

7 7 
/T / 

4,-5,6 

Slavic 

6+7 
7+6 
s+s+-7 

An analysis of the notatior: does not show any clo;e rcsemblanc<" 
to the Greek modeL "There are similarities, but musical form i 0

: 

lost. There is one curiou1s ctecdil worth mentioning. L1 the begrn1,~,1~ 
the first line in the "::ircck melody there is a melo,lw rnovemcnt 

on the third syllable, while the fast two syllables have one note 
each, 

TOV TTpO - <j)T\ - 'TT)V 

The Slavic translation of that word is proroka and has three syl
lables. In the neumatic notation in the Slavic manuscripts there is 
a melodic movement indicated on the second syllabic of that word 
in the same place as in the Greek original. The first two syllables 
from the Greek text are now condensed into one. And curiously 
enough, from the notation in Slavic manuscripts it is clear that a 
melodic movement is required on the first syllable, similar perhaps 
to 
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which would preserve the melodic outline of the operd.r,g of this 
,hirmos. 

As an example of a musical form extremely close to the scheme 
AABA, an analysis of the hirmos of ode 5 of kanon I in Mode I 
follows (8): As was the case with the preceding example, in this 
case again, two different melodic traditions can immediately be 
discerned from the available transcriptions. In tLe first group are 
manuscripts 0, H, G, and ,a, while in the second are manuscripts 
Vb, Sa, Sb, and Y, to ~,.;h:d:, Ku may be added a~ v:cli (9). As 
could be expected, not all manuscripts have preserved the musical 
form. Those which h,:ve retained the form are 0, H, G, and La, 
all from the first group representing one melodic tradition and Sb 
of the second group. The other manuscripts have a form which 
could be best described as AABC, where C has a certain affinity to 

(8) See Appendix I, pp. XX\'IH a-· XXIX b; also H0eg, I!te Hymns ... , 
pp. 16-19, where a complete transcription is given for all manuscripts except Ku. 

(g) In the transcription of the notation in Sb, H0eg insists on t;vo "mistakes" 
(see his commentary on p. 2012 in The Hymns ... ), and transcribes from the end 
of the third lines as follows: 

Thus he shifts the whole melody from the second syllable of the word 6eoyvc.:,criocs 
to the penultimate syllable of the verse one second higher. On this syllable he 
substitutes for the apostrophos in the manuscript an elaphron to end on a1, in con-• 
formity with other manuscripts, However, this ending would have been ob
tained without that shift and the transcription of the pertinent passage would 
run as follows: 

The cadence in this transcription is frequently encountered in Sb and in 
addition would be an excellent counterpart to the ending of the first line in 
the same hirmos in Sb. 



A but represents a different ent£ty. The form ,vhich is to be discussed, 
however, should be AA Ba. The first two lines ha\ e ;m ideatical 
melodic outline. The only real difference between them is that the 
first line has three quavers at its end, while the second verse omits 
this repetition of the same note and starts with an upbeat motion 
towards the next melodic phrase of the third line. In the musical 
performance of the first two lines, the absence of one syllable in 
the second line cannot be detected; furthermore, the ornamental 
addition on the frrurth sylbbk offsets it and mak::s t:p the balance. 
The ornamental melodic movement at the fou:rth syllable of the 
first line does not change the melodic outline of the phrase as a 
whole. 

The third line brings completely new melodic material and with 
slowed down rhythmic movement at the end of the line makes a 
well rounded unit. The first three parts of this form are thus well 
d'.:lineated ·,s AAB. The last line of the text has only nine syllables. 
If one sets aside the melody above the first t1vo syllables, the rest 
of it is identical to the second half of the first two lines. The melody 
above the first two syllables in that case may be cc:1-sidered as z,n 
upbeat, and the line as a whole designated as a in the form AABa. 
The impression left vvith the listener is a return to the melody of 
the first two frnes, 

In the Slavic translation of the twelfth century, the structure of 
the text is: 18+r5+r8-1-1r syllables, as compared with the Greek: 
16+15+17+9 syllables. The notation, however, a5 preserved in 
Ch and No, shows that at that time the sense of form had been 
completely retained. A simple comparison reveals that the form 
AABa still exists in both Slavic manuscripts as shown on charts 
XXVIII a - XXIX b (rn). The two additional syllables in the first 
line are couched in the middle of the line, the beginning and the 
end of which are close copies of the notation in early Greek 
manuscripts in the disposition of stresses and lengths. 

An intermediate musical form between AAB and AABC can be 
found in the hirmos of ode 6, kanon 22, Mode I (n). The Greek 
text of this hirmos presents some difficulties, although it can be 

(IO) See Appendix I. 

( I 1) See Appendix I, pp. LIV b - L Va; and H0eg, The Hymns , . , , p. 114. 

A transcription is submitted in the next chapter, pp. 12 x-:ff. 
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divided Imo the structure 8--l-87- 16 sytables. fo fact the simplest 
divisi·:ir. would be tvvo lines of sixteen syllables each. It is cnly from 
tb.e melod:c line that the former dh;sicn arises, The last line 
could be subdivided, but its division into 9-l-7 syllables docs ::,ot 
seem satisfactory for the text, thm1gJ, it may be acceptable from the 
viewpoint of its melodic structure. 

This musical form is preserved in H, W, and Sb, while in G and 
Ku it is not so obvious. On the contrary it rather suggests the form 
ABC (or ABCD). The notation in older manuscripts, L, S, 0, and 
Ga saggest~ the existence of the AA.BC form in chese Eianuscripts. 
It is particu:larly stressed in Ga where the sign .y., (homoion, meaning 
the same i.e. melody) is used to indicate the repetition of the 
melodic phrase. 

In the Slavic translation the text has the structure 8+ 10+ 19, 
having identical structure only for the first line and the second 
half of the last line. Yet in the musical notation the first two lines 
in Ch ana No nave che same melodic outline. Again the two 
additional syllables in the Slavic text are inserted in the middle 
of tbe line while the melody of the beginning and ending of the 
first two lines is identical. 

A good exarnple of the form AABC is the second hirmos for ode 
8 of kanon 1 5 in l\!Iode 1 ( 12). The identical melody for both first 
lines is preserved in all of its available extant versions in H, G, vV, 
Ku, Sa, and Sb .. A modern transcription of this hirmos is given 
on pp. 78-9. 

Although there are two melodic traditions distinctly represented 
in this example, the formal structure has remained the same. The 
slight differences in the initial notes for each line in some manu
scripts do not require particular explanations, since they do not 
essentially change the picture of similarity in melodic outline and 
identity in form. 

In addition to the foregoing remarks, the versions of this particu
lar hirmos as preserved in H and G have a most interesting feature 
which tempts one to recognize elements of tonality in such an 
early example. Note that the ending tones in the lines of this hirmos 
are: d, a, a, d. In addition, the first half of the hirmos consists of two 

( 12) Cf. H0eg, The Hymns ... , p. 9 l. 



H ~ r ijJJ\ .P 

w '21 v ~ Jl)d J ~ p J; } J) 

£J =;ts J1LJJ J1 

iDJJj £tfdt 
G t&J, J) jl ]6Q_ Jlf4¥ J Ji µ 

1/J 
JJJ)ti It 

£Qj w Ji t4j J1 Sa'.[] p V JJ),J J,:p p J) } JJ 

Ku f8 ~ ~ JJ} j J,1 p j) ) jJ JJ J ]Ji 

Sb~~~ J)}d J1f1J@tJJ 

identical melodic phrases (with the exception of the last note), and 
the melodic ending of the last line agrees closely with the ending 
of the second line in H (with the exception of the last note). This 
latter feature is a partial reason for the possibility of classifying this 
hirmos as a transition form between AABA and AABC Yet on the 
point of tonal scheme, it is very tempting to label it as: Tonic, 
Dominant, Dominant, Tonic, or as an example of the form AABA 
with the tonal scheme TDD T. h is such a unique example of its 
kind that it deserves special mention. Should this occurrence be 
attributed to pure coincidence, then it is an extremely strange 
coincidence! If there were a question of some less known author, 
doubts could be raised about its form as preserved and there 
would be more reason to think it a coincidence. But this hirmos 
belongs to a kanon which according to L is attributed to Andreas 
of Crete, who is known to have been a master poet and author of 
the "Great Kanon". It is, in this writer's opinion, an outstanding 
example of mastery, not only in its textual structure, but in its 
inseparable unity of text and music and in the form of its melodic 
structure. 

In the Slavic translation as it appears in Ch the textual structure 
of the lines has undergone changes and enlargement. Instead of the 
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,3~-13+12+13 sylh!c1es nftl·e Greek text, the scheme ,lines 
is 19+16+15+11. It is cl zo,c,p~ele distortion of the syrmnet1·1 a1w 
isosyllabic structure, and l:Ec musical notation in :_:;,. does 

-warrant melodic compc1risons. 

While the previous hirmos belonged to a transitional form be
tween AABA and AABC, the first hirmos for ode g of kanon I 8 in 
Mode I is a very good example of an expanded form AABCA (13), 
in which the group BC might, with certain limitations, be accepted 
as B1B2, in which case this form would appear even more tightly 
k,jt as AAB1B 2A. Is it again a coincidence that this hi.rmos belongs 
to a kanon attributed to Andreas of Crete? A transcription intc 

modern notation is given on pp. 8r-2. 
The musical form is again preserved in all of its extant versiorn. 

"fhe only slight dig:,·ess;or,. r1ppe~\''c in the opening of the second line 
in Ku where there is a melodic variation above the first four syl
lables, which does not change essentially the formal structure. 

In the Slavic translation the text has the structure 1:3+12+15+ 
n+12 syllables, in contrast to the Greek 13+13-[-14,12--,13 
J-1."side from the textual differences in Ku and G, Sb and VV, which 
do not affect the Slavic translation, there is one curious point worth 
mentioning concerning the text. Besides the fact tbat the Slavic 
translation followed its Greek model word for word, there is an 
example of following the sound in the Greek text. At the end of 
the last line the text in Greek reads: ws 0EoT6Kov oi mcr,ol µeya~ 
AvvoµEv. In the Slavic translation the text reads: m,ro90,i1,i,1u,1-0 
4Ht'roy &E,IWl.:Uf1Wb.. It is of little importance that the transla
tion is incorrect. (The words oi n1cr,oi had been translated else
where as &•kph.HHH, meaning the faithful). Instead of a literal trans
lation it is highly interesting to note that the word c!zistou has been 
substituted, thus adding an epithet to the Virgin, for which the 
closest Greek might read: &yvE or a:xpavTE. It is most important 
to discern in this translation the desire to come as close as possible 
to the sound of the Greek tcxt in addition to the adoption of the 

original melody. 

(13) H0eg, The Hymns ... , pp. 102-03. 

Sr 
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H ~,tt)r) ¾2if¥--r=m#?@Ot;t 
G .,-¾#¥¥44$¼ tJtpfN@_~ 

w -tit~ J? } ~ nr=tfr:lf)tit.k Jt ·

sa t#-¥ffeEEl-Ji4t$ ~ tuJrJJ~r 

Ku - Jt;r £4Jti¥EGJ j) )CJ-$ 

~' i<-++-· :t;;:: '=t' ~ Sa=fd}f~~fikn EftlfLJ ii j§ ~ 

H ~9$¥1iJm;p f _Jtlt ~#t4:J4~ 

G •*#t##¥fic=_N¼ffeJ\r+14t#H 
w wJf-i Js~W§24 ~rr ;tt#~ 
Sa ~Mt JskQ) J 4¥$ P pM 
Ku wt] & J5 J) j) ~ JqfJ) J J;1f)itM 

Sb~pJDJ }. 3 J J)f29ffM 

The melodic structure of the Slavic version in Ch is: 

z~ ·fJ/ ·~ \~ ~~~ ~_,,, C:/~ ',/ ~ V V ~:c 

y ,.,, \ ~· [j ~j ✓.,-i.c#' &' . (,.,,' (1/" &#// ~"' 

•✓" V (.,,c~/ {/ V•,:,. G,,c 

,,.,,c.· ✓ V e/V:;;:c, 

{.,;''-"'\,,_~ v C/~t:,,,,,'(,,, ••• °' 

[ end missing in 

On the basis of an analysis of neumes, the melodic outline seems to 
have remained the same as far as A is concerned. The B1B 2 section 
is doubtful. 'Even if it had changed, the form AABCA vvould have 
remained as another example of direct borrowing by the Slavs 
from their Greek models. 

Among the forms which are worth mentioning, the form ABA1B 1 

has been preserved in the hirmos for ode 3 of kanon 2 I in Mode 
I (14). The structure of the Greek text is 13-1-12+9-i-ro syllables. 
Because of the smaller number of syllables the repetition of the 
melodic phrases A and B is not identical, yet the beginnings and 
endings of phrases are preserved as the following example demon-
strates: 

!Al 

H '} t] Jj J, rt=r+»=J?ftfibsE 
G 'j) iJ J) l:p;Sp ;p ;P= J n, tN.J ffl ~--

S2 ~i=eFA~ j) ~ -0]4[#) j J _ 

Sa.~) J 7[1 ;fl t]hf#i } p ~ p ~ 

Ku') J2Ef J1} J2:J Ji D ~ Ji p 

i ' ~ 1·' ~) z~ Jl J (:"I \ ,Pa j n.} Jl ft J J 
(14.) Sec Appendix I, pp. IX-X; and Hoeg, The Hymns ... , p. uo. 
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\Vhile this frwm remained prescn·ed in both :melodic traditions, 
the manuscripts S2 and Y have a greater number of rnodi.fications, 
which set thern further apart from the other manuscripts, as can be 
seen in their melodic outlines. 

In the SLwic cranslation the syllabic structure became I I I 3 + 
1r+r2, andjudging from the musical notat10n in Ch and No there 
may have been some traces of borrowing of the form. These traces, 
howeyer, became faint and do not allov.: one to dra ·v furthe:,· 
varallels. 

Soee resemblance to the form AB1B 2 seems to have been pre
served in the version of the first hirmos for ode 8 of kanon 15 in 
Mode I ( r 5), which appears in the manuscript Ku A transcription 
of the melody as it appears in H, G, W, Ku, Sa, and Sb is presented 
here: 

i"nl ~-L£! 1 

,mtJ, ,J1 J) ,JsJ 

j) Jd=Jg©tJtt# 

(13) Hoeg, The Hymns ... , p. 9L 
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H ·~···~~~~~~-=i=fj --'-~ -- '__ - -/ ~~~..£1::==J±=:=.,C):1\ 
. ,_,. _ _,,__-< ._,,, 

w ?290JLJt __ J7JF¥J;J=:]81$--=--. ~~+-·-,,!;-r,. Jb_,,;·-~-c-.,. _-..~· · 
~ •-; 

G ~] Dlliff=~.dL)J 

Sa .tM]@-F+l9-~ 

Ku t& a ~ r D ~ w ~Jj 

fffi 
The textual structure in Greek is 8+ I 3+ I 1 sylla!Jles. From the 

transcription it may be discerned that the tune as preserved in Ku 
has traces of the form ABB especially noticeable in the beginnings 
of lines two and three, while the endings of the lines remind one 
rather of the form AAB, 

The Slavic text has 6-l- I I+ I 1 syllables. The musical notation, 
however, except for one very small section at the beginning of lines 
two and three does not warrant any conclusions as to the appear
ance of a musical form in the Slavic man,mTipts. 

vVhile the hirmos for ode 6 of kanon 22 was an example of an 
intermediary form between AAB and AABC, and the second hirmos 
for ode 8 of kanon I 5 was an example of an intermediary form 
between AABA and AABC, the first hirmos for ode 3 of kanon r 5 
in Mode I is a more intricate example of intertwining of parts. In 
its essence the form of this hirmos might be described as AABCA1. 
It is a more intricate structure and the relationships between some 
of the parts are more implied than real. Nevertheless, a few ele
ments of relationship could be detected as the following analysis 
will show. 

The structure of the text to begin with presents great difficulties. 
!ts scheme ,.vould appear 

9-f-G 
5+8 
7+7 
8 

15 
13 

14 
8 

10 which is highly irregular! 

The melodic outline, however, shows a more coherent picture ( I 6). 
TranscriptiGms from follow: 

~ ~ 
® ® @ 

H ~!lffi'JJ.h»qµ= j ) J1,C8 j-J&fi\1il.)l} 
w ~~=$fl==:kil¥t□ J J J@ffl 
G .4&J)J\J)4¥Q9±-J .fu¾jJJ JgJsPJ-

s2-:Ji7))?#¥ty±=kJLL~J J Jgll! 

5
? -f;t r ~¾WO er r & Etf ~ J J r ~ ~ r 

Ku - )lff8fttt+!;9ij± J J Jg ,Rf]± ym )}}4h+A!®J1 wMW 

(16) See Appendix l, pp. I-II; also Hoeg, The Hymns ... , p. 88. 
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s'1nes one and tv. o are close encmgh to e,;1-ablish the AA :<cction of 
the musical form. Both subdivisions a and b within section A are 
also conspicuous, Variants in form bctv,reen a ancl a1 are due to the 
icrwth oC the text m the first fo,e and do not aikct the line as a 
- ,_) 

whole. While this section has a clear structure, it is the rest that 
presents ·some difficulties. Sections c and c1, if they may be so 
designated, appear similar in outline. This similarity is more notice 
able in W, Ku, and Y than in other manuscripts. 

Section din H and S 2 on one side, and Ku and Y on the othec, 
co11tains 1d1e gern1 of the melodic motion fullv elaborated in the 
last line, ~-b1. The last part of the last line is clearly identical with 
the same part in the first line, but only in H, G, and 'N. Other 
rnmuscripts deviate from this similarity. The first part of the bst 
line, e, has an upward melodic movement, which may be inter
preted as a variation of the first part of section d. The secr:md half 
of the latter is closer in its appearance to the ending of the first 
two lines than the last line. However, the last section, b1, with its 
six syllables, repeats the second half of the first line with sufficient 
stress that the variant at its ending does not prevent the listener 
from identifying the last line as similar to the endings of the first 
two lines. It is on the basis of this analysis that the form: 

a b 
a1 b 
C c1 

d 
e b 1 is obtaineu.. In other woicls, 

it is possible to reconstruct this form, although it is not readily 
visible in the hirmos. 

The Slavic translation of the text has also an irregular structure: 

10-i 4 
516 
5+7 
g 

IO 

The musical notation in Ch and No, as far as one can see, pre
serves roughly the melodic contours of the first two lines, particu
larly openings and endings. No other element can be clearly de-
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ducted, except, perhaps some degree of 
of c and c1 , 

It is interesting to note again that in the seventeenth century 
Breslau l\1anuscript, this similarity between the first two lines is 
maintained, and the last line in that version definitely contains 
elements of the second line in an inverted order (in our example 
the note values are reduced in half) ( I 7). 

~ -/ J J J J YFFl JJJ=:n J D}j J 1 
. -.__./ '...__; 

t& @, 
JJ f-J £tjjfJJJJ JJJ J j 

~ J LEjiJJ J. JJ J f ] 51 

iJR] Ii 

A musical form which may be approximated to ABA1CA with a 
high degree of organization among its parts ,nay be encountered 
in the hirmos for ode g of kanon 15 in l\!fode I ( r 8), in the version 
as preserved in H and G, The same hirmos in Ku :md Sb docs :not 
have this structure, although in Ku something resembling ABCDA1 

may be inferred. 
The text in Greek has the following syllabic structure: I 3 + I I 

14+16--,-13, or, with a subdivision, of 6+7, 7+4, 7+7, 9---t-7, 7--,--6. 
The part designated as A shows a marked symmetry, 6+7, 7+7, 
7+6. Even the inner parts Band C have an appearance of symme
try, 7+4, 9+7, with seven syllables at the ends. A full transcription 
of its melodic structure gives the following picture: 

(17) Koschmieder, I, p. 13 
(18) H0eg, The Hymns ... , p. 91. 
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The melodic variations at the beginning of the third line do not 
change essentially the melodic outline of part A, although it has 
admittedly a slightly different appearnnce. A literal repetition of 
the second half of that part (marked 1-1), however, brings to the 
listener's car an impression of reiteration of section A. 

In the Slavic manuscript Ch, the translation of the text has a 
difl:erellt syllabic structure with lines containing 12 + .i: 3 -t-- I 6+ 
15+13 syllables, or with the further subdivision, 6+6, 9+4., 9+7, 
g-]-6, 7+6. The symmetry of i:he Greek model is lost, although 
the Slavic translation has acquired its own elements of rhythm 
arid structural links .. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

The nrnsical notation of Cl1 frillmvs: 

[ missing in Ms. J 

V ~ if/....- 1.,,- //•<,,,., ~/' ❖': b.- ~ ~ .._., J V ,,..., 

.. ./,,::, '7!7-_·· '· - (., ;..,,-~ . .,,,. V lc-"1/ - II.vs• t,-, ~ ! j,-,i v t,,,J ~•@ .,..:, ❖ 

Some elements of similarity exist between the third and fifth line 
and the first line. In spite of the impossibility of transcription, a 
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visu;,,I ;malys;, of the neumatic notation seems to to 

the assumption that in this hirmos the Slavs have taken over the 
formal structure of the melody. In other words this form has been 
noticed and although the structure of tiic lines of text in the Slavic 
translatio~1 does not come to the poinL of identity ·with its Greek 
model, the melody may have been to tne te~t "Nitn a 
certain degree of concordance ,.vith its Greek rnodel. 

The changes which make the whole melodic outline appear 
different a,re to be taken as a natural consequence in a basically 
oral tradition in which the written document most often serves as 
a reminder rather than as a handbook for learning. It is on this 
oasis that the persistence of a form through centuries in various 
manuscripts should be evaluated, And under such circumstances 
the prese;vation of a musical form and its slight mcdificatior.s 
in importance ,vhen compared with the numerous instances in 
vhi,~h d1e musical form has completely disappe2.rccL Viewed frorn 

such an angle, the foregoing hirmoi arc remarkable examples of 
the strength of a tradition in an oral transmission. 

The foregoing detailed analysis of the ten hirmoi does not ex
haust all possibilities vd1ich may be found This choice includes the 
most conspicuous examples of musical forms, some of which are 
known in medieval poetry of '\Vestern European countries as well. 
There comes particularly to mind the Minnesingers' ,Stolten-Stollen

Abgesang, which is in essence an AAB form. . . . . . , 
1 

A more detailed analysis would lead, not to conspicuous mus1ca, 
forms in larger outline, but to minute analysis of the musical for•
mulae which have served as bride in the stn•ct11ra1 building of 
tunes. Since such an analysis deals with details rather than with 
entities, this aspect is omitted from this study. 

The main points raised in this discussion are the existence of 
musical forms- in the Byzantine Chant and the problem of transfer 
of the musical forms when the text is translated into another 
language. The discussion has established that in the process of 
translation into the Old Church Slavonic language, the sense of 
form has been subject to various treatments. There are examples 
of literal acceptance of a musical form as well as complete neglect 
of it. 



CHAPTER VII 

THE POSSIBILITIES OF TRANSCRIPTION OF 

THE EARLY SLAVIC HIRMOLOGIA 

a. The neumatic notation in Slavic manuscripts. 

b. The musical forms in Slavic hirmologia. 

,__,, The melodic formulae as keys to transcription. 

One of the most important questions in the study of Slavic 
musical manuscripts of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries con
cerns the possibilities for transcription of their neumatic notation. 
After a thorough study of the neumes, the appearance of melodic 
formulae and musical forms, it would seem that an answer to the 
question at the present time may be summarized in the following 
statements: 

Neumatic notation in Slavic manuscripts cannot be tran
scribed by itself. An approach combining the study ofneumatic 
notation, melodic formulae, and musical forms may help to 
reconstruct and tentatively transcribe into present day nota
tion parts of some hirmoi, yet no complete transcription of a 
whole hymn would seem to be possible at the present time. 
These contentions should be proven in the following discus
s10n. 

a. The neumatic notation in Slavic manuscripts. 
The study of neumatic notation in Byzantine and Slavic musical 

manuscripts depends on their availability for research. For decades 
scholars could study manuscripts only in the libraries where they 
were located, or on the basis of a few photostats of a limited number 
of pages. It was not so long ago that W ellesz delivered his paper 
on Byzantine music, drawing conclusions about Manuscript H on 

the basis of a few photographs only ( r). Since then two of the Greek 
hirmologia manuscripts have become available in facsimile edition 
in the series Afonumenta Musicae By::.anlinae. The resources for the 
study of Byzantine notation are far from being satisfactory even 
with the publication of manuscripts H and G. Both of these manu
scripts belong to the period of Middle Byzantine notation, the 
former to its initial stages and the latter to its developed form. It is 
regrettable that Manuscript 0, one of the most frequently quoted 
sources which has given the name to a stage in the development of 
neumatic n,otation, still remains unpublished. Reproductions from 
other manu_scripts, except for Lg which is a fragment and which is 
published in toto (2), are still scattered in various books and period
icals which makes their analysis and quoting from them more 
difficult than if they were assembled within one easily accessible 
volume. Progress in the studies of the development of Byzantine 
neumes would benefit enormously if there were a kind of "Paleo
graphical Atlas", which would facilitate the analysis and discus
sion of a great many points. 

The study of Slavic musical manuscripts should have benefitted 
from the existence of such an atlas for Slavic neumes which Metallov 
published in 1912 (3). It is unfortunate that even with this book 
these studies have not progressed further. The publication in fac
simile, in the Monumenta Musicae Byzantine series, of two Slavic 
manuscripts from the library of the Chilandar Monastery serves 
now as a powerful stimulus in that respect. 

The neumatic notation in Slavic manuscripts of the twelfth and 
thirteenth centuries has already been subject to several interpreta
tions. Smolenskii, who apparently had no knowledge of the various 
stages of notation in Greek manuscripts, went so far as to claim 
Russian origin for the Byzantine neumatic notation, of which he 
knew at that time only a few pages from the hirmologion in the 
Esphigmenu Monastery (4). Metallov claimed that the notation in 

(I) Egon Wellesz, "Byzantine Music", Proceedings of the Musical Association, 
59th Session, 1932-1933 (Leeds, 1933), pp. 1-22. Seep. 13. Lecture delivered 
on November 22, 1932. 

(2) See above, p. 41, n. 12. 
(3) See above, p. 28, n. 34. 
(4) See above, p. 27, n. 30. 
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Slavic musical manuscripts developed under "Graeco-Syrian" in
Huence independentl) from Constantinopolitan influence (;3),, 
Tillyard was the first among \Vestern Europear scholar;: to ,~all 
attention to the similarity between the neumatic notation in early 
Russian mamiscripts and the stage of Byzantine nutation whicl1 he 
designated as Coislin notation (6). 

One of the tasks of this study is to detcrmi:ae the stage of musical 
notation in Ch, and on the bZtsis of comparisons vl•'ith available 
Greek manuscripts classify it according to a particular stage in 
Hyz,u1tinc net,matic notation. In order to facilitate tHs compara
frve approach, Appendix II to this study is added with facsimile.:, 
from manuscripts used m the compilation of comparative 
chart:; of nenmatic notation, some of ·which are to l)e f.mnd in 
Appendix I. 

The Slavic manuscripts Ch, No, Np, a,1d \ chrnnoiogically 
belong to the period during which Middle Byzantine notation was 
being developed as a superstructure on the foundation of Early 
Byzantine nctatiorL The Slavic manuscripts, however, do not con
tain a notation which can be identified as Middle Byzantine. In 
order to gain a clearer insig}1t into the problems, it is necessary to 
become acquainted ·with some aspects of Early Byzantine notation, 

In Byzantine musical manuscripts from the tenth to the fifteenth 
century, two different stages of notation can be discerned. From 
the tenth to t11e twelfth century the notatiou is known ,~s Eady 
Byzantine, and from the twelfth to the fifteenth century it is known 
as l\1iddle Byzantine. The main difference between these two stages 
is that Middle Bvzantine notation is precise and readable, while 
the Early Byzantine notation is not precise and cannot be tran° 
scribed directly into present day notation (7). Attempts have been 
made to penetrate into this early stage by comparing identical 
texts, and superimposing notation of Early and Middle stages. 
=';one of these attempts has been successful in establishing a defini
tive key for transcription" The crucial period when notation starts 
becoming readable is apparently the bte twelfth century. The 

(5) See above, p. 28. 
(6) See above, p. cir, n. 46. 
(7) H.J. W. Tillyard, Handbook of the Middle Byzantine Musical .Notation 

("Monumenta J\1usicae Byzantinae", Series "Subsidia", Vol. I, Fasc. I, Copen
hagen, 1935), p. 14. 
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problerr> which arises is to determine mean_irg in the Early Byzan 
tine notation. On this particular point no agreement has been 
re::che,cL 

According to Wellesz exact transcription of Early Byzantine 
notation may be possible only if manuscripts come from the same 
monastery (or scriptorium) as is the case vvith manuscript S, in 
which the Early Byzantine notation is made into Middle Byzantine 
by later hand (8). This maimscript is unique in that respect (9), 
It was originally written probably in the eleventh century, In com 
parison w~th L, which is considered to be about a century older, 
manuscrip,t S contains a larger number of neumes, although it 
does not have notation above every syllable of the text. Some time 
later, apparently in the fourteenth century, additions were made in 
this manuscript and the notation was brought up to date. Some 
neurnes were trar,sfonned and the manuscript was made readable 
in the then modern notation (10). iNellesz contends that to study 
such an example may be the only possible way to approach the 
meaning of Early Byzantine notation. 

Tillyard, however, seems to believe that a comparison of various 
manuscripts containing the same texts may be used with satisfactory 
results. On the basis of this attitude Tillyard succeeded in estab
lishing the principles underlying the Coisiin notation, but his tran
scriptions of it are tentative and approximations only. According to 
Tillyard the whole period of Early Byzantine notation might be 
divided into three stages: 

( r) the most archaic notation or Esphigrnenian neumes. 
( 2) the Andrea tic ncumes (II). 
(3) Coislin notation, whkh is also a transition2l stage to Middle 

Byzantine notation. 

Tillyard dates Coislin notation from about I roo to Ir 60 ILD., 
whereas Andrea tic notation might have lasted until r 100, while 
no dates are given for the Esphigmenian neumes. 

(8) Egon Wellesz, "Early Byzantine Neumes", The Musical Quarterly, 
XXXVIII (1952), pp. 72-76. 

(g) Cf. Hoeg, The Hymns ... , p. xxvii; also Till yard, B_yzantinische ,Zeitschrift, 
XXXVII, pp. 355-58° 

( 1 o) Tillyard, Ibid.; Hoeg, The H_ymns , .. , pp. xxvii-xxviii, xxxvii. 
(11) Tillyard, "Byzantine l'viusic about A.D, I 100", The Musical Quarterly, 

XXXIX (1953), pp. 223-31. 

V climirovic. - 7 
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ln ri.'illvsrd's chscussion, CcS welI as ill H0eg's descrip'ion or differ~ 
ences am~ng the oldest hirmologia ( I 2), it would seem that one of 
the most crucial problems is the dating of the first appearance oi 
the Ison and tracing its transformations. This neume is one of the 
rnost essential in !v1iddle Byzantine notation, decignating z1 tone 

repetition on the same pitch. 
In die cadiest manuscripts, L and S, arid in the fragment Lg, 

there are no Isons. According to H0eg, a forerunner of the Ison 
may be the dot above some syllables. In S and H, however, there 
arc numerous examples of the transformation of an Apostrophos 
into an Ison, which makes the whole problem more intricate. 

Taking into account only this evidence, and to recapitulate, it 
'NOuld seem that at some of the earliest stages in the Early Byzan
tine ,1otation, the repetition sign either did not exist or could have 
been understood by using either an Apostrophos or a dot. 

Tillyard pointed out that prior to the Coislin notation there is a 
group of mam.,scripcs w:,:h Vi hat he calls Andrea tic ncpmes, ·vhich, 
although the manuscripts differ among themselves, have a sign 
similar to the Oligon (-) at places vvhere later manuscripts have 
an Ison ( r 3). Since the Ison appears clearly in the fragment PSg, 
this factor alone brings it closer to the group of manuscripts con~ 
taining the Coislin notation in ~,vhich a clear distinction seems to 

appear between the Oligon and Ison. 
If one were to draw a scheme of the line of development of the 

Ison on the basis of these results, it might appear as: 

Xth Century X-Xlth Century XI th Century XI-XII th Century 

The transformation of an Apostrophos into an Ison, although 
unquestionably ascertained, makes. the understanding of an Apo
strophos quite difficult. Attempts have been made to interpret the 
Apostrophos differently from the accepted meaning, which is a 
downward movement, and to assign to it the meaning of an up-

( 12) Hoeg, The H_ymns, pp. xxiv-xxviii. 
(13) Tillyard, The Musical Qyarterly, XXXIX, p. 224. The problem of inter

pretation of meaning of the Early Byzantine Notation has been approached 
recently from a new angle by Oliver Strunk who discusses some aspects of his 
research in: "The Notation of the Chartres Fragment", Annales lvlusicologiques, 
III ( i955): pp. 7-37. His results, if accepted, may represent one of the turning 
points in our study of Early Byzantine Notation. 
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ward movement as well depending on thr pos1t1on uf the Apc
strophos. Documentary cYidence does no' warrant such an inter•• 
pretaticm (14). The only positive knovdedge concerning the Ison is 
that it appears in manuscripts with Coislin notation and that from 
a slightly later period onwards it x-epresentc invariably a sign for 
repetition of the tone on the same pitch, 

The problem concerning the shape of the Ison reappears in an 
analysis of Slavic musical manuscripts, From the available repro
ductions of Slavic hirmologia, it can be seen that the si.im which 
most clos~ly approxirnates the shape of an .Ison, and wl;ich ,nost 
likely is one, in almost all instances has the shape of an inverted 
Apostrophos ("", '"', "-"') which is not so far removed from its 
classical shape in the early manuscripts with Middle Byzantine 
notation, as in H; 

It may be remembered from the structural analysis of the content 
of hirmologia that manuscripts O and H have the same content, 
the same orcler of hirmoi, and even the same size .. In ::i.n 2nalysis 
of musical notation these two manuscripts are found together 
again, yet with some substantial differences. 0 is the last manu
script writt~n in Early Byzantine notation, while H is the first with 
Ivfiddle Byzantine notation. These characteristics, and their general 
agreement in content made it possible to draw quite a precise line 
of distinction between them. According to vVcllesz ( r 5) manuscript 
H has intervallic neumes which have just acquired a precise value, 
and another group of signs which designate execution or rhyth
mical featu::-es. 0, on the other hand, has all of tl1ese execution 
and rhythmic signs, but its interval signs have not yet acquired a 
precise value. This differentiation is of extreme importance since 
it has some bearing on the analysis of Slavic manuscripts, 

If one considers the basic ncumcs designating rhythmical 
changes, such as the ones for a crotchet, Diple ( ,#) and Dyo 
Apostrophoi (,..~,), and the one for a dotted quaver, Tzakisma (~), 
and starts analyzing the neumatic notation in Slavic manuscripts, 

(14) See Wellesz' refutation of Bartolomeo di Salvo's paper which was 
delivered in Rome in 19,10, The Musical Qyarterlv, XXXVIH (1952), p. 69. 
Di Salvo's paper, "La Notazione Paleobizantina e la sua trascrizione" is 
available in Atti del Congresso Internazionale di Afusica Sacra (Roma, 25-30 Afa~gio 
1950) (Tournai, 1952), pp. 123-28. 

(15) \Vellcsz, The Musical Qparterl_y, XXXVIII, p. 68. 
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it becomes conspicuous that these neumes recur very often in Slavic 
hirmologia. The rhythmical value of these neumes is determined 
in Middle Byzantine notation, and there are reasons for belief that 
they had the same value in Early .Byzantine notation, since they 
appear at the same places in manuscripts of both periods. If, there
fore, these neumes had distinct rhythmical values in Early Byzan
tine notation, it is most likely that they retained their values when 
transferred into Slavic manuscripts. This assumption is particularly · 
strengthened by the fact that in Slavic hirmologia these same 
neumes reappear almost always at the very same places in the text 
at which they appear in Greek manuscripts, as is proven by even 
the most superficial glance at the comparative charts of neumatic 
notation in Appendix I to this study. 

The first approach to notation in SLwic manuscripts thus estab
lishes the existence of rhythmic differentiation among the neumes. 
A more detailed analysis of only these three neumes reveals the 

r b. . . h. h h b· ,· d 'T'h great number or com mat10ns m w 1c t ey may e ioua ·. .;,. ,.e 
Diple, for instance, is traced in thirty-two different combinations 
with other neumes, while the Dyo Apostrophoi appears oniy in 
four different combinations, and the Tzakisma is traced in seven 
combinations. This variety of possibilities may be a sign of extreme 
subtlety, but when approached for purposes of transcription, it 
offers almost insuperable difficulties. 

The Tzakisma ( - ) appears in Slavic manuscripts in the same 
shape known fn.m, Greek manuscripts. It is encountered in a 
number of instances in places where it appears in Greek musical 
manuscripts as well, and, therefore, it may be assumed that it re
oresents the same rhythmical value. Yet when a Tzakisma appears 
~vith a dot inside it (v), there is no way of knowing what it may 
represent (16). The combinations in which the Tzakisma is found 
may be understood in some instances. \Vhen it is combined with 
a Petaste (or the like) (~), it may be assumed to be a length•• 
ening of a quaver. In combination with a Diple, it may perform the 
same function, i.e. represent a dotted crotchet (~u, •~~).• One 
particular shape of the Diple is written almost horizontally C:J 

(16) The present writer recognizes the visual similarity of this neume to the 
one found in Russian manuscripts of the seventeenth century, names stopitsa s 
ochkorn, yet deliberately avoids any comparison with neumcs in Russian manu
scripts of such a late period. 
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instead of at an angle. Should one equate ,S,.'½I with ~'"" ? lt 
is very likely that they a,e the same sign and tbat the difference in 
shape originates from the scribes. In this discussion they have been 
assumed to be identical. There is one instance which is of more 
complicated nature, ,,vhen the Diple appears in combination with 
a neume Vvhich has some likeness to a Tzakisma, yet closer analysis 
proves it to be different. This is a Diple combined with a kind of 
angular neumc (/.,v). This same neume appears in L and even in 
Ga and O ( I 7). In manuscript H, in this particular instance, the 
neume is a Xeron-clasma (,.::., .. ) with an Ison above it and an 
Apostropf10s following it. This is a case which the relation
ship of the neumes in Slavic manuscripts to the Early Byzantine 
notation, yet their meaning is left completely out of reach, smce 
there are no later Slavic manuscripts with which one could com
pare the development of neumes. 

A few other rhythmical signs may be listed to show the closeness 
of their shapes to the Greek originals. A Diple with an Oxeia or 
Petaste is not uncommon (_,~;;P' and "',-yP). Neither of these presents 
particular difficulties. The difficulty arises when these same neumes 
appear with something like a Kcntema in addition (.<ffe,:C~ and~~). 
A most curious point is that these four combinations may apparent
ly be used interchangeably. This factor makes it impossible to 
understand their melodic values without the use of comparative 
material. Their rhythmical values most often are clear without 
necessarily knowing their melodic outline. The same situation may 
be encountered in the coupling of Dyo Apostrophoi and an Oxeia 
(~~.,.,,.,), and this same combination with a Kentema (~-.i~) (18), 
These rhythmical features seem to indicate particularly strongly 
the diflerentiation in length of some syllables and point to the 
relationship of this type of neumatic notation to the stresses in 
the solemn readings. The study of these ncumes becomes thus 

( 17) See Appendix Il to this study: the facsimiles of a page in manuscripts 
L, Ga, and 0, the neume above the second syllable in the word EKO:AVI.JIEV. 

(18) The combinations of an Apostrophos and an Oxeia, or an Apostrophos 
and a Petaste, or an Apostrophos and an Ison do not convey an easily under
standable meaning. This is not to say that they may not be tentatively transcribed, 
yet a positive determination of their values seems to be impossible at this time, 
as their values seem to vary from one case to another. 
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very closely related to the study cf accentr in the Old Ch:,,rch 
Slavonic language. :From a musical standpoint, however, it re
mains to determine whether this notation was able to express any 
melodic movement, or in other words, to find whether these neu
mes had any melodic qualities at all. 

Ncumes which designate melodic intervals do occur i.n Slavic 
hirmologia, yet their precise meaning escapes a fixed definition. 
'fhus, for instanc(:, both Hypsele and Charnele may be cncoun- • 
tered. The Hypsele most closely approximates the shape which it 
has in manuscripts with Coislin notation (<;,V), which differs from 
its shape in H (most ofren as ,J./J, rarely as .,.t) It is c,irious to note 
that the Hypselc in the Slavic material mo:,t often appears in com
bination with a Diple. Its recorded forms (in Ch) are: ::.!', ~' 
~,,. ,;£-"' -0 ~~ -~·~ ·1nc1 Jf;. T'1e ,.h-··-el 0 us·1-ll,.-,::;.., , ...,S::-• .') ,--_,,:;P , --.?9 -' ! .l U- ~ -'L .i '-\..._,I Ctl1-i ,.__; l cl ;' 

appears with an Apostrophos (;, .)(;) ( I 9). It would seem that 
these two neumes have similar melodic values to those which 
they have in Greek manuscripts with Coislin notation, ,Nhich is 
to designate the highest and lowest tones in the ambitus of the me-
Jody ·without specific intervo.l values 

Another neume, the Dyo Kentemata, may be encountered in 
several combinations: with an Ison (~•), with a Petaste (,_;;...) or 
an Oxeia (~), in combination with a Diple and an Oxeia 
(~~-'), or a Diple and a Petaste C::;."-·~.·-), with an Apostrophos 
(:"JI:, also as ,-:.\ and ,:~) (20). It may also be placed below an· 
Oligon ( or Oxeia) (-.-,:~). In all of these instances a melodic mo
vement upwards of two quavers may he found in some of the 
Greek manuscripts to justify its appearance. Yet in some instances, 
almost all of the comparative material 'vvould indicate a dowmvard 
movement (21). It is impossible to determine at the present time 
whether the Dyo Kentemata once may have had both meanings, 
Le. upward as well as dovvnward movement of two quavers. It 
might be possible that when placed above, the melodic movement 

(19) Note that in late Russian manuscripts of the sixteenth to the eighteenth 
centuries, the name chamila is applied to a neume which has a completely differ
ent shape (~~ ~), which never appears in the early Slavic manuscripts. 

(20) It is not impossible that the last quoted instance may be a scribe's 
mistake, crowding neumes for two different syllables above one. 

(21) See below, pp. 110 ff. 

.,-

was an upvv,ud orie, wht"n placed below, a downward meiodv was 
implied. Further studies are needed for a clarn'.icatwn of its use 
in nrdc to :;nbs 0crnti"le th;s hypotl,esi1:. Frwn a study o:' all corr 
binations in which Dyo Kentenrnta appear, the only guite clear 
results obtained arc that when combined ·with a Petaste it 
means almost invariably a stressed upvrarci movement, approached 
from a lower pitch on the preceding note, and when combined with 
an Apostrophos, it designates an upward melodk mo-:emcnt of twc 
quavers approached from a higher pitch. 

Besides these ncumcs which may indicate the melodic movement, 
it seem~ tl{at there arc a fow ncumes wh;ch may have a very differ~ 
ent function. It is hard to say, however, what this function is. The 
meaning of a sign like 7-", f.,c•=, e .. g., which is sometimes equated 
with an Enarxis, and sometimes may be called Parakletike, is 
completely UfiCertain. ln Slavic as ·well as in Greek manuscdpts it may 
be found at the beginning of a hymn or of a verse, It is very tempting 
on occasion to designate it as a sign for pitch, especially since the 
mar!yria are missing in Slavic manuscripcs. Yet chere ;s not enoug'., 
evidence available which would support such an assumption. 

Another neume, .. ~, which in Slavic musical terminology of 
later centuries acquired the picturesque name of dva v chelnu ( two 
in a boat), approximates in its shape a ncumc which rnay occa
sionally be found in manuscripts with Early Byzantine notation 
(~), and vvhich Wellesz lists as Epergema (22). In the Slavic 
hirmologioE this sign sometimes occurs at a place where in Greek 

manuscripts there is a melodic movement =Bf .. Note the ap~ 
._____.; 

pearance of this neume in the following examples from Ch. The 
transcriptiol's are from H as published by Ffoeg in The 1-Jymns .... 

a) hirmos for ode '/ rn kanon 8, Mode I: 

(22) Wellesz, A History ... , pp. 245-46. 

tfj 

..____/ 

c.. '" 



b) hirraos for ode / in kanon 5, l',iode I. 

\ 

i j) Lf 
c) hirmos for ode 8, kanon g, Mode I: 

j 

d) hirmos for ode 8, kanon r6, Mode I: 

't

i>h 
c) hinnos for ode 9, kanon 5, Mode I: 

:t= ,.,, :,·. \ 

Ff5=E; t.J-
Fl 

V 

-...____/ 

; J jE 
~ 

It would seem from these examples that this neume appears as a part 
of a melodic formula which would require additional investigation. 

Instead of listing all appearances of each individual neume, the 
discussion of these neumes may be summarized briefly as follows: 

(I) W ellesz established the principles which divide manu
scripts with Coislin notation from those with Middle Byzantine 
notation. Both groups contain neumes which are signs for 
rhythm and execution. The groups differ in their intervallic 
signs. The manuscripts with Middle Byzantine notation have 

precise intervallic values; in manuscripts with Coislin notation 
meiouic J.novemen~s i:re preseGted ir... a different v1a1°. 

(2) ·with this definition as a starting point, it may be stated 
that Slavic musical manuscripts of the t,vdEh and the thir~ 
teenth centuries still reflect a notation which contains the 
principles of Coislin notation. Its rhythmic signs are elaborate 
and agree in the majority with similar Greek signs. The 
neumes in the Slavic manuscripts have no precise interval 
value and there is no clue known at present as to how they rna-y 
be transcribed. One of the greatest obstacles in reading the 
neumatic notation in Slavic manuscripts is that the rrcanmg 
of the: Ison is not yet understood. 

As for distinguishing marks among the three Slavic hirmologia, 
a comparison of their appearances gives the impression that manu
script No was written by a rather inexperienced scribe. h contains 
unequal lines and relati.vely crude vvriting. lVlarrnscript 'V fares 
dightly b.::tte· in this comparison, since it contains ornamented 
letters and elaborate head ornaments at the beginnings of 
modes.. V1!hcn compared with both of these manuscripts, Ch 
appears to be much more attractive, since it is written with a sense 
for callig:r,xphy, which is partin1larly noticeable in the neumatic 
notation .. "\,Vhile the writers of neumes in No and V may have been 
either inexperienced or careless, the neumator of Ch had a skillful 
hand and wrote the neumes in an experienced and almost stylized 
manner.. 

b. The musical forms in Slavic hirrnologia .. 

In a preceding chapter examples were given to prove the exis
tence of musical forms in the Byzantine Chant. At the same time 
attention vvas called to the process of translation into Slavic, and 
it was established that in a number of instances one can find the 
musical form which appears in the Byzantine Chant transferred 
into the Slavic Chant as well. It is of importance to stress again 
that the existence of musical forms in the Slavic Chant was proven 
only by the visual appearance of the neumatic notation and not by 
any transcription of that Chant.. This approach should be pursued 
hand in hand with the study of poetic forms, to which it is closely 
related. 
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Concerning the question of no~sibilities of transcription mto 
present day notation, the study of v::msical forn1s is only a part of 
a combined approach which must cover a study of the neumatic 
notation and of the melodic formulae, as well as of the occurrences 
of musical Forms. A study of for;ns zilone re,nains hopeless, even if 
a hirmos in the appearance of its notation betrays a form similar 
to the one in Greek manuscripts. This fact alone does not allow 
a transcription nor an assumption that its melody is identical to 
that of the Greek modeL A transcription of the neumatic notation 
in Slavic hirmologia still remains impossible on the basis of the 
similarity of musical forms alone. If the neumatic notation is im
perfect and docs not have the precise meaning of the interval 
relationship, and if the proven existence of musical forms in Slavic 
hirmologia cannot by themselves be of help in an attempt at tran
scription of this notation, it remains to study the melodic formulae 
in the Slavic manuscripts, since the formulae may give a key to a 
partial understanding of the notation, and also be an important 
f:cctor i:I determining the musical forms" 

c The melodic formulae as ke,ys to transcription. 

In the chapter on melodic formulae, evidence was given con
cerning the flexibility nf a formula" It was established th:1t it re
presents a framework for a melody and that modes in the Byzantine 
Chant consist of strings of melodic formulae which are typical for 
a pc,rticJ.lar mock Therefore, :_t is cle;,cr that hirmoi in I\fode I 
contain melodic formulae which are peculiar to J\,fode I. 

It would be reasonable to expect that the Slavs when translating 
the text and taking over the tunes, may have taken over the melodic 
formulae for each of the modes as well. The study of formulae seems 
to be possible even in a notation which is imperfect in designating 
the exact interval relationships, since the assumption is that a 
formula remained relatively stable (in spite of its transformations) 
because it was only a framework. This study is further facilitated 
if the notation has a relatively elaborate system of rhythmic and 
execution signs, vvhich is the case with the Coislin notation, and also 
with the neumatic notation in Slavic musical manuscripts. 

For all these reasons it seems feasible to attempt a study of melodic 
formulae in Slavic manuscripts, and to compare their position in 

the melodic structure with the position ol formulae in Greek 
manuscripts .. El on close scrutiny the Fosit'. on :of fi;nL ,Jae :n Gree:~ 
and Slavic manuscripts agree, then and only then, one might try 
to ascribe definite values to a group of neumes and make an 
attempt at tentative transcriptions, 

The hirmos for ode 5 in kanon I of Mode I has been cited twice 
,before, in the discussion of melodic formulae, and in the analysis 
of musical fotms ( 23). This same hirmos may serve also as a 
breakthrough point in an attempt at reading and understanding 
the neumatic notation in Slavic musical manuscripts. 

It has afready been ascertained that the form of this hirmos 
which app~ars in the Greek manuscripts (AABa) is presen:cd in 
Slavic manuscripts as well. It may be stated now that one of the 
factors which helped to establish the form is the notation of the 
caden:ial forrr 1.1la If the Grer:k melody of this formula is vvritten 
under the Slavic notation, there is a concordance in some of its 
aspects: 

.. . ...___ 

The second ncume indicates a dotted note as can be seen from the 
corresponding group in G and in H (in the second line) (24). 
The third neume indicates the melodic movement of two quavers 
upwards, but approached from a higher pitch, usually a second 
higher, although '.'1_. third is not impossible in this stage of By
zantine notation. The fourth neume represents the ligature 
of a crotchet and a quaver in an upward direction. The last 
two ncumes are rhythmic signs only for two crotchets. This 
agreement may work out satisfactorily in accepting the formula 
and stating that this particular melodic segment of the Slavic 
notation may be read as the Greek melody in its present day 
transcription. 

The difficulty arises, however, with the interpretation of the first 

(23) See above, p. 66 and pp. 75 ff.. 
(24) See Appendix I, p. XXVIII [ 
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neume for that f<Jc/ffula ~lavic manuscripts. The 
tion for the whole forr .. 1el:1 might be: 

Y ct the first neume of this formula appears frequently in different 
shapes, one of which is encountered here (25). The possibilities 
offered are the following: 

It may represent only a stress on a, or it may be a sign for a melodic 
movement of undetermined pitch, ga, ab, be, or it may even be a 
single note on a higher pitch than a, as b, c, or even d. All of' these 
suggestions may offer satisf~1cc,,ty solutions, yet it is not lrnow,1 what 
the precise definition and transcription should be. 

One feature of particular importance is that this melodic formula 
in the Slavic manuscripts shows a resemblance in its n1clodic 
outline to Greek manuscripts of the so-called Mount Athos group: 
H, 0, Ga, G, and La. 1'his par'.:cular melodic for□ula, for instance, 
appears forty times in the fast fifty-one hirmoi in Ch. In thirty
eight cases the same melodic formula with its variants annears in 

.. 1 

Greek manuscripts, and among them in thirty-five cases the con-
cordance with H takes precedenceo A detailed analysis of the oc
currences of this formula will follow in order to prove the point. 

The formula in question or one of its variants appear on the 
following pages of the comparative charts of neumatic notation: 

Pages in 
Appendix I 

Ib 
Hb 
Hb-III a 

Ulb 
VIb 
VII a-b 
XHa 

Slavic manuscripts 
agree with: 

1-l, ,G~ S2, Ku~ -~f~ 'f.N 
H, G, Ku, Y, vV 
H,G, W, Y 
y 

O,H,G 
H, Y, S2 

H,G 

questionable: disagree with: 

H,G 
Ku 
Ku 
Ku, Y 
Ku 
Ku, Y, Sa, Vb 

(25) The shapes in which the first neume may appear are:..- ..:-

Pages in 
Appendix I 

XIXa 
XIXb 
XXb 
XXIa 
XXIVa 
XXVIII b--

Sla-,.,.ic rnanuscr\pts 

agTce vvith: 

,, r1. '-'\J 
..t-.1_, "--:r:, V' 

H, C~, 
H,G,W 
H,G 

XXIXb, ter 0, H, G, La 
XXXI b H, G, Ku, Sb 
XXXI b-,XXXII a H, G 
XXXIVb"-XXXVaH, G 
XXXVb-XXXVIaH, G, W 
XXXVIb. rI, C, W 
XXXVIIa 
XXXVIIIb 
XLa 
XLVa 
XLVIIIa 
XLIXa-b 
LIia 
LIIIb 
LIVa 
LVa 
LVIIa 
LXIa 

LXIIIa-b 
LXVIIa-b 
LXVIlla-b 
LXXb 
LXXIb-

LXXIIa, bis 
LXXIIb 

H, C, 'N, S2 

H,G 
H,G 
H, G, VI/, S2 

rt, C1 

H, G, VV, Ku, Sb 
H,G,W 
H,G,W 
'VV 

H, G, W, Ku, Sb 

I-I) c; 
H,G,W 
H,G,W 
H, G, Sb, Ku 

H,G 
H, G, Sb, Ku 

questionabl, · 

Ku 

Sb 

Ku, Sb 
Sb 
Ku, Sb 

Ku, Sb 
H, G, Sb 

K.1: 

Ku 
Ku 

rog 

witii' 

Ku, Y, Sa, Sb, Vb 

Ku, Sb 
Ku 
Ku, Sb 
K.u, Sb 
Sb 

Ku 

Ku 

Ku, Sb 

I(u 

C), C-, La, Sa, Sb 
I(u, \ 1b, )'.'" 

Ku, Sb 
Ku 
Ku 

Ku, Sb 

This analysis is most revealing since it indicates several irnportant 
points. In the first place it clearly demonstrates that the Greek 
manuscripts have preserved essentially two melodic traditions. 
These two traditions have a significant number or divergences and 
often completely different melodies. In some instances, however, 
they agree in the melodic outline, The list of 'agreements' shows 
this fact very convincingly. 

The agreement of the melodic formula in Slavic and Greek 
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manuscripts runs contrary to vvhat might have been expected on 
the basis of previous findings the structure 
of Slavic manuscripts and the textual differences between them and 
their Greek models. The results have heen pointing towards the 
influence of mar.uscripts supposedly written in Palestine. The ap
pearance of a melodic outline in Slavic manuscripts similar to the 
one 'Which appears in rn.anuscripts written on or around Mount 
Athos strengthens the hypothesis of a merger of influences in Rus
sia, yet it makes an understanding of this merging mo:re difficult. 

The second point of interest in the preceding list is the number 
of instances in which all manuscripts agree in the melodic outline 
of the formula, and also the number of instances in which the 
extant musical notation preserves a form which is neither in con
cordance nor in complete disagreement. In other vvords, these may 
be a corrupted version of this formula in which some pertinent 
element still exi_st, though rather far removed from the original, but 
still not representing an entirely different melodic tradition. From 
an over-all knowledge of the manuscripts, it would seem that in 
such transition cases the manv.script Sb appears to be closer to 
the melodic tradition of l\fount Athos than Ku, ~hich is an in
teresting point to note, 

Finally, it is also extremely curious, and puzzling as well, that 
there are two instances in which vV, respectively Y, is the only marm
script which has preserved the melodic outline of the formula in 
an "uncorrupted" while all others contain a variant of 
the formula (26) or a completely different melody. This feature, 
purely theoretically speaking, might have been important in de
termining the origin of the model for Slavic manu~cripts were it 
not that both of these manuscripts are of a later date and do not 
regularly show such concordance. 

To sum up the discussion concerning this particular melodic 
formula, it seems not only a plausible interpretation but a com
pletely justified possibility to accept the hypothesis that in the 
Slavic musical manuscripts of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries 
the formula under discussion should be transcribed into modern 
notation as: 

(26) See above, pp. w8-g. Also Appendix I, pp. IIIb and LVa. The notation 
of Y is missing in the charts, but this writer has examined all relevant 
examples in Y. 

It goes without saying that the interpretat1011 of the first neume is 
dependent on the comparative Greek material, in view of the fact 
that the neumatic notation at that stage did not determine the 
exact pitch. 

In the one case in which we ha.ve listed agtecment bet-ween the 
notation in the Slavic manuscripts and no other Greek manuscript 
than VV, Manuscript H has a different melodic outline. If, for 
purposes of convenience, the formula transcribed above is 
designated as Cadence I, this particular melody in H might 
be designated as Cadence G: 

While the notation m the Byzantine sources l1as t!ie following 
form .,_e.., S' ,.._"'" the Slavic counterpart seems to be v ~ ,,r °JJ 1' 
(26a), 

The important point for this discussion, however, is the appear
ance of the notation of Cadence IL The melodic formula of Ca
dence II appears seventeen different times within the analyzed 
material. In the majority of cases it agrees with the simultaneous 
appearance of the following melody in H and related manuscripts: 

A more detailed analysis reveals that, as in the case of Cadence I, 
the basic melodic formula appears with several variants. 

(26a) In some cases the Slavic Tl,1SS do not offer the same cadence. On 

page XVb, for instance, we read in No ~ t,, 7". .,;.""'_,,..,,. T, where Ch has 

~ u ~~ ~-';;:,i-f. In this instance the melody in H, being close to Cadence 
II, bears witness of closer agreement between H and Ch than between H 
and No. 



There are also a few instance; of consplc"L.ous discrepancies, in 
which cases some of the manuscripts contain Cadence I instead of 
Cadence n (27), and also a mciodit ,·:ccurs Nhich fo.r fu,ther 
study may be designated as Cadence III ( 28). Division of Greek 
manuscripts, in the case of Cadence II, ,·.,rr,,_•"•">n to 
that which appears in the above list. There are only two notable 
exceptions. In both cases Sb joins the grnup of H and related 
manuscripts, while Ku shows the same melody in only one ins-. 
tance (29). 

Cadence III, of which the melodic outline is: 

It1Ltt£j] 
appears to be related to Cadence but with a different rhythmic 
and melodic prog;rcssion on the third ncume from the end. It 
occurs eighteen times in the analyzed Slavic material with an 
overwhelming concordance with the same melodic outline in Greek 
manuscripts. Its most frequently encountered notation is.,:...«::: ✓, ~.f• 

The first neume depends, however, on the melodic outline of 
the preceding part and therefore may appear in different relation
ships, as \ ~;' ?J' ,r&7 or ~~· G.,-::" .f',;' ✓/" The essential ending of 

the formula, A I J 
"' 

is preserved in all instances. 

A kind of transition between Cadences II and HI seems to be a 
formula (- v ,~ :,:P) which has been encountered only three 
times (30). In two of the three instances, the melody in H and 
related manuscripts is that of Cadence III. Sb agrees in one case, 
while Ku agrees in another case with this melody, 

Still another ending which may be called Cadence IV may be 
discerned:~~ c:::,v~\ ~- It appears thirteen times only and in 
frmr instances the melody in Greek manuscripts is either that of 

(27) See Appendix I, p. LXXa. W has Cadence I, while H and G have Ca-
dence II. On p. LXXIIIb Hand G have Cadence I, while Sb has Cadence II. 

(28) See Appendix 1, p. LIIa. 
(29) See hirmos for ode 7 of kanon J7 in Mode I. 
(30) See Appendix I, pp. XXVa-b (?), LVIIIb and LIXa, 

Cadence I or lI or both (3 I). L1 the ~·"·~•--"" nme 1nstances 
there is no uniformity. It seems, however, that the melodv; 

may be acceptable as a transcription of this particular melodic 
frmnula. 

On the basis of the preceding analysis and discussion of the four 
most frequently encountered cadential formube, would seem 
that the following suggestions may be made: 

(a) 

(b) 

'fhe with which cadcntial. formulae appear 
Slavic manuscripts, and their concordance with melodies in 
Greek Inanusc:·ipts, preemiaently with H and related manu
scripts, justify an atlempt at their transcription. 
The cadential melodic formulae in Slavic manuscripts may 

transcribed tentatively: 

~ 

HI J j J Ii 

IV J J23 
The total number of appearances of these formulae exceeds 

(31) As an example of the appearance of several endings together, see 
Appendix I, p, XLVlb--XLVHa: H and G have Cadence II, and Sb has 
Cadence I. Ch has perhaps Cadence IV. 

V elimiro vie. - 8 
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ninety melodic endings of either verses or hirmoi. The high degree 
concordance 'with corresponding cadences in Greek manuscripts 

coTroborates the thesis that in the process of translation of 
,Church books into Slavic the Tnelodies of the hinnoi were accepted 
as welL Discrepancies, which are inevitable in such a process, 
suggest also that in some instances, in which a particular formula 
did not fit with the Slavic text, an interchange of melodic formulae 
may have taken place. This assumption may make understandable . 
the occurrence of Cadence I or H in Greek manuscripts in places 
where Slavic manuscripts use Cadence lV 1;1stead, as 'lvell as 
other instances of interchange of cadences. 

This idea of substitution of cadences is derived from observations 
during the analysis and transcription of hirmoi in Greek manu
scripts. It may be noticed that in a great number of instances, 
while H would have the formula 

manuscript G would almost always contain the inserted f' bridging 
the leap of the downward third: -

This feature ;cppcars so frequently that one may speak about the 
typical signs which distinguish one manuscript from another. Ku, 

for instance, together with Sa most often has the ending .1> ~ J 
vvhile the ending J 14 .L~ is a typical fr:ature of Sb. 

The initial formulae have been mentioned in the chapter on 
formulae, and some of them were discussed in the chapter on 
musical forms (32). The Chilandar Hirmologion contains a rather 
surprising variety of combinations of neumes as the initiurn of hir
moi, which is even more puzzling than its relative simplicity as far 
as cadential formulae are concerned. The main obstacle to an 

(32) See above, pp. 64ff. and 74f. 

I 1.5 

understanding of the initial formula in Slavic manuscripts is the 
use of ,l 01eume called Parakletike ( Z" ) T n compc;risn"} 'Nith 
initial {cxr;1uh,e in Greek :nanuscript:o, T!C definite ,:sp,ession 
can be obtained about its value. There are two initial fcr 01mlae 
-which could be extracted for purposes of analysis, but even these 
two are not completely convincing, 

The initium of the first hirmos in Ch consists of ~...:.--~ This 
formula is traced in four more instances ari.1ong the seventy-five 
hirmoi of the Mode I. ln four out of five instances, Greek manu-

scripts are :lranscribed as~-, which might be a reason

able transcription for this group of neumes in Ch also. In one 
instance it occurs in a hirmos for which no Greek model is found, 
and it may be tentatively assumed that its melodic beginning is 
the same, 

Another initial formula is ,~.,;,;,..~,.,, It has been traced in a dozen 
instances. Yet in the comparative Greek material there are various 
melodies which appear as its counterpart. The most plausible 

interpretation of this group ofneurnes seems to be =-49 n J 
----' .._, 

which is traced in a total of seven instances (33). In three cases the 

Greek a1anuscripts contain µ j/f:t"~ as its counterpart, 
'--' 

but different melodies, such as 

A J) j) II &t=rl-+-O-J~) ll~bii!.r:::::;;;JJ:J:::jj) II 

may be found too. The problem to be solved then is whether a 
uniform transcription may be accepted for this group of neumes. 
If so, then an explanation is needed for the discrepancies in melodic 
outlines. The most plausible interpretation seems to be that, as in 
some instances concerning the cadential formulae, an interchange 

(33) See Appendix I, pp. XIVa (bis), XLVJ lb (bis), LVlllh, and the 
hirmos for ode g of kanon 15, Mode I (bis), quoted in the chapter on 
musical forms. 
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ot m 1t1a1 formulae may have taken place. A justificacion for this 
micrht be the difficulty of fitting the stresses within a new language 

6 . • f' • . . . . 
into the same places in the mdocly usecl or the cngmaJ language. 
This question thus remains an enigma. The two formulae men
tioned above are the only ones for whic!J some kind of transcription 
may be suggested with a certain degree of reason. 

In an attempt at transcription of these two formulae, everything 
depends on their comparative material. It seems that a transcrip-

--+,,=. J_ ., •• r • •. • r . 1 

tion ~~ may be acceptabie lor the first 1m:ial rormma . 

(~-~:;,,.,~) if this same melodic outline appears in some Greek manu
script at the same place. Vvith this same limitation, a tentative 

r:,~ I 

transcription ==riJ_j¥ seems to be a reasonable meaning for 
=::p.~ _, 

----
the group of nemnes ;;'J!..;;,:-c.,., if the comparative material contains 
this melodic beginning. If, however, no Greek manuscript con
tains anything similar in its melodic outline, the transcription of 
even these two initial formulae is open for discussion and nothing 
positive can be ascertained for their meaning, 

The st1m of ~he discussio:rc of both cadential and initial formulae, 
as well as of the imperfect notation in Slavic manuscripts of the 
twelfth and thirteer:th centuries, leads to the following conclu
sions: 

(a) 

(b) 

A complete transcription of melodies in Slavic musical manu
scripts is impossible, the main obstacle being the enigmatic 
meaning of the Ison, which might designate a melodically 
unaccented syllable. This assumption cannot be proven be
fore a comparative analysis is made of accents in both lan
guages, yet it seems a plausible explanation for the occasional 
long series ofisons in Slavic manuscripts, which if transcribed 
as the same note would make a very monotonous "reading" 
on the same pitch (34). 
Partial transcription of cadential formulae in Slavic manu-

(34) When this was written I had not seen the article by Carsten H0cg, 
"Ein Buch altrussischer Kirchengesii.nge", Zeitschr.f. slav. Philo!., XXV (1956), 
pp. 261-84, in which he came to similar conclusions. 

(c) 

(d) 

u7 

scripts seems possible, There are reasons for belief that four 
different cadential formulae may be established and tran" 
scribed into present day nota.tion. 
The transcription of initial formulae is restricted to the par
tial understanding of only tvvo. Their transcription cannot be 
accepted if Greek manuscripts cannot support their melociic 
outline. 
The identity of Mode I in Slavic manuscripts with Mode I 
in Greek manuscripts being totally established, it nw,y 
be as~.umed. that the whole system of Slavic glasi corresponds 
to that of the Greek echoi. 

'With these conclusions in mind, a few concrete examples may be 
given to prove the point concerning the partial transcription. As 
h fi 1 d . . ··f ·1 ,, 1 " C"l0 p";o·r· 01' tt•p t e rst examp e, 1sct1ss1on u LJ1e pcss1c1e ~ra::1s .,. •t,. Li 1.. _1,_J_.., 

hirmos of ode I of kanon 6 in Mode I follows. This is one of the 
most often quoted examples in presentations of Byzantine music. 
This hirmos is extant only in V of all three Slavic hirmologia, and 
a "facsimile" of it was given by Thibaut, which Tillyard then ten
tatively transcribed in 1921. Tillyard's transcription (34a) of thirty•· 
five year ago runs as follows: 

;@-E £J d¥3FJE«--;;t=;;-J 7 4J :gLgg=1 . _,,. _ __, ...__/ 

1::'hC-Kflk - Cf - HH - Ill i\l.111\ f!!}I) - CR'R - 'l'H ·- Al'h (,.;\ 

(34a) Tillyard, Journal of Hellenic Studies, XLI, p. 42. Thibaut's facsimile is 
pl. VIII in his Originc byzantine de la notation neumalique de l' f'cglise latine (Paris, 
1907). - The Greek equivalent is ".Avaa-i:daswr; rJi,te(!a. 
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This attempt at transcription, at a time when the knowledge of 
Byzantine music was restricted to a fevv men, deserves mention 
an<l admiration, although it is faulty from the present day 
edge of this material. 

The ncumatic notation in ·v for this hirmos follows: 

An analysis of the notation at the end of the first line and at the 
end of the last line reveals the presence of the cadential formula 
designated in previous discussions as Cadence I. If one accepts the 
transcription suggested for this formula by the present writer, then 
at these two places Tillyard's transcription is inaccurate. 

If one compares these same places in W ellesz' transcriptions of 

this hirmos from three different Greek manuscripts , the iden-
tity of the suggested transcriptioP with his of the 
melody from H is obvious at the first glance 

Another interesting point is the meaning of one of the initial 
formulae. If one combines the formulae discussed earlier, ~""--"_.-"·~~" 

and :,,,,:,:..=c.,,, of which the tentative 

and =£ff~, and encouni;ers an 
_"_; ---.,/ 

formula which 

appears as - it might be reasonable to assum.e that its 

meaning might approximate ¥~. This group of 

neumes stands here above the word khristos, and if one turns to 
the Greek melody as transcribed by Wellesz, the melody we 
have just suggested appears above the same word in H, 

The present writer would not venture to t:aI'.sc,ibe thi~ hirmos 
in toto, but only suggests possible transcriptions for those sections 
for which some tangible proof has already been found in an ana
lysis of a vz.st body of hirrnoi. The results obtained in an analysis 
of Ch received startling proof when applied to another manuscript 
(V). In addition to this, a few more examples may illustrate the 
validity of these tentative conclusions. 

The first hirmos in Ch for ode 3 of kanon I 5 may serve as a 
good example (36). The initial formula in Slavic manuscripts 
corresponds to the melodic opening in H, G, Ku, and S2• In 
manuscripts VV and Y a variant of this formula is used, vvhi.le in 
Sa there is a different beginning. The end of the first line i.n Ch 
has a formula in neumatic notation previously designated as Ca
dence HI. It may be found in H, vV, G, and S2 • In manuscripts 
Ku, Y, and Sa there is a different ending. Between these two 
formulae in all Greek manuscripts except Sa, there is an undulating 
melody. In Slavic manuscripts after the initial formula there is a 
series of Isons interrupted by stresses and one rhythmical lengthen
ing. The latter corresponds to the same lengthening in Greek 

(35) Wellesz, A History - .. , pp. 186-87. 
(36) See Appendix I, pp . .I-HI. 
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manuscripLs, and the stresses preceding it have a cou.aterpart in 
H, W, and G, This is as far as the similarity may be traced, 
Strangely enough, in the Russian versions of t;1is sar:,e hirnios of 
later centuries, after the initial formula there is a series of notes on 
the same pitch (:r7), vvhich would partially corroborate a possible 
interpretation of neumes in Early Slavic hirmologia. This partial 
concordance ends there, since no other pzut of the later versions 
shows any similarity, except for the disposition of rhythmical 
lengthenings at the ends of lines. 

A similar series of Isom appears in the Lst melodic phrase, yet in 
that instance only manuscripts Ku, Sa, and Y have some similar 
repetitions of the tone, while later Russian versions have fairly 
elaborate melodies, and do not agree with Early Slavic hirmologia. 
With all these results in mind, the following example is submitted 
as a suggestion for the tentative transcription of this hirmos as it 
appears in Ch and No. Only a few parts are transcribed into present 
day notation, while for a number of neumes only rhythmic indica
tion and accent marks are given, without designating the pitch. 
This is as fa1.r as the present writer feels justified 1n going with this 
attempL 

Another example is of a strikingly different nature. It is the hirmos 
for ode 6 of kanon 22, which was discussed previously in the 
chapter on forms (38). If a series of transcriptions from five differ
ent Greek manuscripts (in one instance tvvo variant melodies in 
Sa) is compared with notation in Slavic manuscripts, it becomes 
consp:icuous that all rhythmic features in Slavic notation arc iden
tical to the neumes in VV, in addition to the final cadence, which is 

(37) Koschmiedcr, I, p. 13. 
(38) See Appendix I, pp. LIVb-LVa, and above pp. 76ff. 
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in W the only one which agrees with the notation of Cadence I 
discussed previously, VVhile no transcription seems to be feasible 

~ pre:::ent, d0c; idcn1;,ty ;c, ~hythrn wi'h VV t' note, 0 orthy :1s can be 
seen in the following example (39): 

ill 
Ch 

J'J ---i§L f2 
} 

J, 
48--w--
&9 

J J j-

J 

J 

js 

(39) Manuscript Sa has two different melodic versions on folios 18v and 21r, 

indicated here as Sa1 and Sa 2. For the melody in H see Hoeg, The lfymns ... , 
p. 114. 
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III 
Ch V 

w ?f#±;;JE;t·-----===:t-4S+if~p·-==-=i£= 

J1-icr~,, ·71=:r3 r·] J 

Sal $J ~ j-JTl J\ fJ {J [J±f 
sa2t-40±4 OJJgjc J q ~ ef 

Q) ==r=== ,____, V 
J 

Ku ~l9 ~ J 1± ,] J,~~J J_1 -~r----,-s--;-·~ _,_f-

Sb =1~jjj#=+ ,0-iJd=½ I 

L= 
f'-1 

ffil 

Ch 'i:.-

v ~ 

HJ#R} J 
@, ...__,,· 

Sal=&#;~~ 
@, 

sa2'13, ~ IJ pP Ku. "i u J) p 

Sb ~ p 

-~ J) r:J 4= 

----t+,-w.----+'r-w-□_,__. m 
'----·,./ 

&] 
g) 

fl]' 

J_ 

(j 

J 
i ---0 ;iz7cJ F 

--Ch 

Sa1~ 
() 

[\ 7 
/~~::::::-,, 

.J ) II ,{' r ~ 

h (~ ±SJ /fr/ 
J Jg 

,[J p;; ~ 
), II 

b 
{-.) j/-=--r+# Ji II 

These three examples have demonstrated the principles of the 
possibility of partial transcription of melodies in Slavic hirmologia 
of the Middle Ages. It seems that on this basis a transcription with 
indication of rhythmical values may be attempted, whereas only 
cadential melodic formulae may be tentatively transcribed into 

day notation. Inasmuch as tnis suggestion represents pro
gress in approaching the musical notation in Early Slavic manu
scripts, it is only the beginning of a more detailed analysis which 
should attempt to trace the development of these melodies and 
rhythmic divisions in later Slavic manuscripts. Only in this way 
may one, perhaps, reconstruct the line of growth of the Slavic 
Chant, which after having fulfilled its function, has given way to 
polyphonic singing. 



CHAPTER VIII 

COSCLUSION 

From the moment when the two Slavic manuscripts were re
discovered in the library of the Serbian Monastery Chilandar on 
r,.ffount Athos, ,md throughou.J: the processes of study and prep~,r,, 
tion for publication in facsimile, one basic question has pesisted: 
is it possible to read and transcribe inlo modern notation the neumes in these 
Slavic manuscripts? As far as the Hirmologion is concerned one may 
now answer that some of the neumes may be transcribed into 
present day notation provided that they appear in a certain order, 
at a particular place within a hirmos and that the Greek compara
tive material offers support for these tentative transcriptions. 

These attempts at transcription pncsuppose an understanding of 
a number of reLncd problems. A systematic presentation of' these 
problems wiH at the same time be a summary of this study and 
bring together the conclusions reached in the step-by-step procedure 
followed in this research. 

For the Slavs the acceptance of Christianity from the Greeks re
presents the beginning of literacy and the advent of literature. 
The need for church books led to very active work on translations 
from the Greek. In this process the Slavs copied faithfully the 
neumatic notation found above the texts which were to be sung 
during the services. The translations were not always exact re
plicas of the Greek original and Slavic texts are sometimes shorter 
or longer than the Greek. When copying the neumatic notation 
above such texts the Slavs endeavored to retain the basic stresses 
and melodic inflexions at about the same places where they ap
peared in the original. The percentage of such successful adapta
tions is very large and impressive. 

-~ 
i 

I 
f 

The order of hirmoi in the extant Slavic hirmologia is the order 
of odes. ~'. lns been esta!,Jishw~' by this st, that up to ih= rr,".Ir·
teenth centu,·y this particular order of hirmoi ,vas used · ,, rela
tively smclll arez,. The territ:xy of the Holy =-.2.nd including l\io,.rnt 
Sinai accepted this order, while the Constantinopolitan domains, 
including Mount Athos and outposts in Italy, preierred the ar
:tangement of hirmoi according to kanons. The conclusion which 
imposed itself was that the Slays accepted the Palestiniac order of 
hirmoi in the hirmologi,L more detailed analysis of the ccmtent 
of hirm0Iog1.a revealed the pn:sence of a Dumber of hirmoi which 
were not located in any of the available manuscripts ascribed to 
the Palestinian traditions. In such cases the corresponding Greek 
equivalent for each hirmos was located almost invariably in manu
',cripts of the KaO type, :ad n:riously enmcg)1 in the oldest of the 
manuscripts with that order. Such a dichotomy in questioas con
cerning the origin of a manuscript (or better, manuscripts) which 
may have served as model for translation by the Slavs led to a 
ne~ investigation of Slavic contacts with the Holy Land and with 
Mount Athos. Although no startling results have been obtained, 
one important point emerges, that the Russian contacts with the 
Holy Land were much more meaningful than has been generally 
assumed. The contacts with Constantinople were extensive and it 
1s recorded that the first n1onastic community in Russia had con
tacts with the Studios Monastery in Constantinople. 

The Chilandar Hirmologion is the only one of the known Slavic 
hirmologia of that early date to contain two hirmoi from a kano:n 
ascribed to Theodore the Studite, Significantly enough, the Greek 
text of that particular kanon was located in two of the oldest 
manuscripts, L and the fragment Lg. Further study established that 
even in the Studios Monastery the kanons were arranged according to 
practices prevalent in Jerusalem, especially in the Monastery of 
St. Sa bas (I). The conclusion reached on the basis of this evidence 
is that it is very likely that even within the walls of Constantinople 
two different traditions may have existed side by side. Additional 
studies arc needed to determine the extent of differences and simi-

( I) As seen in the Slavic menaia of the twelfth century, based on practice 
in the Studios Monastery. Cf. Archbishop Sergei Spasskii, Polnyi Miesiatseslov 
Vostoka, I: Vostochnaia agiologiia (2d ed., Vladimir, 1901), p. 209, n. 2. 

I 
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larities between the practices of the Studios Monastery and the 
Constantinopolitan Patriarchate. 

Manuscript L gains in sig 01ificance after a i.ornparative 
of texts and variants as they appear in SLncic translation. In a 
number of instances only L provides the Greek text (2) which 
was the model for the literal Slavic translation. 

The study of the neumatic notation in Slavic hirmologia was 
approached on three different levels. In the first place the neumes . 
were studied to determine their individual , alues. In this respect 
d1e only condi.i:,:on that could be obtained ::com the available 
material was that the Slavs accepted and copied a stage of the 
Coislin notation. While the meaning of the rhythmic values of this 
notation is certain, the melodic values are not. Any attempts at 
transcription will have to remain tentative and can be obtained 
only by inference and a comparison with the chronologically next 
stage of neumatic notation which can be confidently transcribed. 
Thus a study of the notation alone does not yield any positive 
results. · 

A slightly different method is to study the structure of each 
hirmos as a whole and the relationship between the text and the 
music. This approach lead to the discovery of a substantial number 
of musical forms in the Greek models used by the Slavs. The exis
tence of musical forms, although suspected, was never before sa6s
factorily analyzed. As for the texts in Slavic manuscripts, it has 
not been possible to establish which factors determined whether 
3_;: not a musical form was to be followed. 

Finally, a combination of the two preceding methods offered 
most satisfactory results. A number of neumes arranged in a partic
ular sequence constitutes a melodic formula, which seems to have 
been a very usefol tool in an essentially oral tradition not cmrnizant 
of immutable compositions. The formula provided a fra~~ework 
within which there was sufficient 'freedom for each individual per
former to embellish a melody or to adapt it to the tastes and tra
dition of a community. 

It has been possible to establish that within 1\-fode I there arc 
four cadential melodic formulae which have been traced in both 

(2) The kanon by Theodore the Studite in Mode llI, and several examples 
discussed in the chapter about translation of texts. 

Greek and Slavic manuscripts. Furthermore, at least two initial 
melodic formulae have been traced, as well as one which seems to 
have served 2.s a transitonal formula. 'These melodic fon,1ulae in 
Slavic rr.anuscripts can no1cv be transcribed v,rith cert;:intv. 'fhis 
fact does not mean that any hirmos m,cy yet be transcribed in its 

entirety. · 
As for the appearance of melodic formulae in Greek manuscripts, 

' it should be pointed out that contrary to expectations the formulae 
located in Slavic manuscripts do not appear ;n Greek manuscripts 
of the OdO type. In an overwhelmingly large number of instances 
the melodic formulae in Slavic hirmologia coincided with the 
formulae i~ manuscripts of the KaO type. This fact coupled with 
the Pales~inian order of hirmoi in Slavic manuscripts obviously 
points to a merger of influences which must have taken place in 
the ear!"'./ st?.ges of Chrisfr1 nity in Russiac These conclusions may 
be summed up as follmvs: 

(I) 1"he Slavs were acquainted with the contents of both types 
of hirmologia, the one used in Palestine (from which they 
accepted the order of hirmoi) and the one used on Mount 
A.thos (from which they borrowed a number of indi,_ridual 
hirmoi, and even more important, the melodic formulae). 

( 2) In the process of adaptation the Greek modes were retained 
in the Slavic Chant. 

(3) The ncumatic notation copied by the Slavs is definitely of 
Byzantine origin and represents ::n early stage of Coislin 

notation. 
(4) In some instances Slavs took over musical forms appearing 

in the Byzantine Chant There is no consistency in this 

process. 
(5) A number of melodic formulae of Mode I are identical in 

both Greek and Slavic Chants. On the basis of their identity 
it is possible to transcribe parts of n1cdieval Slavic manu
scripts for the first time. 

These results are by no means final conclusions in this field, but 
rather they are first steps imo a new branch of Byzantine music

ology. 
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